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INTRODUCTION 
In 1989 the Department of History (cAS) assigned 
me t h e . t o p i c . # THE BAYANA TRACTx AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
op MUGHAL REMAINS*, leading to Ph.D. degree. The survey 
work which included a de ta i l ed physical examination of 
bui ldings and other archaeological remains tookabout_^8 
months to complete. During the survey i t was observed and 
f e l t that Mughal bui ldings could not be s tudied in exc lu -
s i o n . . Archaeological remains of the Sultanate period and 
th^t of Mughals have come down inter- l inkecl and i n t e r -
mingled with each other and i t was next to Impossible to 
examine the two separate ly . What therefore has been f o l l -
owed i s that bui ldings of both periods have been studied 
together for having in common many archi tectural character 
Although the t i t l e requires a study of Mughal remains 
alone. There was another a t t rac t ion to include 
remains of the Sultanate per iod , therefore should not 
to be 
be deemed an over-ambitious plan on the part of present 
writer . 
In the present t h e s i s an attempt i s made to 
corroborate the textual references with archaeological 
remains and i n s c r i p t i o n s , FOr references and" in format i -
on many a s p e c t s , the contemporary Persian chronic les 
s tudied and quoted lare : Tabaqat-i Nas ir i#Tarikh- i 
Firoz shahi (Barni) , Tarikh»i Firoz Shahi (Af i f ) # 
Tarikh-1 Khan Jahani» Babur Nama» Humayun Naroa/ A in - i -
Akbari and Tuzuk-i Jahanqiri e t c . , Travel lers• account 
quoted are »Early Travels in India» Jahanqir's India, 
De Imper lo' Moqn i Maqol is» The Travels of Peter Mundi 
and English Factory Records (From 1618 to 1645) e t c . . 
Epigraphlcal work mentioned are t corpus"Inscriptionum 
Indicarum, corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum» Epioraphia 
Indica^Arabic and Persian Supplement and Indian Antiquary 
e t c . A very important unpublished loca l source i s a 
Rajasthani document Arhsatta Parqana Bayana va Slkandrabad 
V.S. 1750. After completing desk-work, next s t e p was 
the physical survey which included a d e t a i l e d examination 
of more than seventy archaeological remains. To i l l u s t r a t e 
these monuments de ta i l ed sketches of ground plan and photo-
graphs taken are appended with t h e s i s . By and large the 
monuments are l i s t e d chronologica l ly with the help of 
in scr ip t ions found on them# archi tectural features and 
l oca l t r a d i t i o n s s t i l l cutreat in the area about many 
bu i ld ings . Many a s t i l l un ident i f i ed monuments are 
a l so mentioned in the l a s t of l i s t . / 
Present t h e s i s has been divided into s i x chapters: 
CHAPTER I t ENVIRONS OF BAYANA TRACT g i v e S d e t a i l s 
of Bayana t r a c t such as l o c a t i o n , h i s t o r i c a l s ta tus* geology , 
r iver and water resources and cl imate of the area. 
CHAPTER I I : HISTORICAL OUTLINES g i v e s p o l i t i c a l 
h i s tory of Bayana region from pre-Turkish times t i l l the 
end of Aurangzeb's reign. After Ghorian conquest , i t bec«ne 
one of the most important townships, because of i t s s t r a -
t e g i c l o c a t i o n . I t s s t a t u s from iqta was raised t o sarkar F 
during Sultanate period. But during the Mughals, a f ter 
subjugation of Rajputana and Malwa, i t l o s t i t s s t r a t e g i c 
importance and therefore reduced to pargana headquarters. 
By Aurangzeb's time Bayana remained only a than a. 
CHAPTER I I I : ECONOMY OF. THE BAYANA TRACT d e a l s w i t h 
the economy such as crc^ pattern in Sultanate period and 
change in 17th century. With increase in demand for indigo 
in the European market* peasants of Bayana opted to indigo 
c u l t i v a t i o n , i t i i s phenomenon has a l s o been shown in tabulated 
form, ?Mropean t r a v e l l e r s ' account i s supported by the 
archaeolonlcal f indings of indigo-vats at d i f f erent 
l o c a t i o n s * there being continuous f a l l in administra-
t i v e p o s i t i o n , 
to the prosper 
agro-product of Bayana-indigo contributed 
i t y of Bayana in 17th c. AD. 
CHAPTEIR IV: ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS IN AND AROUND 
BAYANA deals with the study of the archaeological remains 
after dividing them t y p o l o g i c a l l y in twelve p a r t s . These 
archaeological f indings are further i l l u s t r a t e d by ground 
plans and photographs of monuments. 
CHAPTER V: GROWTH OF THE BAYANA TOWNSHIP g i v e s the 
p i c t u r e of the urban growth upto the Mughal per iod . After 
p l o t t i n g the monuments on d i f f e r e n t maps, the urban growth 
i s being i l l u s t r a t e d . 
CHAPTFR VIJ CONCLUSION 
APPENDICES : (A) NOTE OF THE MAP OF BAYANA & 
(B) INSCRIPTIONS are refered in the main 
body of the t h e s i s . 
I t i s bel ieved that t h i s work would s t imulate 
further research on MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY. 
III! 
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CHAPTER-I 
ENVIRONS OF BAYANA TRACT 
^ ^ 
\U.-^^ 
.y^  
Present c i t y of Bayana (26* 55'N; ITITE) la 
s i tua ted 45 km to the south-west of the Bharatpur and 
76 km from Agra, on the l e f t bank of seasonal r iver 
Gambhlr. I t i s a t e h s i l headquarters of d i s t r i c t Bharat-
pur in Eastern Rajasthan. For the present work the geog-
raphical l i m i t s have been taken to form 'the Bayana 
Tract*. 
Prom the l a s t decade of 12th centur^ t i l l 1580-81, 
Bayana and i t s t e r r i t o r y was known as igta/ff lah/Sarkar-1-
Bayana. Before 1505-06 AD Agra then not more than a v i l l -
age, formed also a part of Sarkar Bayana but In that year 
nine Pargana of Sarkar Bayana were taken to c o n s t i t u t e 
2 Agra a separate Sarkar with i t s headquarters a t Agra. 
After the annexation of Malwa and parts of Rajputana, 
Bayana remained no more important and It was reduced to 
Pargana headquarters attached to Sarkar Agra during Akbar's 
re ign . By the time of Aurangzeb*s reign Bayana further 
l o s t i t s s t r a t e g i c importance and was made a Thana head-
quarters some time in 1669 AD» 
1 . Year of formation of new geographical and p o l i t i c a l 
boundaries of pargana, sarkar, and subah headquarters 
In Akbar's re ign. See Ain I, p . 8 2 . 
2 . Tarikh-i-khan Jahani, trans , pp. 195-96. 
3 . Selected Documents of Auranqzeb's R e l u n , 1659-1706#p.55« 
Writing about the 'Neo l i th ic and Chalchol l th lc 
Cultures ou t s ide the Harappan Orbi t ' , Nayanjot Lahlr l 
has mentioned about the Internal trade route which 
Indicates that during p r o t o - h l s t o r l c period a trade 
route from Gujarat to Northern India v ia Malwa passes 
through Bayana . itie Internal trade routes from Gujarat 
to Northern India-one v ia Malwa, and other v ia Ajraer 
2 
passed through Bayana during Mughal per iod . Bayana was 
3 
one of the Inportant market p lace In pre - su l tanate India. 
Itopographlcally land of the tehs 11 Bayana Is f e r t -
i l e and also d i v e r s i f i e d by h i l l f e a t u r e s . H i l l s and 
broken ground character ised almost the whole t r a c t . I h e r e 
Is a range of big h i l l of Araval l i h i l l s c a l l e d Damdama, 
on which remains of the f o r t Vljayraandlr are s t i l l st€md-
Ing. I t s t a r t s from the west of the c i t y of Bayana and 
extends upto v i l l a g e Bhagorl In the north-west of Bayana, 
v i l l a g e Alapur, Slkandra and More Talab In the aouth-west 
of Bayana, The height of the h i l l s a t d i f f e r e n t p laces 
var i e s from 340 m to 370 m above the sea l e v e l . There 
are two hlllocJcs a t a d is tance of about 5 km, to the 
1 . Lahlr l , Nayanjot, The Archaeology of Indian Trade Route 
upto C. 200 B.C., p , 245. 
2 . ef.An Atlas of Mughal Empire, P la te s 6A & 8A, 
3 . Indian Antiquary, X, p . 2 , 
north of Bayana# on both s i d e s of the road to Bharatpur* 
The he ight of these h i l l o c k s i s about 240 mt and 2,63 
mt< 
Present ly there i s no perennial r iver In the Bayana 
t r a c t except the r iver Ganbhir which probably has l o s t i t s 
o r i g i n a l source and has become a seasonal flowing only 
during r a i n s . This r iver enters the t r a c t from the south-
western, corner* After rece iv ing wat«r of the Kakxind and 
t r a v e l l i n g about 56 km f i r s t towards the e a s t and than in 
the nor th-eas ter ly direct ion* where i t Joins the r iver Bang-
2 3 
anga near v i l l a g e Kurka in t e h s i l Rupbas. The main s lope 
of the tract i s running* from the north-west of Bayana to 
the e a s t or from v i l l a g e Damdama to the r iver Gambhir* A 
4 5 
bao l i , and a dam (band) are constructed to conserve the 
rain water flowing through t h i s main s lope for maximum u t i -
l i s a t i o n to Irr igate large area. Another s lope i s towards 
the south from the h i l l features near v i l l a g e Alepur(located 
to the south west of Bayana to the r iver Gambhir. 
1• See the map of Bayana annexed. 
2, The Rajasthan D i s t r i c t Gazetteers* Bharatpur«p.8. 
3 , See the map of Bayana and i t s environ*. 
4 . See the monument n o . 8 , 
5 . See Chapter IV, Part VIII, monument n o . 1 1 , 
8 
Batakharoba b a o l l Is a l so erected in t h i s s lope to 
2 
s t o r e the rain water. Hakims of Bay ana constructed b a o l i ' s 
ii^ other slopeA*-~to check the flow of ta in water a t d i f f t-
erent p o i n t s . 
So i l Is b a s i c a l l y l a i d by the Gangetic a l luv ian washed 
down from the Shival ik ranges, itie colour of s o i l var i e s from 
pale-brown to ye l lowish brown or brown. Ihe s o i l i s h ighly 
f e r t i l e , therefore most of the agr icu l tura l crops both tradi^ 
t ional and cash ( j ins - i -kami l ) can be grown in t h i s t r a c t . 
According to Baburnama, the land of Sarkar Bayana was f e r t i l e 
and land revenue c o l l e c t e d then amounted t6 1 cror6#14 l a k s , 
and 14,930 tankas per annum. 
The Ain'-l-Akbari and a Rajas than! document *Arhsatta~ 
Par^yana R;.vana Va Sikandarabad v . S . 1750 (1692-93)^ also 
g ive descr ipt ion of crops grown in Bayana t r a c t . 
IJhe area found in parts of upper Gangetic p l a i n with 
J e t t i n g out of h i l l ' s small p lateau, which c o n s i s t s mostly 
• * 
' • • " " f i 
1 . Ibid, monument no .59 . 
2 . See monument no .21 , 22,39 & 68 , 
3 . Baburnama, p .521 . * 
4. The Rajasthan State Archives, Bikaner, Rajasthan. 
5. See Table (B) & (C) in Chapter, III. 
red sand stone belonging to archaic per iod . Thus topog-
raphy becomes uneven with p la ins an3 h i l l s , 
Ttiough the contemporary sources concerning the 
proposed t h e s i s are s i l e n t about mineral wealth of the 
area but I t may be pointed out that a large var i e ty of 
mineral wealth i s l y i n g buried in the integral part of 
the Araval l i h i l l s . Tlie Araval l i h i l l - d e p o s i t s contains 
mineral l i k e lead, z i n c , s i l v e r , icon« copper, mica, 
c a l c i t e e t c . W i t h i n the Bayana t r a c t , we have copper and 
iron ores . Beside these quarrying i s a l so done for used 
sand stone, lime stone and precious stones'*such as agat 
and bery l . 
Bayana has a dry c l imate with a hot summer,average 
monsoon, and a cold winter . 
Itie annual r a i n f a l l in and around the t r a c t Is about 
211 iwn. Table (A) g ive s the monthly r a i n f a l l of the year . 
As we s ee in the table (A) the average annual rainy days 
come to 34, During the months of July and August, the 
1 . The Archaeology of Indian Trade Route upto C» 200. BC, 
p . AIIQ, 
2 . Ib id . 
3 . Ralasthan D i s t r i c t Gazetteers , Bharatpur, p , 3 6 . 
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r a i n f a l l cximes to about 80% annually. However the var ia -
t ion in ra in fa l l from year to year i s cons iderable . 
The meteorological data on temperature at Bayana 
i s ava i lab le for only for few years (1957-68) . The temp-
erature Increases from March to June. May and June are 
the h o t t e s t months of year with maximum teirperature at 
42 *€ and minimum at 26 "C. The coming of the South-West 
monsoon, by about the end of June# brings some r e l i e f 
from heat* Days become a b i t hot by mid H^^ September # 
but the n ights mostly remain c o o l . From November temper-
ature s t a r t s f a l l i n g and continues t i l l Jarttiary. Prom 
December to February cold i s qui te intense with January 
being the co ldes t when mercury dips to 7*C. 
11 
TABLE (A) 
EO 
METROLOGICAL DATA 
X 
Months 
January 
February 
March 
Apri l 
May 
June 
Ju ly 
Augus t 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Rain 
Max 
11 .4 
8 .4 
5 , 8 
4 . 6 
6 . 9 
4 4 , 7 
2 2 0 . 5 
2 0 0 . 4 
1 1 6 . 3 
1 6 . 8 
2 . 5 
6 . 1 
f a l l in mm 
Min 
1 .1 
0 . 8 
0 .6 
0 . 4 
1 .1 
3 . 1 
1 0 . 5 
1 0 . 3 
5 .2 
0 . 7 
0 . 3 
0 .6 
Temperature 
in 'C 
Max 
2 2 . 7 
2 6 . 7 
3 2 . 7 
38 .6 
4 2 . 2 
4 1 . 9 , 
3 5 . 0 
3 3 , 1 
3 3 , 3 
3 3 , 3 
2 9 . 5 
2 4 , 4 
Min 
7 .1 
9 . 8 
1 5 . 4 
2 1 , 5 
2 6 . 4 
3 0 . 1 
2 7 . 1 
2 5 . 8 
2 4 . 1 
1 8 . 5 
1 7 . 5 
7 .4 
Annual 211 1 8 . 7 
1 . Rajas than D i s t r i c t G a z e t t e e r s , Bharatpur* p . 38. 
2 . C o l l e c t e d from T e h s l l Bayana h e a d q u a r t e r . 
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CHAPTER-XI 
HISTORICAL OUTLINE 
t ^ 
: Early Inscriptions found at Bayana suggest l^at 
before th^ Ghorian conquest this place was known as 'Scipatha 
2 
but in Persian source we came across the name Bayana . S i g n i -
f i can t ly in b i l ingual inscr ip t ion of Khan Khanan Farmauli, 
found on the bao l i in the Vijaymandirgarh, we find both names 
•^'^ ! ^ 3 
i . e . Sr ipa tha t in Sanskri t Version and Bayana in Pers ian . 
Before the conquest of Yaudheya t r i b e by Samudragupta 
(335-380)«. we are to ld , Bayana was the sea t ot the power of 
Yadu Chiefs . Subsequently the Yadu Chiefs of Sri^atha seems 
to have paid loya l ty to the Gupta r u l e r s , A s a c r i f i c i a l p i l l a r 
(yupa) with an inscr ip t ion ins ta l l ed by Vlshnuvardhana (as 
mentioned nscr lp t ion } af ter the conqpletion of pundarlka 
u 
s a c r i f i c e in 428 mentions Varika as one of the t r i b e s perfor-
ming obeisance to him. This s t rongly suggests tha t up to the 
Bayana region was under the over. lordship of the Quptas r u l e s . 
* 1 . CII, Vol. I I I , p . 2 7 ; pp.1 ,8 & 14 'See verse no.22 of the 
Allahabad P i l l a r Inscr ip t ion of Sanudra Gupta, pp.253-54. 
2 . jnj' P»311^ Tal-ul Maasir, (El l io t ) p . 226. 
• 3 . See Appendix B inscr ip t ion no .8 . 
4 . CII/ I I I , pp.18,14. 
5 . Ibid, pp.253-54. 
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The Bayana inscr ip t ion dated V.S. .1012 ("955 AD) 
suggests that Srlpatha was the s e a t of Mahipalaieva who 
1 2 
constructed the Usha ternple near the market p lace • 
Ihe pref ix "Maharajadhiraja** used for Mahipal of the 
inscr ipt ion confirms him to be an independent ru ler . 
The B l j o l i rocK Inscr ipt ion of the Chauhan King Some^-
vera dated V.S. 1226 («1160 AD) confirms that Sripatha 
was captured by the Chauhan King Someivera, father of 
Pr i thv iraja III# some time before putt ing up the i n s c r i p -
t i o n . According to R . S . Tripathi* the B i j o l i Rock i n s c r i -
pt ion was inscribed by the Chauhan ruler Vigxahraja IV 
at the time of h i s annexation of Delhi . "OniSt however^ 
seems improbable.While according to him Vigrahraja ruled 
during 1153-64 A D , the inscr ip t ion under d i scuss ion i s 
dated 116^ 9 A D . I t Is obvious that Vigrahraja IV of R.S. 
Tripathi and Somesvera of the inscr ip t ion are two d i f f e r e n t 
p e r s o n a l i t i e s . The l a t t e r might: be Ident i f i ed as Vigrahraja 
IV*s successor . 
1 . I t i s l o c a l l y known as Ukha which i s corrupt form of 
word Usha. 
2 . Epigraphia Indica, XXII, p . l 2 7 . 
3 . ib id , XXVI, p . 9 3 . 
4 . R.S, Tripathi , p . 334. 
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X Pw^s^' Pr l thv lra ja I I I , a Chauhan ruler« the successor 
Xv?' o f Soinesveta, was d e f e a t e d by Mohammad Ghaut I in t h e 
^W v^ ' 
second b a t t l e of Tarain in 1192 A D. AJmer was taken by 
Ghorids in 1192 A D , Shortly a f t e r , D e l h i too f e l l to 
them, A roeiflber of Pr i thv iraja I l l ' s family^ probably one 
of h i s sons , was permitted to rule over the t e r r i t o r y of 
Ajmer on a promise of punctual payment of l arge t r i b u t e . 
In 1196 A.D. Gh o rides brought the t e r r i t o r y of Ajmer under 
the ir d i r e c t rule af ter removing the Chauhan rules whom 
they e a r l i e r al lowed. At that time for Sripatha we find the 
Tabaqat~i Nas ir i using the name Bayana €hen conquered. In 
t h i s connection i t i s noteworthy that one comesacross the 
name Bayana for the f i r s t time in Tabagat-i N a s i r i and also 
2 * 
the name lliankar (brackted with Bayana ) * Bayana-Ihankar* 
A 
to ident i fy the t rac t which the Ghor ides conquered in t h i s 
region from the Chauhans and passed under the control of 
Mohammad Ghorl*s o f f i c e r Malik Bahauddin TUghil who const -
3 
rueted a new f o r t at Bayana and named,it Sultankot. Prom 
t h i s I t can be deduced that the t e r r i t o r y cum adroinlstra-
t i v e ' u n i t ( iq ta ; khita or shig) iden t i f i ed in the records 
1 . TN, Vol. I , p . 311. 
V 2 , Thankar (Thangarh/Tlmangarh) i s 22 kms to the South of 
Bayana, 
3 , ;m » Vol. I, pp. 32i» 322, 
1 3 
^ ^ ^ 
of the Soltanatc period as Bayana or •Bayana-Thankat* 
represented the region that included the present Bayana 
town and the f o r t of ihankar. The e n t i r e t e r r i t o r y formed 
to a.^signed Malik Bahauddin Tughril in 1196 A D. 
During the early phase of the reign of I l tutmish 
(1210-27 A D )« there was a brief revival of Chauhan power 
in the north-western Rajputana and Chauhans are sa id to 
have recaptured Bayana t e r r i t o r y but that proved to be 
2 
short l i v e d . Ih l s happened when I l tutmish was busy in 
so lv ing administrat ive problems created by h i s f e l low 
o f f i c e r s ani protect ing the north-western f r o n t i e r of h i s 
empire. 
I t was some time in 1227-28 A D that a f t er having 
annexed the eastern region including Bengal, I l tutmish 
i n i t i a t e d s teps to protec t the southern flank of Delhi 
§ul^fnate. Poss ib ly he then rees tabl i shed control over 
t&> Bayana In 1252-53 AD t h i s t e r r i t o r y was under the 
^ 
>r charge of Qutlug Khan who i s mentioned as the Hakim of 
Bayana. He was followed by Malik Sher Khan. In February« 
1259 A D Sultan Naslruddln Mahmud Shah gave the charge 
1 . ib id . 
2 , •Growth of the Pre-modern Township of Bayana'« AV-IHC, 
p .514 . 
3 . TO' I' p.486, 
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of Bayana t e r r i t o r y to Mallkh Sher Khan, 
•ft^ere i s no mention of the Hakim of Bay ana at 
the time of Balban's access ion in the conteteporary 
w r i t i n g s . In the f i r s t year of h i s reign* Balban i s 
ment ion^ to have suppressed the Mewatis in northern 
Bayana. He i s reported to have ordered c learance of the 
f o r e s t which was used for hiding by the Mewati r e b e l s . 
One of the inscr ip t ions of Balban*s period dated 1271 
AD t e s t i f i e s h i s control over the t r a c t . I t a l so mentions 
Husrat Khan as the Hakim of Bayana jchlta in 1271 AD . 
Ihe Bayana t rac t seems to have remained peaceful 
during the Khalj i rule (1290-1320 AD ) Alauddin Khalji* 
who ascended the throne in 1295 AD* s t a r t e d rul ing with 
a strong hand. No rebe l l ion in Bayana region i s mentioned 
in the contemporary sources . In 1301 AD at the time of 
Ranthant>ore expedition* Bayana i s mentioned as an iqta 
3 
held by Alauddin's noble known as Ulugh Khan . During 
the thirteenth century we gather from sources that Bayana 
developed as an inportant cultural centre under Delhi 
1. ibid* I* p . 490. 
2 . Epigraphia Indica* 1937-50* p . 6 . 
3 . Tarikh-i -Firozshahi , p* 350, 
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sultanate. It come to possess a large population of 
which many are said to belong to the category o£ ashcaf 
some of whom achieved considerable reputation in the 
f i e ld of Islamic learning. The fact remains that two 
famous gag is» qazl Zlauddin and qazi Mughlsuddin hailed 
from Bayana. Among the two, qazi Mughis rose to become 
2 
advisor of Alauddin Khalji on religious matters. By and 
large Bayana continued to be an Inportant administrative 
and cultur^ centre throughout the fourteenth century. 
Epigraphical evidence suggest that whole of the 
Bayana tract continued under Delhi 3ultanate throughout 
the fourteenth century. According to inscriptions inscr-
ibed over Jhater Baoli and Ukha Mas lid.during the reign of 
Qutbuddln Mubark Shah Khalji, Malik Kafur Sultan 1 was 
administering the Bayana tract in 1320 AD. 
After/Khalji^, unfortunately we do not have any 
thing in contemporary Persian sources about Bayana. However 
during Muhammad bin Tughlaq's reign Bayana i s mentioned by 
Kdl 
Ibn Batuta. While on Journey to^(Aligarh)« Ibn Batuta 
4 
claims to have v i s i ted Bayana in July 1342 AD. He says 
that at the time of his v i s i t Muffar-Ibn-ul Duya was the 
1. ibid, p. 353. 
2. Tarikh->i Pirozshahi. p. 289. 
3 . RTER, Vbl. XX, pp. 6 9 - 7 1 . 
4. JRehla, p. 152. . ''Tllbat (Ti lpat) . . Aou (an old v i l lage 
in the Bharatpur near the Deegfortress) . . then Hilu (Helena). Afterwards we se t out for c i ty of Bayana and 
this Koll.** 
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the rouqta of the Bayana. This show& that ^ayana« 
continued to be an linpoctant headquatecs under a 
wuqta* 
Chauhans«whose p r i n c i p a l i t y was located to 
the eas t 9f Bayana with Chandwar as i t s headquarters, 
seems to have withdrawn the i r support to Delhi Sultans 
2 
around 1376-77 A D, Sometimes towards the end of Sultan 
Firoz Shah Tughlaq's reign they organised themselves 
once again into a strong a l l i a n c e under the leadership 
of Chauhan c h i e f t a i n s of Etawah. In 1377-78 A D Firoz 
Shah TUghlaq proceeded against them and subjugated them. 
After a few years Chauhans again threw of f Firoz Shah 
Tughlaq*s author i ty . Firoz Shah once again s e t out from 
Delhi with the idea of suppressing the Chauhans of Etawah. 
On t h i s occas ion, he i s reported to have entrusted t h i s 
task of subduing the Chauhan to Firoz bin Tajuddin Turk, 
3 
The l a t t e r crushed the Chauhan a l l i a n c e . 
During Firoz TUghlaq's re ign, Muinuddin was the 
muqta of Bayana. But the weak successors of Firoz IXighlaq 
1 . ib id . 
2 . Afif , Tarikh-i-Flroz Shahi , pp. 493-94. 
3 . ib id . 
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f a i l e d to maintain the ir control over t h i s t e r r i t o r y . 
Taking advantage of the f a l l of Tughlaqs, which per-
haps was caused by Tiinur's invasion (1398 A D ) , many 
Rajpufc c h i e f s as well as the Muslim nobles c o n t r o l l i n g 
d i f f e r e n t t e r r i t o r i e s as the ir ig ta declared themselves 
independent* A s imi lar s i t u a t i o n a l so oocured in Bayana 
region as w e l l . 
H I 
By the end of fourteenth century, as the Tughlaq 
empire d i s i n t e g r a t e d , Ohdl took hold of Bayana headquarters 
They broke l inks with Delhi Sultanate and assumed indep-
endence. This continued t i l l the second <half of the 15th 
century. 
At the time of Timur's invasion (1398 AD), Shams 
Khan Ohdi was incharge of Bayana s h i q . By the t i n e the 
TUghlaq rule came to an end^Shams Khan Ohdi had already 
2 thrown off the supremacy of Tughlaqs. I t seems that he 
rebel led against the weak successor of Firoz Shah ^ g h l a q 
and had declared h i s independence. In 1399-1400 AD, Afghan 
Khan-, ruler of Gujarat, marched a9ainst Bayana. Shans Khan 
came forward to check Afghan Khan's march but he was 
3 
defeated by the l a t t e r . 
1 . Tarikh-i Mahroudi, p . 5 3 , 
2 . Khulasat-ut Tawarikh, p , 259, 
3 . Tarikh-.L.Mabarak Shahi. p . 186. \ 
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In 1416-17 AD« Malik Mulk recoveced mal and 
roahsul from Shams Khan Ohdi and went back to De lh i , 
2 
But an inscr ip t ion found at T a l e t i mosque sugges t s 
that Ohd Khan was administering the Bayana t r a c t in 
1414 AD when t h i s mosque was b u i l t by Muhtaf Khani, 
and he ruled over the t e r r i t o r y upto 13th September 
1421 AD.^ After the death of Ohd Khan, Mubarak Khan 
Ohdi took to authority in Bayana and rebel led against 
Delhi Sultanate in 1425 AD • Sultan Mubarak Shah/narched 
to Bayana in November-December 1426 AD to suppress the 
disturbance creatf^d by Mubarak Khan Ohdi* After some 
time Ohdi ruler submitted* paid t r ibute and accunpanled 
6 ^ 
the Sultan to Delhi . Subsequently we bear that ig ta of 
Bayana was divided into two parts:one part comprising 
Bayana proper and v i l l a g e around was given to Malik 
1 . ib id , p .186 . 
2 , RTBR, XX, p . 8 5 . 
i . Corpus Inscrlptlonucn Iranicarum, XLIX, p . 2 8 . 
4 . Tarikh-i Mubarak Shahi, p . 202, 
5 . ib id . 
6. ib id , p . 205. 
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Muqbll and other part Including S lkr l the paraqana 
headquarters and v i l l a g e s was on Malik Khaicuddin 
Tuhfa* In the meantime Mubarak Khan Ohdi escaped 
from Delhi and i t seems that he recovered h i s t err i^ 
tory from Malik Muqbil and Malik Khairuddin Tuhfa* 
because iii November-December 1427 AD he helped Sultan 
Ibrahim Sharki of Jaunpur who advanced towards the 
2 
territory of Delhi Sultanate. Sultan Mubark Shah 
was proceeding towards Bayana to crush the power of 
Mubarak.Khan Ohdi in November»December 1427 A D , when 
Sultan of Delhi was informed by Kadri Khan# amir of 
Kalpi« about Ibrahim Sharki*s attack. Sultan Mubarak 
Shah decided to check the power of Ibrahim Shark! and 
encamped his army on the bank of the river Gambhir in 
the territory of Bayana near the army of Shark 1 Sultan. 
A day long battle was fought without any significant 
result • Ibrahim Shark! returned to Jaunpur in February 
1. ib id , pp 205-06. 
2 . ib id , pp. 208-209. 
3 . ibid« pp. 209-10. 
4 . ibid? Tarikh-i Mahmudi, ( t r . ) p , 6 8 . 
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1428 A D. On h i s way back to Delhi Sultan captured 
Bayana again from Mubarak Khan Ohdi (who went to Mewat) 
and t e r r i t o r y of Bayana was granted to Mulik ul Shark 
2 
Mahnrud Hasan. In 1429 AD Mubarak Khan Ohdl again 
created disturbance in Bayana t e r r i t o r y . Around J\ily -
August 1429 A D , Malik ul-Shark i s reported to have 
supported the rebe l l i on at Bayana. Henceforth, he proc-
eeded to Mewat and Gwalior. Subsequently Malik Shanshul 
Malik becane Hakim of Bayana (1430 A D ) in p lace of 
4 
Malik-ul-Shark Malik Mahmud Hasan. 
Ihe Sayed Sultans of Delhi t r i e d to keep the 
Ohdi rulers of Bayana under subjugation but they were not 
success fu l in c o n t r o l l i n g the t rac t for any considerable 
time. Following the appointment of Mai ik-ul-Shark Mahmud 
Hasan again there was a revival of Ohdi ru l e . 
After the death of Mubarak Khan Ohdi (1432 AD) 
h i s son Yusuf Khan Ohdi ruled over the Bayana t rac t upto 
1439. In that year Ranusia (Ranu), a s l a v e of Shldhwal 
1 . Tarik- i MahmudT"* « p.68> Tabagat-i Akbari^ VOl.III . 
p .529 . 
2 . Tarikh<.i Mubarak Shahi, p .210 . 
3 . ib id , pp. 211-213. 
4. TglH. p.231, 
5. Epigraph la Indica/ 1958-61, p . 6 3 . 
6 . In the part I I I of Chapter s i x of A ComprehehsIve History 
of India, Vol. y, g iv ing the account of successors of 
Mubarak Shah, during the reign of Muhammad Shah (1434-43), 
Prof. K.A. Nfizaml g ive s the name as Sidhpal (p.659) while 
our ear ly source Tarlkh-1 Mubarak Shahi (p. 238) mentioned 
as Sidhwal. ——————————— 
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came with an acity to attack Bayana. After having entered 
In the khl ta Bayana« he occupied the f o r t of Sultangarh 
(the Sul tankot ) . I t seems that e d i t o r s of Tarikh-i Mubarak 
Shahl, M:3. Hldayat Hosain and Khan Bahadur used probably 
the word Sultangarh as Sultangir* Yusuf Khan Ohdi advanced 
to Hindawan to check t h i s army but he was defeated by 
Sidhwal*s army. 
Sultan Mahmud Khalji , the f i r s t Khalj i Sultan of 
Mandu, attacked Bayana in 1448 A D Muhammad Khan Ohdi then 
2 
was ruler of Bayana. On t h i s occas ion the ruler of Bayana 
bought peace by agreeing to be loyal to and to have the 
3 Khalji Sul tan's name inscribed in the Friday Khutbas. When 
t h i s came to Sultan of D e l h i ' s notice* he attacked Bayana 
4 
and forced the Ohdi ch ie f to submit to the former. 
At the time of the capture of power a t Delhi by 
Bahlul Lodi in April 1451 A D Bayana was being ruled by 
Daud Khan Ohdi. Sultan Bahlul Lodi marched against Bayana 
1 . Tarikh»i Mubarak Shahi, p . 238, 
2 . ZWMWA, p . 172. 
3 . ib id ; TA, I I I , p . 553. 
4 . TA^III, p . 553. 
5. Tat ikh- i Khan Jahani^ p . 135; RTER* XX, p . 8 l 
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CV-^^ ^ 
\/> as well* with an aiin to c a p t u r e the t e r r i t o r y , but* 
1 
V N/^ ^ l i ^ * seems, he was not s u c e s s f u l . 
A After Bahlol Lodl*s d e a t h . Su l tan Ashraf son 
of Ahmad Khan Ja lwanl a meirtber of Ohdi fami ly , was t h e 
Hakim of Bayana, when Slkandar Lodi came to Bayana in 
1488-89 AD from Gwal lor . Sul tan Slkandar Lodi o f f e r e d 
him t e r r i t o r i e s of J a l e s a r , Chandwar, and Marhara in 
2 
exchange of Bayana some t ime in 1590 A D. Su l t an Ashraf 
agreed to the t r a n s a c t i o n but having reached t h e f o r t 
with Umar Khan Sarwani he refused to s u r r e n d e r the t e r r -
i tory.vihen Sul tan s lkandar Lodi came to knovj^  about the 
d i s t u r b a n c e c r ea t ed by Ashraf, Slkandar Lodi proceeded 
3 
a g a i n s t him from Agra. After some t ime Sul tan Ashraf, 
Hakim of Bayana, su r rende red the t e r r i t o r y to Slkandar 
4 
Lodi (1490.91 A D ) . Sul tan Ashraf went towards Gwalior 
and Slkandar Lodi appointed Khan Khanan Parmaul l as the 
Haklro of s a r k a r Bayana. After Khan Khanan's death* 
sometime in 1499-1500 AD, the t e r r i t o r y of Bayana was 
6 
confe r red on two of h i s sons named Imad and Sulaiman.. 
1 . TAj_ I I I , p . 553. 
2 , T a r i k h - i Khan J a h a n i , p p . 173-75. 
3. i b i d . 
4 , T a r i k h - i S a l a t i n - i Afqhana, pp . 36, 37, 
5 , T a r i k h - i Khan J a h a n i , p . 175, 
6 . i b i d . 
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But i t seenuB, they f a i l e d to control the disturbances 
created by the Intruders and rebe l l i ous c h i e f s of the 
/^arkar Bay ana* Eventually, Sikandar Lodi granted t h i s 
1 2 
t e r r i t o r y to Khawas Khan . In 1505-06 AD , having 3 
captured the f o r t of Mandray , Sultan reachcKS Bayana 
the Sarkar headquarters. In the same year the Intruders 
penetrated« infes ted the t e r r i t o r y of Sarkar Bayana and 
created disturbance. Fee l ing the Bayana t rac t Insecure 
Sikandar Lodl ordered in 1505-06 AD to search a s u i t a b l e 
p lace on the bank of the r iver Yamuna to control the 
a c t i v i t i e s of the intruders from the eastert^ f r o n t i e r of 
A 
S^ykar Bayana# and in the same year# such a p lace was 
discovered near two vill^ges-Basa^i ^nd Po ia . Sultan then 
ordered to e s t a b l i s h a f o r t and named i t Agra. Nine parganas 
V ^ • • 
were taken from Sarkar Bayana to c o n s t i t u t e a new Sarkar 
which was named sarkar Ag ra.T 
IV 
From two inscr ip t ions we g e t information that 
towards the c l o s e of Sikandar Lodi 's reign and comnn«icing 
1 . Ibid. 
2. IHia. 
3 . ;^ t present t h i s town i s known as Mandzoel# which i s 
a t e h s i l town in the south of Bayana. See An Atlas of 
Mughal Empire, p l a t e 8A, 
4 . Tarikh-i Khan Jahani, p , 175, 
5 . Ib id . • 
6 . See Appendix B incr ipt ion no. 1 0 , 1 1 . 
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of Ibrahim Lodi's one o f f i c e r Nizam Khan C»idl se ized 
authority at Bayana and continued to be Hakim when 
Babur conquered northern India. Having defeated 
IbrahIm,Babur sent message to Nizam Khan In threaten-
ing tone "either to accept Mughals supremacy or f a c e 
death". But Nizam Khan refused. After capturing Dhaul* 
2 
pur, Babur then sent an army to capture Bayana. After 
a b a t t l e , Bayana was occupied and Nizam Khan was s e t 
as ide and Mehdl Khawaja was appointed to take care of . 
When Rana Sanga reached Bayana to f i g h t the Mughals, 
Mehdl Khawaja frightened and accepted h i s supremacy in 
4 
haste but after some time he rejoined Babur*s army. 
On 17th March 1527^ AD, the great battle of Khanwa was 
fought between Babur^ s army and Rana Sanga. After the 
battle of Khanwa in ^^ril 1527 AD, Ishak Aga was appo-> 
' 5 " ' 
Inted as the ShIqdar of Bayana. 
Humayun succeeded In December 1530 A D. In 
1534 AD when Humayun left Agra with huge army for 
1. BN* P»-523. 
2 . Ibid 
3 . _BN p, 530; Akbar Nama. Vol. I , p . 71 , 
4 . Akbar Nama, Vo l .1 , p .72 . 
5. BN trans , into Persian by Abdur Rahlm, p.215 (Trans-
l a t o r of the t ex t into English has missed the t i t l e 
"Sh Iqdar * with the appointed person) . 
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conpalgn against the A£ghan in the e a s t . One* Tatar Khan 
(an Afghan) having a l l i e d with Bahadur Shah of Gujarat 
quickly captured Bayana. Having H»aucd t h i s news« Humayun 
pronptly returned to Agra and sent an army with Mlrza Askari^Ml 
-rza Hindal and other o f f i c e r s to put down disturbance created 
by Tatar Khan. Mughal army reached B«yana« and a f ter a 
brief s trugg le expel led Tatar Khan. 
In 1533 AD af ter suppressing the disturbance 
created by Muhamnad Zaman Mirza* son in-law of Babur« 
Humayun inprisoned him In the f o r t of Bayana which was in 
2 
charge of Yadgar Taghai. In 1533-34 AD« Khurasan Khan* 
a vazir of Sultan Bahadur of Gujarat had attacked Bayana 
but; was defeated by the royal army conmandwl by Mirza 
3 
Askari. I t seems that some time a f ter Askari defeated 
the Afghan a l l i e d with Gujarat* Bayana and i t s t e r r i t o r y 
was granted to him. i t i i s was>erhaps, aimed to strengthen 
the southern f ront i er of the newly es tab l i shed Mughal 
Enpire. 
In 1540 AD Mughal Badshah Humayun was defeated 
and expel led by Sher Shah Suri from Hindustan. Sher Shah 
Sur's copper coins were also minted at Bayana in 1542.43 
1. Akbar Nama« I* pp. 98-99, 
2 . ibidy Mir'at-i Sikandri. p . 306,. 
3 . MTfra ins ; p . 114> Tarikh-i Sher Shahi* p . 95. 
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A D, I t Strongly suggests that Bayana was und«t Sher Shah 
Sur (1540-45ADXBut unfortunately we do not g e t the name 
of any Sur o f f i c i a l appointed to administer t h i s liqportant 
p lace which a l so had an a l i v e mint. 
When Islam Shah came to the throne of Delhi in 
1545 AD« Islam Shah's brother Ad 11 Shah was appointed Hakim 
of Bayana* Isa Khan had requested Islam Shah af ter h i s 
2 
acc,es8ion to confirm him in Bayana* Accordingly^ Islam 
Shah Issued a farman to that e f f e c t and sent Isa Khan*Khawas 
Khan and Ad 11 Khan to rule over the t e r r i t o r i e s of Bayana, 
3 
Rathambore and Mewat r e s p e c t i v e l y . But Islam Khan did not 
t o l e r a t e Ad 11 Khan '^s presence In the immediate v i c i n i t y of 
Bayana. After two months of h i s coming to the throne [Shah 
4 
deputed Ghazl Mahalvl tP oust Ad 11 Khan. When he came to 
know about Islam Shah's intension Ad 11 Khan went to Mewat 
and pleaded with Khawas Khan that Islam Shah should not 
5 ' 
break the agreed arrangement. When Islam Shah refused to 
compromise M i l Khan and Khawas Khan revo l t ed . They marched 
CO 
1. The coinage and Metrology of Sultanate of Delhi , p .386 . 
2 . Tarikh-1 Khan Jahanl, p . 357. 
3 . ib id , 357, 
4 . ib id , 358. 
5. i b i d . 
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j o i n t l y towards the terr i tory of Bayana. As i t i s wel l 
known they were not s u c c e s s f u l . After thalr suppression 
Bayana continued to be ruled by the men of Islam Shah. 
A numbed of s i l v e r coins minted a t Bayana, having the 
name of Islam Shah are e x t ^ t . Such co ins were present 
2 in the pr iva te c o l l e c t i o n of Mr. N a v i l l . After h i s death 
in 1554 AD, Adil Shah murdered Islam Shah's successor 
Pirpz Shah and ascended the throne. I t seems Adil Shah*s 
nobles were not pleased with him and one of then named 
Ibrahim Khan^ revolted and marched towards Agra . But he 
was defeated by Sikandar Sur near Agra sometime in 1554 
AD. Ibrahim Khan reorganized a new force and marched 
towards Kalpi. Piroz Shah sent Hemu Bakkal with army to 
crush the ir power. After a c o n f l i c t , when he was going to 
benabbdlby Adil Khan's force , he f l ed to h i s father Ghazi 
Khan who was the Hakim of Bayana (1554 AD) • Hemu reached 
1. Tarikh«»i Sal at i n - i Afahana, pp. 240^41. 
CO 
2 . The Coinage And Metrolocrv of Sultanate of Delhi ,pp.327 . 
382 . 
3» Taikh«.i Daudi, p .199 , 
4 . ib id . 
5. Tarikh~i Khan Jahani,pp, 394, 95. 
6 . i b i d , p . 398; Tartkh-i Daudi,PP. 199. 
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Bayana to punish him and encanped there for three months. 
But due to revo l t of Muhatnnad Khan Sur» ruler of Bengal^ 
Hemu was ca l l ed back. The Tarikh-1 Sal at in" 1 Afghan la 
Informs that In 1554 A D Slkandar was the ruler of the 
2 
Sur Eirplre. I t suggests that he uprooted AdU Khan some-
time in 1554 A D and ascended the throne at Agra. 
In 1554-55 AD Humayun re'es tabl ished the Mughal 
Enpire a f ter defeat ing Slkandar Khan Sur. Haider Khan 
Akta Bagi was appointed as a new Hakim of Bayana. Humayun 
died early in January 1556 A D and h i s son AKbar ascended 
the throne in the same year . 
During the f i r s t four years of Akbar*s reign* 
the f o r t of Bayana continued to be used as a high s ecur i ty 
pr i son . Shah Abdul Maali/ one of amirs, was inprlsoned at 
Bayana at the fime of Akbar's i n s t a l l a t i o n . He was l a t e r 
4 
released by Bairam Khan . After 1560 AD Bayana was no 
longer used as a high Security pr i son . From t h i s t ine 
I • , ' 5 
\ onwards, important p o l i t i c a l prisoners were k«^t at Gwalior . 
1 . Tarikh-1 Daudl, p, 199, 
2 . Tartkh-i Sal at in-1 Afghania.pp.274, 75. 
3 . Aln,\A3l. I , p , 166; Maathin-ul-Umra, Vol.V. p ,555 , 
4 . Muntakhab-ul Tawarikh,. v o l . I l l , p , 248. 
5. lb id , Mol.II , p . 38; Mlrza Kamran's son, Mlrza Abdul 
Rahlm was sent to Gwalior some time in 1560, whettt he was 
k i l l e d in 1564 by one of the Kachwaha nobles guarding over 
him. 
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Muhammad Amir Dlwanah was a l so released from the f o r t r e s s 
of Bayana sometime in 1559-60 AD • Bairam IQian, a f ter h i s 
removal from the p o s i t i o n s of Wakil and arres t in 1560 A D , 
he was a l so sent to the f o r t r e s s of Bayana* But l a t e r on 
2 
he was released and allowed to proceed to the Mecca. 
In 1567-.68 AD« when Akbar marched towards Chittor 
to subjugate it* he took away the t e r r i t o r y of Bayana from 
Haji Muhammad Khan S i s t a n i and granted i t as jaqir to Asaf 
3 
Khan, In 1574*75 A D Abdullah Khan Jokan Begi was the 
Hakim of Bayana* when Akbar was proceeding towards Patna* 
A 
Hakim of Bayana« was with him. I t seems that towards the 
l a s t quarter of 16th century* Bayana l o s t i t s s ta tus as 
Sarkar headquarters* Bayana i s mentioned as a pargana of 
5 
Sarkar Agra in the Ain, Hi i s would suggest that sonietime 
6 a 
before 1595 AD , Sarkar Bayana merged into Sarkar Agra.* 
Subsequently one does not come across names of inportant 
n o b l e / o f f i c i a l holding Bayana with des ignat ion as Hakim, 
I t seems that s t r a t e g i c a l l y too Bayana remained no more 
icDportant, I t was very near to Agra and probably n e c e s s i t y 
1 , ibid* p , l l , 
2 , ib id , 
3 , ibid* p .102 , 
4 , I ib id . p ,179 , 
5 , Ain* v o l . I* p ,85 , 
6 , I t i s the probable date of completion of the Ain. 
7, Bayana i s mentioned as one of the Khita in Western 
portion of the Hind . See Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh* 
Vol. I l l , p .108 . 
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was not f e l t to strengthen i t . In 17th century, except 
the name of the thanedar of Bayana, Siyadat Panah Mir 
Muhammad Shaf i who i s mentioned in a royal order given 
by Aurangzeb in October 1566 AD to arres t Sh ivaj l and 
h i s son who had escaped from Agra/ no other major 
officlalr-cumwadministrator i s mentioned in confe^nporary 
Persian sources , and European Trave l lers 'account . 
A f a i l in the s ta tus of Bay ana as a s t r a t e g i c 
point from the l a s t decade of the 16th c« i tury i s l inked 
up with the conquest of Rajputana (1568 AD) and Deccan 
(1601-02 AD)? 
Howev*>r^  economically Bayana became important 
probably because of indigo and members of royal family 
and nobles s tarted taking i n t e r e s t in Bayana. In the 
l a s t decades of the 17th century, the Bayana t r a c t was 
3 
added to Mirza Raja Ja l Singh's jagir> 
1 , Se lec ted Documents of Auranqzeb's Reign, 1659-1706, 
p .55 , 
2 , See Appendix (B) Inscr ipt ion no. 13, 
3 , Arhsatta Bayana. I t i s a MS revenue document which 
contains a statement of income and expenditure of the 
pargana Bayana. I t g i v e s a v i l l a g e wise descr ipt ion of 
revenue c o l l e c t e d under Several heads, ohe Rajasthan 
State Archives, Bikaner (Rajasthan), 
• ] [ 
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CHAPTER- I I I 
ECOWOMy OF THE BAYANA TRACT 
The present chapter has to deal with the economy 
of Bayana trac t from Sultanate to Mughal per iod . I t i s 
proposed to i n v e s t i g a t e into various aspects of the economy 
in both the sec t ion-rura l and urban. For rural s e c t i o n It 
w i l l take into account the agr icu l tura l production i . e . 
crops in both the season, pattern of c u l t i v a t i o n , rotat ion 
of crops, opting to cash crops e t c . and means of i r r i g a -
t i o n . For non-agricultural s ec t ion the main enphasis i s 
on Indigo manufacturing and trade in i t . ^ 
Regarding sources for t h i s chapter, unfortunately 
we do not have much information from contemporary sources 
during Sultanate per iod. For Mughal period, however, 
bes ides Ain and p a r t i c u l a r l y for 17th century we have 
documentary evidence and a large number of dastur-ul-amalas 
in Persian and a l s o very rich material in Rajasthani. 
Ibn Batuta g ives descr ipt ion of autumn (Kharif ) and 
spring (rabi) crops c u l t i v a t e d during s u l t a n a t e . 
In a rare pal i work'Ganitsar', wri t ten by Ihakkur 
^ Phtru about 1290 AD, we get a long l i s t of various crops 
! • Rehla, pp. 18 ,19 . 
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grown both a s rabl and kharlf In various parts ( includ-
ing Bay ana tract ) of Delhi Sul t a n a f . 
Peasants of Bayana t rac t were c u l t i v a t i n g a l<arge 
2 
number of aututm (Kharif) and spring (rabi) crops . Kharlf 
crops weretrice* ba1ra> 1awar# gal (gual ) , kurl» urd# cot ton 
sugarcane, neel ( Indigo) , aeasmum ( t i l ) , gard«nstuf£, and 
b e t e l - l e a f (pan), Rabl crops were t wheat* barley (zau) # 
gram (chana), peas (matar), hewp (san) , mustard (sarson) , 
fenugreek (saunf) , carrot (ga lar) , onion (pavaj) and turnip 
(shaljam). 
The various crops produced In and around Bayana 
*>« 
t r a c t during our period can divided into two i ( i ) food 
grains ( j i n l s - i g a l l ah), p u l s e s , o i l - s e e d s , s p i c e s , ho i tL-
cu l ture , Ibw-graded crops ( j i n i s - i adna) ^ a l so known as 
traditional crops, and (11) cash crops ( j i n l s - 1 kamil or a l a ) . 
Peasants of Bayana t rac t c u l t i v a t e d food grain crops 
( 1 i n i s - l aal lah) wheat and r i c e . Wheat i s a rabl crop which 
1 , Dasaratha Sharma, in h i s book, * Early Chauhan Dynasties * 
has prepared an appendix (on page»-318-il9} which provides 
a l i s t o f 24 crops based with Ihakkur Pheru's work. Most 
o j these crops are not i d f n t i f led by Dasaratha Sharma. 
K^akkur Pheru tobk a c t i v e part In Delhi Administration 
.during l a s t decade of 13th CAD, His work throws l i g h t 
^ , . V ^ °" **^ ® economic condit ion-of ChautTarTdynastles from' 
^ VV-^'* r* 800-1316 AD. 
v^x,-^  2 . See Tables (B) & (C). 
3 . ib id . 
^ \ ^ ) 
^1 
\ 
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depends on moderate rainfall^ a r t i f i c i a l irrigation* 
and moderate tenperature. Rice la a kharlf crop which 
reqi^ilres plenty of water or water logging condition and 
high tenperature. Apart from rain water# dam (band), 
stepwella (baol 1), and wells are found 
in large number in Bayana tract for irrigating wheat 
and rice crops whenever extra watering was required. 
^ This f a c i l i t y on a r t i f i c i a l irrioation helped the peasants 
c^r-^  «^  1^" to produce three kind of rice such ast f ine quality of 
iP.v "'AK^ r ice (kur), medium quality of r ice (muskin) and low quality 
A' 
Of rice (.^.h).^ - .ji^.^.^f^^f-^'^''-
2 
Peasants of Bayana produced pulses such as lobia» 
munq* adas (masur)« mash (urd) , turva and motji during 
/ 8 9 
kt>^r;if and Indian gram (chanaoiakhud) # peas (matar/roashanq) , 
and arhar in rabl crop. 
1. Aln, II , p. 15; also see Table (C) • 
2. Ibid, p.16. 
3. "Ibid, p.17. 
4 . T g g , p. 14. 
5. S S ' P«16' Arhsatta-Bayana. 
6. Ain, II , p,l5T 
8» Ala , I I , p . 1 4 . 
9. Ibid 
10. "^ble (B). 
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Our sources inform that in the Bayana area o i l 
seeds produced were mainly threes seasmum (kewzud/tl l) , 
2 3 
saff lower seeds (takhan>-i roaju) and mustard (sarson) 
Further we are a l so to ld about production of s p i c e s in 
4 5 
Bayana t rac t such as .» cumin (JjLrah) * poppy (kuknar) » 
6 7 
fenugreek (shamli t / saunf) , and alwain. 
Horticulture was another a t t r a c t i o n in medieval 
Bayana. Among f r u i t s , Abul Fazal m^itlons that a sxqperlor 
8 
var ie ty of mangoes and or^u^es used to come from Bayana. 
Two q u a l i t i e s of musk-mellon-kharbuza-i v U l a y t i , and 
Kharbuza-i Aindvi - were c u l t i v a t e d by the peasants of 
Bayana in summer. Two of the vegetables produced by peas -
ants in Bayana namely carrot (gajar) and onion (payaj) 
were produced in abundance in Bayana t rac t , and a l so wild 
12 
cucumber (Kacharahy was a l so known to them. Tn raw form 
l o b i a and peas can a l so be counted amongst vege tab le s . 
m i l l e t s (coarse-gtains) b a i r a \ jawar , barley (Jtau), 
Low graded crops ( j ln i s - i - adna) s a l l type of 
i^% 
1. Ain, I I , p . 1 6 . 
2 . I b i d , p . 1 4 . 
3 . I b i d . 
4. igia. 
5. "Ibid. 
6 . T b l S . l S . 
7. I b i d . 
8. ibid. I I , pp. 84 ,85; Jahanoir's India, p . 4 9 . 
9. AiS# II# p . 1 5 . . 
10. ib id , p . 1 4 . 
11 . ib id . 
12. TbI5, p . 16 
13. ib id , p . 14; Arhsatta-Bayana. 
14. I b i d . 
15. "AET I I # P . 1 4 . 
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1 2 2 
gal7 and wild gra ins - kordaum 'and kuri were grown in 
the Bayana t r a c t . 
Hina*, a dye l o c a l l y very popular among lad lea , 
was a l so grown in the t r a c t . 
Of the many crops so far mentioned, some s t i l l 
needed i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , ihe present w r i t e r , i n appended 
Tables (B) & (C), has tr ied to ident i fy them. 
TWO dastur-ul aroals, one that i s Ain for Akbar 
and the other Arhsatta-Bavana (Rajasthetni) dated 1693 
AD for Aurangzeb, mention some rabi and Khar i f crops 
•fe 
c u l t i v a t e d during Akbar and Aurangzeb's per iod. I t 
seems that during two period there was no change in 
pattern during Sultanate period and in Mughal period 
up to the end of 16 th century but there i s change in 
17th c^itury. For conpairison two tab le s (B) & (C) are 
attached to th i s chapter. One s i g n i f i c a n t change, 
however, noticed was the peasant of Bayana t rac t opting 
to c u l t i v a t i o n of these crops for which there was demand 
1. ibid, p . l5> Agrarian System of Mughal India, p*37(n) 
2 . Ain» I I , p . l 6 . 
3 . "Ibid. 
4 . ib id; Arhsatta Bayana. 
5 . See foo t notes of Table (B) & (C). 
6 . Ain, I I , pp. 14-18; Arhsatta-Bayana. 
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In market. In pulses, for exanqple, moth and urd 
(mash) were grown in l a s t d«cades of 17th centuty ' 
while munq, adas, and turya had disapproved. 
Sugarcane and spices had also l o s t their iiqportance. 
In l a s t quarter of 17th century indigo too l o s t 
2 
market and this affected i t s cul t ivat ion. It seems 
thajk indigo cult ivation might have been replaced by 
balta and lawar. 
Wfe gather from sources that crop rotation^to 
retain so i l f e r t i l i t y , was knowi[i to cult ivators 
during our period. We are told thatthesame crop was 
not sown for successive years in the same f i e l d , the 
practice of changing the crop pattern both in rabi and 
kharif seasons was best indication of crop rotation. 
f > 
Another inportant aspect of agriculture was 
a r t i f i c i a l Irrigation, to which archaeological i^ emalns 
1. See Tables (C) & (D). 
2. ibid. 
3. See Table ( D ) . 
4 . Rehla, p. 19. 
5. ibid, p.18; Jahanqir's India,p. 48. 
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in| and around Bayana s t i l l b«ar w i t n e s s . <lh« Hakims 
of Bayana constructed number of w e l l s and s tep w e l l s 
1 2 
(baol i)» Dam (band) was a l so constructed , to 
provide source of i r r i g a t i o n for l a r g e area. I t n ight 
be dated to Tughlaq period because Afif informs tiiat 
II some dams were constructed by l o c a l people and some 
i| 3 
' by the government . 
In pre-Mughal India water was drawn out of well 
of 
with the help Charas. Babur g ive s a l i v e descr ip t ion 
of l i f t i n g water out of well which he saw when he came 
to Bayana a f ter b a t t l e of Khanwa " This i s labo-
rious and f i l t h y way. At the well edge they s e t up a 
fork of wood, having a r o l l e r adjusted between it« t i e 
a rope to a l a r g e bucket/ put the rope over the r o l l e r 
and t i e i t s another end to the bxillocks. Every time 
the bucket turns af ter drawn the bucket out of the 
well;'* 
1 . See Chapter IV, part VIII. 
2 . ib id . 
3 . Tat ikh- i Firoz Shahi. p . 330; a l so see CEHI, I , 
p . 4 9 . 
4 . BN, p . 487. 
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We are told by Aln that high graded ciopa 
( l i n l s - l kamll) were grown for market. They Included 
co t ton , sugarcane, . o i l - s e e d s , indigo, b e t e l - l e a f , 
and gram ( d a l - i nakhud) e t c . Cotton, sugarcane, o i l -
seeds , and b e t e l - l e a f were c u l t i v a t e d in Bay ana region 
from time immemorial. Regarding indigo we are not 
sure as wh&i t h i s crop, was introduced in Bayana tract* 
But indigo as dye was known to Lidians as early as 
78 AD, Indigo produced dye of very f a s t and l i g h t 
colour and i t , therefore , may be argued that cot ton 
t e x t i l e industry of India must have been consuming 
indigo in same quantity and thereby n e c e s s i a t i n g 
regular indigo c u l t i v a t i o n even before 17th contury 
when indigo rose to become an important commodity in 
internat ional market, 
Bayana fortxinately produced the best indigo 
in whole India and therefore the demand for Bayana 
indigo increased many times p a r t i c u l a r l y when Europear 
2 
conpanies became interes ted in Indigo. Each conpany 
1, Ain, I I , p .16 . 
2 . See Table (E). 
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wanted Bayana indigo. This l ed to. enormous extension 
of indigo c u l t i v a t i o n at Bayana t r a c t . The other 
cash crops became i n f e r i o r . 
Sugarcane was a l so produced during Sultanate and 
Mughal period iqpto the end of the 16th Ctfitury. Accor-
ding to Ain, Bayana was a l so known for white sugar 
?^ - 2 
(kand-i sapaid )T Abul Fazl informs that peasants of 
Bayana t rac t c u l t i v a t e d two types of sugarcan»»fine 
qual i ty (shalcar-i paundah), and low qual i ty (shakar-1-
3 
sadiah) . 
Regarding cash crops what we gather from eont -
enporary Sources Is that in majority of cases t^e ir 
c u l t i v a t i o n was adopted by only r ich peas an ts/Khudkash ta 
zamlndar because they alone could afford for cash crop 
c u l t i v a t i o n . Such crops needed the bes t and fert i le! ' ' 
s o i l . Secondly i t required more i r r i g a t i o n and therefore 
means of Irr igat ion had to be arranged and above a l l i t 
1. !see Table (B) & (C). 
2 . Aln, It pp. 84 ,85 . 
3. ibid, II ,p . l5 . 
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needed extra cap i ta l which an average peasant 
hardly could af ford. 
I I 
During 17th century Bayana became famous for 
Indigo c u l t i v a t i o n , manufacturing and trade in i t . 
Prior to that probably Bayana produced for indigenous 
consunption. Ain mentions indigo aa one of the crops 
cu l t i va ted in the Bayana trac t . In Europe i t was 
towards the c l o s e of 16th century that wode a 
Russian dye-product was replaced by Indian indigo. I t 
was during the reign of James I that indigo dye was 
Introduced in England. From William Finch's de scr ip -
t ion we g e t the f i r s t d e f i n i t e c o n c ^ t i o n of ii}digo 
2 
Industry in Bayana t r a c t . Finch has i d ^ i t i f led Bayana 
as Agra-Fatehpur S ikr i Area. 
1 . Ain, I, pp. 84, 85. 
2 . Early Travels in India (1583-1613), pp. 151-52. 
3 . ib id . 
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yV^ 
Account of conten(>orary Eucopean t r a v e l l e r s 
ind icate about the gradual growth in indigo produ^ 
c t l o n . A conparison of the account of Will lam 
Pinch (1608-11 AD), and Pe l saer t (1620-27 AD ) throw 
l i g h t on the descr ip t ion of indigo c u l t i v a t i o n and 
indigo manufacturing process at d i f f e r e n t p laces in 
Bayana t r a c t . P e l s a e r t and DeLaet (1625 AD) g i v e 
1 2 
l i s t of 24 and 22 indigo manufacturing centres 
respect ive ly« vihich can be tes t l f i td l ' i th archaeologi -
cal survey ofj^ifJ^§J^S^ indi.gojnanufacturing p l a n t s 
at d i f f e r e n t s i t e s in the t r a c t . 
Here after^the c h ^ t e r would deal with indigo 
manufacturing process . I t i s based on phys ica l survey 
of Indigo vats spread a l l over Bayana tract* the 
information given by European t r a v e l l e r s and two 
research pe ters recent ly publ ished. , 
' 1 . Jahapgir's India, p . 1 3 , 
2 . De Imperio Magno Moqolis, p , 45 . 
3 . K.K. Trivedi*"Innovation and Change in Indigo 
I production in Bayana, Eastern Rajasthan"; and 
'^  /^1*A. Khan, "Pre-modern Indigo vat s of Bayana**• 
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A'large number of references available in the 
European travellers* account of 17th century confirms 
that three cutting were obtained from the crop t the 
f i r s t cut producing tiie superior* second middle* 
and Ifrom third, was obtained the inferior. From 19th 
century onwards when indigo was no more in great demand, 
we are told/ European planters preferred only, one 
cutting. 
Physical survey reveals that vats were construe 
cted on raised platform, ihe plinth of rectangular vat 
was high to make the flow of the l iquid of f i r s t s t ^ e 
into the circular vat for second stage. In v i l l age 
BrahiAbad s ignif icant ly , what we have seen, one se t of 
3 vats has no link with other four se ts of vats . 
Soaking t After water was drawn from adjoining 
well and f lowed to flow into the rectangular vats . 
1. Early Travels in India, pp. 152* 53/ Jahangir's 
p.11? Travels in India by Jean Baptist YgJvernier, 
p . 9 , 
2. Dictionary of Indian Product, p. 407, 
3. See Chapter IV, part XII; K.K. Trivedi refers about 
three vats while traces of fourth se t is also present. 
See K.K. Trivedi, 0£. c i t , p. 61. 
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where y i e l d of one bloha was kept for processing* 
through a mas on a ry channel • 
In rectangular vat crop was pressed down 
with many s tones . Plants were soaked In water in 
4 
order t o enable i t to absorb the dye o£ the. pi ant 
c 
for 16 to 17 hours , which i s the optimum period* 
Dye i s present in the l eaves in the £orm 
of Indkan. In t h i s s tage of process ing , the s t e e p -
7 
Ing of p lants in a l k a l i n e water^ indican chdhges 
intoj indoxyl through hydrolys i s which i s caused by 
bact;eria during fermentation, i h i s can be explained 
Q 
by the chemical equation • 
1. Jahangir^ India, p . 1 0 . 
2 . See P l a t e nos. 43 & 44. 
3 . Sarly Travels in India, p . 153 K.K. Trivedi i s 
wrong in observation that the 17th c . vats ne i ther 
had arrangements for f i x i n g beams, nor i s there any 
evidence to suggest that p lants were present by any 
other means. See K.K. Trivedi, opt . c i t . pp. 6 4 - 6 5 . 
4 . ib id , p .152 , 
5 . Jahang i t ' s India, p . 1 4 , 
6 . ib id , p , 1 5 , 
7. But in Serkhej indigo area sweet water was us«d in 
indigo manufacturing. See Ishreit Alam "New Light on 
Indigo production Technology during the s i x t een th and 
seventeenth centur ie s pp.119 .125 . 
8. 'Rise and Decay of Indigo Industry in India ' , pp.537-42; 
a l s o see K.K. Trivedi , 0£. c i t . p . 58. 
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Indican Water Indoxyl Dextrose 
According to the ana lys i s and report of the 
central Ground Water Board* Western region-Jaipur, 
i t was confirmed that w e l l s in Bayana t r a c t have 
a l k a l i n e water which helped the Bayana dye to 
become more f a s t and bright in co lour , P e l s a e r t 
in h i s descr ipt ion a l so mentions about the u*se of 
2 
a l k a l i n e water in indigo manufacturing at Bayana. 
In t h i s s tage of soaking , the process of optimum time 
i s very important because prolonged act ion of a c i d i t y 
a f fec ted the qual i t y of Indigo with f a l l in y i e l d 
upto 40% of indican. during hydro lys i s . 
To check the adverse ro le of acid in t h i s s tage 
of process ing , the dec i s ion about the optimum time was 
very v i t a l in moderate tenperature. Data on tenperature 
1. An Interes t ing observation not iced by K.K. Triv«di 
in h i s a r t i c l e i s that a l l the w e l l s attached to 
indigo vats in Bayana t r a c t have 'mildly a l k a l i n e 
water ' , K.K, Trivedi, op. c i t . # p . 58, 
2 . Jahanqir*s India, pp. 13*14, "This super ior i ty (of 
Bayana indigo) i s due to brackish (a lkal ine) water 
I in the w e l l s near the town* for the use of sweet 
water indigo hard and worse, . .**. 
3 . The Nature of Change occuring during the ExtractJdfel €^ 
m o i q o rrom Java-Plan^* p , 4 . 
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during the pre-modern India Is not a v a i l a b l e but one 
can guess about that period with the help of present 
data . Analysis of data concerning indigo process ing . 
during I9th and 20th centur ies shows, at 90 *T, ideal 
time for soaking the Indigo l eaves i s 12 hours. In 
Bayana« July temperature vary between 85*F and 90*F« 
so in 17th c* perhaps i t might be lower than today^ 
temperature because of d^nse vege ta t ion , "mis suggests 
that the optimum period in Bayana should be more than 
2 12 hours i . e . 17 hours. 
Refining t After optimum period of about 17 
hours of soaking, indoxyl d i s so lved s o l u t i o n was drained 
• 
into c i rcu lar v a t s . At the centre of the base of c i r c u l a r 
3 
vat s a bowl shaped r e c ^ t a c l e was provided to c o l l e c t 
the prec ip i ta ted dye materia l . A s luic .e Was a l so pxovi^ 
4 ~' 
ded, ' in the c i r c u l a r vats at, a po int from where s l o p e 
of the base s t a r t s towards the receptac le , to drain out 
1. ib id , p . l l . 
2„ Jahanoir's India, p . l 4 , 
3 . See p l a t e s no.43 & 44 . 
4. ib ia . 
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the waste water af ter s e t t i n g the p r e c i p i t a t e s in the 
bowl. The f loor of c i rcu lar vats have s lope inwards to 
receptac le , roost probably to g i v e movement to p r e c i p -
i t a t e into the bowl a f ter churning the l i q u i d . 
At t h i s s tage of indigo process ing one can ejqpl-
ain the function of the c i r c u l a r vats in the fo l lowing 
way t (A) After the l i q u i d containing indoxyl was draind 
into c i rcu lar vat through a s l u i c e / for vigorous beating 
or churning by 2 or 3 men for s i x hours^oxidation was 
induced by bringing the so lu t ion of f i r s t s t a g e in cSontact 
r 
with atmospheric oxygen by creat ing waves and churning, 
which i n p l i e s that manufactures of the period might be 
knowing the s c i e n t i f i c use of churning. Chemical react ion 
took p l a c e and indoxyl p r e c i p i t a t e into indigot in or 
indilqo blue, and i t being heavier than water i t s e t t l e d 
down in the receptac le in the base of the circxilar v a t . 
2 
This change may be explained in chemical equation. 
1, Jahanqir's India, p .10 . 
2 . *Rise and Decay of Indigo Industry in Indigo*, pp.537-42. 
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Indoxyl oxygen Indigo t i n Water 
or 
Indigo Blue 
(B) After beat ing, the s o l u t i o n was allowed to 
remain for 16 hours to s e t t l e down the p r e c i p i t a t e s at 
the bottom of the c i rcu lar vat . According to William 
Flnch*s descr ip t ion , "after beating manufacture!; l e t 
s e t t l e , remove off the water on the top then put a 
fresh water and l e t i t s e t t l e again t U l noth-
2 
ing but a thick substance remained," Ihe further 
s e t t i n g of p r e c i p i t a t e by adding cold water a f ter 16 
hours, not only Increased the production but a l s o the 
q u a l i t y of dye as w e l l . After t h i s waste was removed 
1, Jahangir's India, p . 1 1 . 
2 , Early Travels in India, p .153 . 
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through-a s lu ice or out - l e t provided in the 
circular vats without disturbing the indigo tin 
d^os i t ed in the bowl in the base. 
Otie u t i l i t y of circular vats for churning 
or beating the solution of f i r s t stage was an 
iirportant innovation of the manufacturers of the 
period. It needs a s c i en t i f i c explanation. Ihe 
circular shape of the vats prevents the fermenta-
tion and gives novement to precipitate towards the 
centre of vats due to the centripetal force created 
by churning the solution. On the other hand, if 
shape of the second vat i s rectangular, the notion 
of precipitate instead of accumulating in the 
centre resulted at i t s corners. Thereafter residue 
in the receptacle was ready for next stage. 
Drying t Itiis paste was taken out with the 
help of shell or potsherds. Ihis was done in the 
1. Dictionary of Indian Product, p . 432, 
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afternoon when a i r was not e f f e c t i v e In drying and 
spread on the cotton c l o t h to dry under the sun, \ 
t i l l next day and made b a l l s when firm as soap. 
According to William Finch when indigo was 
dried and became a l i t t l e hardened they take i t 
in the ir hands and make small b a l l s , l a y them on 
3 
the sand to dry. 
StQraqe i The indigo was put into a t i g h U y 
c losed earthoi p o t s so t h a t . i t might not become dry 
in wind. Indigo exposed to wind even for an hour was 
to become dr ier than the same period in sunlight* 
the content of each vat usua l ly weigh 12*20 sera 
according to y i e l d a t the time of s c a l e (a biqha) 
but i t dried further by 5 s e r s a raand or 1/8 of 
s l i g h t l y wet indigo during handling and in the b a l e s . 
1. Early Travels in India., p . 153. 
2 . Jahanqir's India, p . l l , 
3 . Early Travels in India* p . 153. 
4 . Jahangir's India, p . l l . 
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Use of a s e t o£ v a t s , rectangular and c i r c u l a r 
for fermentation through s t e w i n g or soaking and oxida-
t ion by churning or rigorous beat ing, cut the time of 
process ing of indigo roughly by h a l f . In Bayana indigo-
t rac t roughly a f t er 16 hours of process ing in second 
s tage , i t was further ava i lab le for ^ e next l i q u i d from 
the f i r s t s tage , and in that way vats were ready for 
continuous process ing . 
Ihe indigenous manufacturing process a t Bayana 
seem to have acquired superior exce l l ency . S c i e n t i f i c 
s crut iny of process c l e a r l y shows that the essence of 
the preventory measures suggested by Davis for 19th 
century onward p l a n t e r s , were already in p r a c t i c e In 
17th century. Ihe manufacturers of Bayana seem t o have 
acquired f a m i l i a r i t y with i (a) Indigo colour Is 
located in the form of pigments in the l eaves ; 
(b) s c i e n t i f i c use of two s e t of two vats for hydro-
l y s i s and oxidat ion, and to reduce time by hal f to 
g e t maximum production ; (c) the b e n e f i c i a l proper t i e s 
of a l k a l i n e water; (d) optimum steeping time and 
beating period ; (e) moderate teoperature and (f) 
harmfulness of a ir whi le drying the p a s t e . 
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Ttxe Enqltah Factory Records, and accounts of 
European t r a v e l l e r s suggest , q u a l i t a t i v e l y Bayana 
indigo rose very s t e a d i l y and sharply. Sudden expan-> 
s lon of Indigo p lanta t ion and manufacturing at Bayana 
in the beginning of the 17th century i s a l s o supported 
by archaeological evidence as w e l l . In order to cope 
with the growing demand,the producers sought to multi^ 
2 
p l y the production through adding more s e t of vata . 
The or ig ina l p l a s t e r and mason work done to Join the 
e x i s t i n g structure i s the proof of the f a c t that more 
s e t of vats were added subsequently to f u l f i l the 
3 increased demand. 
Indigo p lant was more e a s i l y l i a b l e to f a l l a 
v ic t im to natural vagaries in conparison to other crops . 
With scanty ra ins , the naut l seeds used to fade. Sinii> 
l a r l y with excess ive rains and l e s s sun shine the p lan t s 
be 
would.washed away. B i t t e r cold night could destroy the 
n a u t i - t h e p lants jus t appeared. The l a t e rain, in mid 
1. See The Table (E) . 
2 . See P la te Nos. 44, 4 5 , 46, 47, 48 & 49, 
3 . c f . I.A. Khan, C£. c i t . , p .97 . 
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September oc early October* would destroy the crop. 
Besides these the l o c u s t s were g r e a t e s t enemy which 
would eat up the whole crop as happened in Bayan&ln 
three succes s ive years 1623, 1624 and 1625 AD, and 
t o t a l output of indigo in Bayana was reduced £rom 4,000 
ba l e s t o 2,000 b a l e s . 
Testing of indigo t Broadly indigo should have 
four c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s or q u a l i t i e s * (a) pure grain (fy) 
v i o l e t colour, (c) g l a s s in the sun, and (ti) dryness 
and l i g h t n e s s of the product. I t must be so l i g h t ^ a t 
i t may f l o a t on water and in burning i t would c a s t a pure 
l i g h t , v i o l e t Vapour, l e a v e a few ashes , and no sand in 
2 
res idue . Quality genera l ly varied from f i e l d t o f i e l d 
even during the same season, might be because of chara-
c t e r i s t i c s of s o i l . 
1. Jahanqir's India, p . 13; Early Travels In India p . 153. 
2* Early T—"--^ - in India, p . 154. 
TABLE (B) 
CROPS YIELDED IN THE DELHI SbLTANAT C.1290^ 55 
C.1290^ 
»*heat. 
Rice kxur) medlutn graded 
4 
Baira (Kudhtu) 
Jawar 
Barley (Zau) 
Kangn 1 
Moth 
ChulaAobla (French beans) 
Black gram (Indian) 
Hung(Kidney-beans) 
Ma tar (Peas) 
Masur /Adas (LentU) 
Arhar 
jCulJlhi^ 
Cotton 
Sugarcane 
Hemp (Syt) / (Plax) 
Seasmum (Til) 
Mustard (Sarson) 
Linseed (Alasi) 
Khardar (Other qual i ty of mustard) 
Cumin (jirah) 
Coriandar 
Patol (Cucumber) 
C.1333' 
Wheat 
Rice 
Bajra(Kudhru) 
Barley (zau) 
Shamakh^° 
(Wild grain) 
G a l " 
"Oclnd of mi l l e t ) 
Moth 
Lob la 
(French beans) 
Mung, (Kidney bens) 
Matar^^ (Peas) 
Wasur (Lentil) 
Mash/urd 
Sugarcane 
Seasmum (Til) 
1. Tgcp , p . 318, 
2 . Rehla^ trans , pp. 18 ,19 . 
3 . Karl (ECD, • (ECp, p.318) i t should be Kur (Ain, I I , p . l 5 ) •raedlum 
graded r i c e • . "^" 
• Kodrava, (BCD, p.318) i t should be Kudhru (Rehla p . l 8 ) • a 
kind of mlTTet: '"• 
. Chaunla beans (ECD, p. 318) i t should be Chula, a kind of 
beans o<f pulse or Lobia (French Beans). 
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6 . Ku la th ldb ld ) i t should be Kulthi a kind of ptdse or ve tch ' . 
7. Flax (?) ( ibid p .318) , English name for Hemp (San). 
8 . Karada (tbid p .318, i t should be Khaidar 'a kind of mustard 
seed*. 
9 . Batula( ib id ,p .318) t i t should be Patol . *a s p e c i e s of 
Cucumber*. 
10. Shamakh (Rehla , trans , p . 18 ) i t i s a kind of e d i b l e grain 
which Is black In co lour . 
1 1 . Gal (ibld^ p.18 ; Ain, I I , p.15) 'a kind of m i l l e t -ouU' 
12. Chick peas ( ib id , p . l 9 ) 'a kind of peas* . *""• 
TABLE (C) 
CHAWGE IN CROP PATTERS IN BAYANA (16C-17C) 5^ 
Kordam 
C.1595^ C.I6932 
Wheat 
Rice Musk in = f i n e qual i ty Rice Musk in«f Ine qual i ty 
Kur « medium quality 3adah» low qual i ty 
Sad ah = low qua l i ty 
Bajra Bajra 
Jawar • Jawar 
Barley (zau) -
Gal 
i 
Lob la 
Ghana (Indian gram) 
Mung (Kidney beans) 
Ma tar I^>eas> 
Adas/Masur (Lentil) 
Mash/^^rT" Urd 
Turya 
Moth 
cotton Cotton 
Sugarcane Punda"f Ine qual i ty 
Sadah "low qua l i ty 
Nil (Indigo) ^ i l (Indigo) 
San (Hemp) - ^ 
SeasauwCTil) Seasmum iTjl) 
Mustard (Sarson) -
Safflower seed 
Cumin ( i irah) 
Poppy 
Fenugreek (Saunf) -
Ajwain 
Gardens tuff (Tarkari) high graded Tarkari 
low graded 
carrot (Gajar) 
On ion (Payaj ) 
Turnip (Shaljam) 
Singhara 
Kachrah^ 
Musk mellon (Kharbujah) high' graded 
low graded 
Hina Hina 
B e t e l - l e a f (Pan) 
1. Ain, I I , pp.14-18. 
2 . Arh3atta»Bavana V.S. 1750 « 1693 AD, Rajasthan State 
Archives, Blkaner* 
3 . Kordam used for wild gra in . 
4 . Kuri# used for wild gra in . 
5. ^iacKrah l i k e Batula (ECD,p» 318) i t ' s a kind of wild 
cycumber. 
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TABLE (D) 
Names o£ Crops 
in Bayana Trac 
Food grains Rice f i n e 
c u l t i v a t e d 
t l 
qual i ty 
low qual i t i 
Pulse Urd 
Moth 
Cash crop Indigo 
Cotton 
Oil seed Til 
Horticulture' Vegetable 
Hina 
Others Bajra 
Jawar 
1 
1 
[ Bajra ^ ^ 
r 
-Jawar 
Area under 
c u l t i v a t i o n 
in Bigha 
4.85 
5.25 
2,70 
348.55 
8.00 
22.25 
192.35 
1.15 
61.6*5 
1515.75 
203.85 
-Foodgrains 
-Cash crops 
-Horticulture 
-Oil seed 
\Pulse 
1 . Arhsatta Bayana. 
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TABLE ( E ) 
Indigo exported from Bay ana 
Year Ba le s 
( b a l e s ) 
33 
355 
400 
2 , 0 9 0 . 5 
5 . 7 1 3 
1 .037 
500 
2 . 0 0 0 
Quant i ty 
exported 
(mans)^ 
132 
1.420 
1 .500 
8 ,362 
2 2 . 8 5 2 
4 . 1 4 8 
2 . 0 0 0 
8 .000 
(Sers ) 
1615^ 5 . 2 8 0 
1617^ 5 6 . 8 0 0 
1621* 6 6 4 . 0 0 0 
1618-21^ . 3 3 4 . 4 8 a 
1634-36^ 9 1 4 , 0 8 0 
1 6 3 7 - 4 1 ^ 165 .920 
1642-45® 8 0 , 0 0 0 
1643^ 320 ,000 
^' EPI. 1642 -45 . p . 2 3 4 . 
"The Eng l i sh s u p p l i e s 500 b a l e s (2000 g r e a t mans) o f Bayana 
Ind igo" . This means one b a l e " 4 ^ r e a t mans. 
2 . L e t t e r Rece ived . Vol . H I . 1615 AD, p.6'3»P" 
3 . I b i d , v o l . VI. 1617 AD. p . l l O . 
4 . JahanqIr*s I n d i a . p , 1 3 . 
5 . p i . 1 6 1 8 ^ 1 . p p . 6 9 . 1 8 3 , 3 2 3 . 
"3562 g r e a t mans («890 b a l e s ) ; 1000 b a l e s (4000 g r e a t mans) 
in 1621 AD; 200 b a l e s (-800 g r e a t roans in 1621 AD". 
6 . i b i d . 1634 -36 . pp . 1 . 9 . 1 2 . 9 0 ; "6000 roans (-1500 b a l e s ) In 
1634; 1673 b a l e s (6692 g r e a t mans); 3000 mans (•750 b a l e s ) ^ 
543 b a l e s (2172 g r e a t mans) * . 
7. i b i d . 1 6 3 7 - 4 1 . p p . 192 ,1577220 , "500 b a l e s (2000 g r e a t roans) 
in 1638; 500 b a l e s (2000 g r e a t mans) in 1639; 37 b a l e s ' " " ^ 
(148 g r e a t roans)". 
8 . i b i d . 1642 -43 . p . 8 5 . 
9. TbI3. 
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CHAPTEIUIV 
APCHAECX.OGICAL REMAINS IN AND AROUND BAY ANA 
In present chapter archaeolocfical remains are 
divided typologically into twelve parts - fort i f i ed townships^ 
rel igious buildings, hospices, tomb, residential buildings 
pavi l ions, gateways, water-works, market and sarais, guard-
houses, agro-industry and Sher Shahi Bridge. In each part 
monuments are identif ied and dated either with the help of 
architcHStural features of the survived structures or inscrip-
tions found on few of them oc some times also with the help 
of prefix added to the name of the building^for exanple Sher 
darwaza, Sher Shahipul and Jahanqiri darwaza. Necessarily these 
structures were constructed during the period of the king/ 
^nperor and s t i l l carry the names, A few undated structures 
are mentioned at the end of every part. 
For reader's convenience a l l the monuments 
discussed in this chapter have been given an assigned number. 
I 
I 
FORTIFIED TOWNSHIPS I 
In this part of the Chapter, >«waregiving deta i l s 
of townships-Sultankot and Sikandra founded in the l a s t decade 
1. Monuments are l i s t e d chronologically in Map (A). 
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of 12th and the 15th centuries respectively. 
(I) Sultankot i 
the fort i f ied tovmshlp, according to Minhaj« 
was bui l t by Malik Bahauddln llighrll when the la t t er didn't 
find a suitable place for resid^ice within the town of 
Bayana# at the same place where the Pre~Gh9iian settlement 
was present. Most probably the fact was that Musllmw were 
asked to' reside within the fort i f i ed place for the puxpose 
"X^ *^ t j^ f)°^ security. This loca l i ty subsequently now fort i f i ed and 
,v* .IV 
made to look l i k e a town i t s e l f . 
This place i s identif ied with the present Bhitr 1 
•«1 QAI} Mahal la of modem Bayana because the n^umonta (a) usha tenple was bui l t in the market place in 955, (b) a well 
(c) kazlon kl mas J Id/ and (d) roazlna are located in this 
rouhalla. The Sultankot was most probably for t i f i ed by a wall. 
•Uiough fort i f ied wall i s not Intact, but presence of two 
gates (a) Chhota Darwaza in the east and (b) JahangiriDarwaza 
1. TV, pp. 321, 322. 
2. See monument no.5 in part II. 
3. See monument no.6 in part VIII. 
4. See monument no.7 in part II. 
5. See monument no.23 in part II. 
6. See monument no.3 In part VII. , 
7. See monument no.28 part VII. 
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in the north, and remains o£ one gate in the south of 
Bhltri nnahalla with traces of wall on the both s ides of 
f i r s t two Darwazas clearly indicate that these g a t ^ 
are provided in the for t i f i ed wall in three directions. 
Western side of Sultankot i s for t i f i ed by h i l l features. 
Modem habitation i s most probably* one of the major causes 
of the destruction of pre-modern remains. Road from northern 
gateway (Jahangiri Darwaza) leads to southern gateway (remains 
of Darwaza) and road from eastern gateway (Chhota Darwaata) 
leads to the Usha masjid in the west, these i;vio roads cut 
each other rouohly at right angle and divide th is township 
« 
mainly Into four parts.. 
The physical survey of the Sultankot confirms 
that sometime i'n the past the loca l i ty might have been a 
ful l -f ledged township with regular market and other features. 
At present monumc»nts have disappeared because of modem habi-
tation. 
(16) Sikandra i 
Ruins of Sikandra (an another township) are 
situated about 4 km south west of Bayana and about ^ km to 
the west of v i l lage Sikandra on Bayana-Hlndaun road# just 
outside the Sikandra Gate of Vijaymandirgarh, 
1. See monumnent No.4 in part VII. 
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I f we go by l o c a l t rad i t i ons and sayings s t i l l 
:urrent« I t Is sa id that Sikandar Lodi before founding the 
rlty, of Agra stayed for many months exact ly at the spot 
rfhere the tovmship was present and i t was a f t e r the name 
Df Sikandar Lodi that l o c a l i t y took i t s name. Also .there 
:;ould be p o s s i b i l i t y that Sikandar Lodi might have founded 
t h i s township a f t er h i s name. Events given in Tarikh'-i 
Khan Jahani^ indicate that Sikandar Lodi stayed there for 
long per iod. 
Ruins of a l a r g e mosque , s t r e e t l i n e s with 
2 
debris of re s ident ia l blocks and %«orkshop (s) t a few dry 
w e l l s ins ide as well as out s ide the f o r t i f i c a t i o n wall , 
4 5 
two square tanks and a dry b a o l i • i n s i d e the f o r t i f i e d 
space strongly suggest i t s being a f l our i sh ing township 
with easy access to water supply. 
This township was developed* in the foo t of 
the h i l l where vljaymandirgarh stands. On three s i d e s , 
north -and nor th-eas t , south and west# i t Is protected by 
1. See monument no,19, part I I . 
2. \«Ahave c o l l e c t e d p i e c e s of medieval pot tery and 
fragments of c ruc ib l e s with impression of a l ayer of 
melted copper. 
3. See appended plan of the Township. 
4 . See monument no ,20 , part VIII . 
5. See monument n o . 2 1 , part VIII . 
Sultankot 
plan 1 
Sikanclra Township 
plan 2 
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h i l l s and rampart of Vljaymandlrgarh, and on south-eastern 
s ide there i s a f o r t i f i c a t i o n wall running from south to 
eas t for about 648 m. I t s width at the base and top measures 
3,5 m and 2.5 m r e s p e c t i v e l y . Tljis wall i s having two ga te -
ways. F i r s t gateway i s 2.2 m wide. I t i s l oca ted about 145 
m from the southern end of the w a l l . From t h i s gateway a 
s t r e e t begins which l eads to the main entrance>of the mosque. 
Second gateway, located at a d is tance of about 298 ro from the 
f i r s t gateway i s 2.6 m. wide. Ruins of an addit ional outs ide 
wall g i v e s the inpression that i t was further protected by 
another enclosure outs ide i t . A road that s t a r t s from t h i s 
gateway leads again to the mosque. These roads meet each 
other at a po int near the mosque and p h y s i c a l l y seem to 
have divided the to%fn8hlp into three p a r t s . 
II 
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS t 
This part of the chapter g i v e s d e t a i l s of 
r e l i g i o u s ( is lamic) s tructures l i k e mosques, l ldgah and 
other adjoining s tructure l i k e mazina/roinar. Mosque was 
needed and Intended for o f fer ing d a i l y prayers . I t was 
1. See the plan of t h i s township. 
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l oca ted where muslira populat ion was enough tn nurober and 
they, there fore , were to be provided a p lace of worship 
a t a short d i s tance . In the course of time many of the 
roosque bes ides being p lace of da i ly prayer a l s o became 
centres where people a f t er prayer could meet each ot^er 
and had d i scuss ion on matters other than r e l i g i o n . Mosque 
a l so were'used to irrport r e l i g i o u s education through i n s -
t a l l ing_jnadarsas in them. The p r i n c i p l e form of the s tructure 
of mosque was introduced during the Sultanate period, with 
t^r^^ liwan or vaulted ha l l enriched with decorated facades. 
9 
Usually mosque has a rectangular courtyard 
with the c l o i s t e r (the pr inc ipa l part where the inmates meet 
for conversation),, and deep h a l l . In a few mosques a tank for 
ablution i s a l so present in the centre of courtyard or a 
well outs ide the s tructure , To create a focal point for 
prayer, the cl^£ister on the JMecca s i d e (in India towards 
west) wars enlarged into a sanctuary with a wall containing 
a recess^or alcove (receding of a wall in a room) the mlhtab 
indicat ing d irec t ion of prayer. Jurnroa mas l i d i s a l arge 
congregational mosque, where people assemble for Friday 
pravier. Idgah i s a l so another form of mosquet an open pra-
ying area with a qibla (the d irec t ion in which every musllm 
must tcjrn when praying) and a mihrab designed for prayer 
on the f e s t i v a l s of the breaking of, the fast,Ov^JL ^^ "^^^ 
L 
M 
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Mazin^mlnar i s an another inportant adjoining 
s tructure to the mosque. Ttiese are mainly erected to c a l l 
the f a i t h f u l for prayer. 
(5) UTcha mas j id : 
Ttiis monument i s located in the west of Sultan-
kot or Bh i t r i muhalla of modern township of Bayana. Tliis 
monument i s a unique combination of a) Northern-structure, 
and (b) Southern-structure. Ukha i s a corrupt form of the 
word 'Usha*. According to the l o c a l t r a d i t i o n , which i s supp-
orted by an inscr ip t ion s t i l l surviving and f ixed in the 
2 
corimon middle wal l , two s tructures seem to have been b u i l t 
3 
at the s i t e of 10th century tenple . Another* epigraphlcal 
% 
evidence suggests that southern s tructure was constructed 
^^ by Malik Kafur_5uli:anl in_1320~AD during the reign of Sultan 
Qutbuddin Mubarak Shah Khalj i but t h i s i n s c r i p t i o n i s s i l e n t 
about the demolit ion of any tenple . As we know that Sultankot 
was e s tab l i shed by Malik Bhauddin Tughril showing some time 
in 1196 A.D. This Indicates that a f ter 1196 AD muslin popul-
at ion had s tar ted l i v i n g in t h i s newly e s tab l i shed f o r t i f i e d 
1. See Map (c) . 
2. See plate III (b), IV(b); £I ,xxii, pp. lZl-27. 
S, See monument no.l, part 1. 
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township. When Sultankot was being e s t a b l i s h e d at the 
s i t e of pre-Ghorian set t lement , l i k e the Quwattul Islam 
."^ \ Kp Mosque and Adai—Dln-'Ka-Jhopda mo»que# bui lder of Sultan-
' ^ ^ U^ kot might have constructed the Nor t h e m - s t r u c t u r e 
^ ^ (mosque ) with the help of e a s i l y a v a i l a b l e bui lding 
J\ material of an ancient terople-the Usha Mandir. Northern-
, > >-i<^  s tructure seems to be one of the o l d e s t roonum«it of early 
Ir^-^ years of Sultanate period constructed at the s i t e of 10th 
century temple. After a century and two decades, Malik 
r^  r ^ Kafur Sultani constructed another roosque-the southern 
IvLi Structure. 
' j* ^4^. Northern-structure t 
^^\%rT^^^^^' ^^ present t h i s s tructure i s knoyn as Ukha 
Mandir and i s functioning under the Raj as than Mandir 
Saroiti* although i t has been declared 'protected monument*. 
This i s a p i l l a r e d s tructure of trabeate s t y l e except the 
main entrance which d i sp lays a combination of trabeate and 
7 arcuate s t y l e , iot proper understanding t h i s s trcuture as 
such has been divided in to four parts-western liwan upto 
the both ends, eastern liwan with main entrance, and northc 
and southern liwan with one doorway in both. 
J. RTFft XX. p.'?! 
1 . See Plan 3 . 
) 
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Wes«-ern llwan c o n s i s t s of f i v e of nine p i l l a r s . 
F i r s t and ninth p i l l a r of f i r s t four rows and a l l p i l l a r s 
X L , of f i f t h row are stucked in wall with a l i g h t projec t ion 
V V ^ 
"^p? 
(15 cm). ROWS of p i l l a r s of western llwan are placed at a 
d is tance of 2.00 m # and p i l l a r s are placed at a d i s tance 
of 1.62 m. There are two archad mihrabs , 1.15 m wide 
and 60 cm deep« in the western wall between the second and 
third p i l l a r from the both ends. 
Northern llwan and southern llwan are having two 
rows of seven p i l l a r s , ROWS of p i l l a r s in both the l iwans 
are placed at a d i s tance of 1.62 m and p i l l a r s are kept a t 
a dis tance of 1.95 m. In the northern and southern (middle) 
wall« there are doorways between 2nd and 3rd p i l l a r s * and 
3rd and 4th p i l l a r s r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
There i s a main gateway provided in the eastern 
l lwan. In the i n t e r i o r of the gateway* there ar^ four rows 
of p i l l a r s . Distance between f i r s t and second rOws^  second 
and th ird row$, and third and fourth rows are 2.10 m^  1.60 m, 
and 1.35 m. r e s p e c t i v e l y . F i r s t and l a s t p i l l a r s of f i r s t * 
second* and third rows and p i l l a r s of fourth row are f ixed 
In wal l . On the both s ide of the i n t e r i o r of the gateway* 
1. ib id . 
2. See p l a t e I I I and plan 3. 
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there are three p i l l a r s placed at a d i s tance of 1.62 m. 
Distance between the third and fourth, and fourth and 
f i f t h p i l l a r s are 1.70 m and 1.10 in r e s p e c t i v e l y . Middle 
p i l l a r s of f i r s t row are placed in alignment of the 
p i l l a r s f ixed in the main g a t e . 
The main gateway i s a combination of trabeate 
and arcuate s t y l e with two storeyed e f f e c t . Span of beam \kr 
^ of trabeate s t y l e d gate i s 2.90 m. spot survey# as shown 
. S^ ' in the photograph of the main gateway, i n d i c a t e s tt»et 
Ki^sJ> '^ (^^ i n i t i a l l y i t was constructed in trabeate form and some 
CJI^^^ time a f ter Khalj i period arched pprtion migjit have been 
L(\^;r\^^^^ added to the s tructure . Exterior of both s i d e s of the 
\ji^)(Q gateway i s extended, then a beam i s kept on throe t i e r 
-mpr brackets . I h i s beam i s a l s o used as impost (portion of 
wall Or top of the p i l l a r * on which the end of an arch 
appears to rest) for the arch. If one coirpares hounch 
(part of arch roughly nidway betwe^i springing l i n e and 
crovm, v^ere the l a t e r a l thrust i s s trongest)- of the 
arch of the main gateway with the p l a t e IV provided by 
Percy Brown', i t shows that i t i s of Tughlag peood. In 
1. See p l a t e I I I , a. 
2, Percy Brown, Indian Architecture pp. 8 -9 , 
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tvnpanum (a v a i l between beam and arch) » theze i s an 
o z l e l wlntSow. In the I n t e z l o i of gateway# on both 8ides# 
f l i g h t of s t eps (85 cm long, 30 cm broad and 30 en* width) 
are provided to go u p s t a i r s . 
In the north-western corner of the s tructure at 
3.00 in he ight on four rows of two p i l l a r s * there i s a 
p l a t e form. To go ups ta i r s the p l a t form# a f l i g h t of s i x 
s teps (1.6 2 m long , 26 cm brOad# 26 cm width) i s a l s o 
2 
provided. 
Two type of p i l l a r s are used in Northern s t r u c -
ture and the he ight of p i l l a r s i s ra ised by keeping one 
3 
p i l l a r on the other. F i r s t type of p i l l a r s are, square 
in shape (40 cm x 40 cm) with two cu t s of 5 cm in a l l four 
s i d e s , having chain & b e l l , Kalash, eind banana l e a f motif. 
In the second type, shaft i s divided into three equal p a r t s 
by three octagonal borders lower par t for example i s oc ta -
gonal; middle part i s s ix teen s ided and the upper par t i s 
4 
c i r c u l a r . Octegonal borders of these shaf t s are deco^at^d 
with engraved f lora l & geometrical d e s i g n s . 
1. See plan 3. 
2. Ibid . 
3 . See d a t e I I I (b). 
4 . i b i d . 
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Finally# the whole structure Is covered by 
a single flat roof, 
^^ b) Ttie southern structure J locally called Ukha masjid 
is being described here in four parts i.e. western 1 iwan» ^  
eastern liwan with gateway and northern and sputhern liwan. 
Western liwan has five rows of eight pillars. 
First and eight pillar of first four rows and pillars of 
fifth rows are stacked to northern* southern, and western 
walls. Distance between the rows and pillars is respectively 
2.15 m and 1.95 m. The shaft of the pillars of western liwan 
is monolith and square in shape measuring 35 cm on each side. 
In the middle of the western wall, between fourth and fifth 
pillars, there is a 1.10 ro. wide,62 cm deep arched aihrab 
which is beautifully decorated with spear headed fringes. 
Northern and southern liwan are double storeyed, 
2 
having two rows of e ight p i l l a r s « Second row of both the 
l iwans i s f i xed in the w a l l s . Distance between the rows i s 
! 
I 
2,1|5 TD and dis tance between p i l l a r s i s 2.00 m. Shafts of 
p i l l a r s one monolith and square in shape (28 cm x 28 cm). 
1 . See plan 3 and p l a t e VI (a ) . 
2 , See plan 3« Plate V. 
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Height of northern liwan and southern llwan i s equal to 
the he ight of western liwan.The wall of the northern liwan 
has a doorway between third and fourth p i l l a r s . The wall 
of the southern liwan i s having three arched r e c e s s e s , 
1.07 IP wide and 60 cm deep between f i r s t and second, third 
and fourth and f i f t h and s i x t h p i l l a r s of second row. 
After e ight p i l l a r of second row, in the south-eas t corner* 
thefe i s a f l i g h t of s teps to go vp the f i r s t s t o r e y . 
In the eastern liwan Gateway i s d iv ided in to 
two p a r t s - i n t e r i o r and e x t e r i o r . In ter ior of gateway has two 
rows of e i g h t p i l l a r s . F i r s t and e ighth p i l l a r s of f i r s t 
row and p i l l a r s of second row are f ixed in w a l l . Distance 
between, the rows i s 2.15 m. Distance between f i r s t * secondh-
and third p i l l a r s of f i r s t and second rows« from both the 
ends, i s 2,00 in. Distance between the fourth and f i f t h 
octagonal p i l l a r s of f i r s t row, and fourth and f i f t h p i l l a r s 
of second row i s 3.35 m. P i l l a r s are square in shape measu-
rinjg 32 cm on each s i d e . Octagonal p i l l a r s , 20 cm each s i d e , 
are kept on octogonal base , 28 cm each s i d e . . S h a f t of o c t a -
gonal p i l l a r s i s not monolith. Div is ion of the two shaf ts 
1 , i b i d . 
2 . See plan 3 . 
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i s shown by a c i r c u l a r border-leaves are engraved on 
i t . Lower shaf t i s divided into three parts t lowest i s 
octagonal» middle i s s i x t e e n sided and the upper which 
i s decorated with chain and b e l l motif# i s c i r c u l a r • 
Second shaf t i s s i x teen-sided* Above the second shaf t 
and below the c a p i t a l , there are c i rcu lar d i s c s with 
moulded brackets in two s ides to g ive support to the 
2 beaut i fu l ly decorated serpent ine brackets ( torna) . 
Depth of doorway, outs ide to ins ide , i s 3,85 ro. Span of 
arch i s 2.10 m and trabeate door i s 1.40 m«wide.Exterior 
of the Gateway g ives double storyed e f f e c t . P i l l a r s are 
t in the s t o n e , Kalash motif are in the base and cap i -
t a l s , and highly decorated shaf t s are divided into three 
parts by square r ings . This arch i s not a horse-shoe 
type but i s decorated by the Spear headed f r i n g e s , Spend-
r i l e ( triangular space between the curve of an arch and 
1-
square boarder) and above the crown of the arch are 
3 
decorated by a floral motif. Above the square enclosure 
of the gateway, there is a square lattice (jali work) 
1. See p l a t e 4 (b). 
2 . See Plate 4 (b), 
3 . Plate IV(a) . 
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with geometrical des igns . Both s i d e s of the gateway ase 
Ident ica l and have double storeyed p i l l a r e d chambers. 
Chambers have two rows, at a d i s tance of 1.37 m of -t^fee 
p i l l a r s , at a d i s tance of 2.15 m. In the corners* that are 
80 cm wide and 20 cm d e ^ r e c e s s e s . This whole s tructure 
i s covered by a f l a t roof. Parapet of gateway and s ide 
chambers have marlon motif . Beams of the s tructure and 
dropping eaves are supported by moulded brackets . 
i<^' 
10) Idqaht 
^^ Ih l s monument i s located to the north of Sultankot 
(Bayana) at a d is tance of about 2 km. The t i e r i n g e f f e c t 
^'^. , "^ of the back s i d e of western wall suggest i t s belrig a TUghlaq 
^ 
^ yf^ s t ructure . 
% ^ . 
The western wall (containing mihrab ) i s the main 
v A v ^ a t t rac t ion of the monuro^it. Hie idgah had a very large p l a s -
V . j l j ^ ' tered p l a t xorm, measuring about 55po ra long and 43 ,0 m broad 
\ , - 0 ^ protected by a wall (75 cm width), on three s i d e s I . e . north, 
^ south and e a s t . In the middle of the eastern wall there Is 
\ . > ^ 
A^b^ a passage/ 2.40 m. wide. Ihere i s s lope fol lowed by two s teps 
(2.40rox50 cm x 25 cm ) to reach the p l a t form. In front of 
mihrab and three recesses on both s i d e s of mlhrab# there i s 
^ ^ 
, \ a f l o o r , measuring 35.30 m x 15,00 ro which i s further raised 
by 30 cm . 
1. See plan 4 . 
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In the centre of the western wall« there i s a 
mih'rab- 2.65 rn wide and 2,25 m deep. Both s i d e s of roihrab 
are i d e n t i c a l . F i r s t recess (1.96 m wide and 26 cm d e ^ ) « 
second recess (2.00 m wide and 26 cm deep) # third recess 
(2.00 m wide and 36 cm deep ) and fourth recess (2.50 ro 
wide and 36 cm deep ) ace present at a d i s tance of 4.20 m 
from mihrab^ 2.20 m from f i r s t recess# 2.20 m from second 
r e c e s s , euid 2.25 m from third recess respect ive ly . . IJiere 
x^ ^ are c i r c u l a r roinrates of radius 2.45 m on both ends «it 
^^^N^i^*^ c o m e r end, itiese niinratgsJiave two s t a g e s - h e i g h t of f i r s t 
vMu/v/ Stage i s 3.00 m, and in second s tage radius i s 1,50 m and 
he ight i s 30 cm. Arches of mihrab and recesses *are cons t -
3P2 \^' -^y rue ted on corbe (a projection dn one or more sides of the 
c ^ for the springer of an arch) style. Mihrab is covered 
by a flat roof on which false dome is constructed. Thickness 
2 
of western'wall i s 2.00 m at bottom and 1.50 m at the top. 
3 
Behind the mihrab. wall i s projected by 1,95 m . 
11) T a l e t i Masjid x This monument i s l oca ted near the 
western rampart of the Vijaymandirgarh in the f o o t of the 
1. See p l a t e VII. 
2 . POr t i e r i n g e f f e c t s ee p l a t e VII(b) . 
3 . See plan 4 . 
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h i l l l o c a l l y c a l l e d T a l e t l rnasjid. I t being located at 
the bottom of the h i l l , the l o c a l people therefore s tarted 
c a l l i n g I t Ta le t l Masjid. Ag we have already discussed in 
#Chapter II 'His tor ica l o u t l i n e of Bayana'# that Ohdi rulers 3f the Bayana Tract had s tar ted l i v i n g in Vijaymandirgarh for s ecur i ty purposes. One may ident i fy t h i s mosque and iXjjX 
^ 
another mosque in vijaymandirgarh (monument no,69) as Ahaddl 
monuments (1400-1490 AD). 
Western liwan of the mosque constructed/ at a 
d is tance of 6.00 ro from the north-eastern and south-western 
corners,which c o n s i s t s of three rows of e ight p i l l a r s , lJ;iis 
f 
p i l l a r e d h a l l of western liwan i s open from eastern s i d e only . 
F i r s t and l a s t p i l l a r s of f i r s t two rows and p i l l a r s of third 
row are f ixed in western w a l l . Distance between the pi lLars 
and rows are 1,95 m and 2,50 m r e s p e c t i v e l y . In the centre 
of the western wall# between 4th and 5th p i l l a r s of third row, 
2 
there i s a rectangular r e c e s s . Northern wall and southern 
wall of the western liwan are ident i ca l and 83 cm in width 
with two windows,measuring 93 cm wide and 1,00 m h igh , 60cm 
above the f l oor l e v e l between f i r s t and second, and second 
1. See Plan 5. 
2. See plan 5; plate VIII, b. 
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W^ 
and third rows. Floor of the western llwan i s raised 
by 30 cm above the l e v e l of the court yard. Beams of 
the western liwan are kept on the moulded brackets and 
f i n a l l y covered by a f l a t roof with battlements (a 
parapet with a l ternat ing indenta t ions ) . Presence of 
brackets fac ing eas t ind icates that these are placed 
*> probably to support the eaves . 
^ ' ^ This mosque i s protected by a surrounding wal l / 
1.02 m th ick, Ttiere i s a broken p o r t i o n , 1.80 m wide# in 
the southern w a l l , at a d i s tance of about 13.00 ro from 
south-west corner. This broken port ion might have cont -
ained the doorway for t h i s mosque because one does not 
f ind such opening in other wal l s . 
67) Mosque /Mas 1 id t 
This mosque i s located in the Vijaymandirgarn,Cor 
CO 
tructiOD of roazine/minar, at a d is tance of 2.00 m from north-
east corner, indicates that t h i s roosquewas constructed some 
time before 1447 AD. during th^ reign of OHdi rulers of 
Bayana t r a c t . I 
1 '• \ '• 
1. See plate VIII, b. 
2. ibia. , ^ 
3. See map (B) , (c) & (F). > V^^ V''^ 
4 . S«|«J^Srt"dJLx,. (B) inscr ip t ion no. 7. < ^ \ u f^  ^  \ , ( * 
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Ttiis mosque has two parts-western 1 Iwan and 
entrance g a t e . 
1. Western llwan c o n s i s t s of three rows of p i l l a r s 
and three rooms. F i r s t and second row have e i g h t p i l l a r s 
and third row c o n s i s t s of four p i l l a r s . F i r s t and l a s t 
p i l l a r s of f i r s t two rows and p i l l a r s of third row are 
f ixed in the northern, southern and western w a l l s . P i l l a r s 
of f i r s t and second rows are placed at a d i s tance of 1.98 m 
and rows are provided at a d i s tance of 2.50 ra. Distance 
between f i r s t and second p i l l a r s , second and third p i l l a r s , 
and third and fourth p i l l a r s are 4,30 m 6,70 ro and 4,30 m 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . All the p i l l a r s f ixed in the wa l l s are square 
in shape, measuring 36 cm each s i d e . Second to seventh 
p i l l a r s of f i r s t two rows are based on octagonal base (18 
cm s i d e ) . Design of shafts of these p i l l a r s d iv ides the 
shaf t s into two parts- lower half i s octagonal (15 cm side) 
and: upper half i s c i r c u l a r . Capital of these p i l l a r s are 
a l so octagonal (18 cm s i d e ) . Beams are kept on moulded 
brackets . One d i f f e r e n t feature i s , beams are only s p a x ^ g 
the p i l l a r s of same row, 
1, See p l a t e IX, (a.). 
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Between the third p i l l a r of second row and second 
p i l l a r of third row, and s i x t h p i l l a r of second row and 
third p i l l a r of third row, there are 30 cm thick wal l s with 
90 cm wide doorways. There are two ident i ca l rectangular 
rooms on the both s i d e s of middle rectangular room, present 
in the north-west and south-west c o m e r s . '£hese chambers 
are 3.96 m long and 1.67 m broad with 83 cm wide doorways 
at a d i s tance of 3,13 m from f i r s t and l a s t p i l l a r s of th ird 
row. Middle rectangular room i s 6.85 m long and 1.67 m 
broad with a 1.86 m wide doorway at a d i s tance of 2.70 m 
from second and third p i l l a r s of third row. "'ihickness of 
wal l s of these three rooms and surrounding wa l l s i s 70 cm. 
Western liwan i s covered by a f l a t roof. Presence of s i d e 
of brackets fac ing e a s t indicate that these are placed to 
2 
support the eaves . Most probably the rooms had been used 
for inporting r e l i g i o u s education. 
Entrance gate i s provided in the eastern wall a t 
a d is tance of 6,50 ro from south-eas t corner of the mosque. 
Span of beam of the gateway i s 1.20 m. Exterior of t h i s 
entrance has a cupola. In the cupola square shaped p i l l a r s 
(measuring 45 cm x 45 cm ) are placed at a d i s tance of 3.80 
m (north to south) and 2.55 m (east to w e s t ) . Beams of the 
1. See plan 6 . 
2. See p l a t e IX. 
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cupola are kept on moulded brackets . Rectangular shape 
of i n t e r i o r of cupola i s converted Into octagonal shape 
which Is fJL^nked_ by f l a t roof, ^ 
19) Mosque at Sikandra : 
This,mosque i s located in Sikandra township 
clo^e to the Vijayamandir f o r t . I t occupies an area* 48 
to 10 m long and 55.20 m wide. Western wall of the mosque 
2 
i s s t i l l i n t a c t . In the appended layout plan of the mosque, 
broken l i n e s indicate the ruined port ion . According to 
Alexander Cunnighum "facade of western liwap has e leven 
arches, four rows of e leven p i l l a r s are present in the l iwan. 
In front of each end of facade* there i s a small square 
chamber (2.25 mt) # with arched openings of the same s i z e as 
in a l l the chambers of the western l iwan. Ih i s western liwan 
c o n s i s t s of 35 square, chambers and the m^ddlejportion, 9 
squares behind the three central arches , i s covered by a 
large dome 6.75 m in diameter. At each s i d e of the middle 
dome, four back square chambers are covered by mall domes 
4,50 m in diameter. The, remaining 18 square chambers are 
covered by 18 smaller domes 2,25 m in diameter. In t h i s 
way one can v i s u a l i z e the beauty of the roof of the west-
ern liwan-one large centra l dome with two small domes on 
1. See monument no .2 , part I & plan 2 . 
2 . See p l a t e X. 
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both s i d e s , and 18 smaller domes breaking the monotony of 
larqe domes. P i l l a r s have square shaf ts of 50 cm s i d e and 
outer row of the p i l l a r s are double in depth. In the back 
of western liwan there are 10 rooms, f i v e on each s i d e of 
the Outward projec t ion (80 cm) of wall« and in each s i d e 
of the s ide w a l l s , there are two rooms with door openings. 
Alexander Cunnighum i d e n t i f i e s these rooms of ahops which were« 
perhaps, rented out to r a i s e funds for the maintenance of the 
3 
mosque. 
In the centre of the courtyard of t h i s mosgue« there 
i s present debris of an s t r u c t u r e , which i s square in shape 
(9.50 m in each s i d e ) . This could be ablution tank covered 
by a roof, I t . i s # however, d i f f i c u l t to v i s u a l i z e the archi -
tec tura l features of Entrance ga te . Die debris only allows 
the measuring of i t s opening which i s 9.80 mjMide. 
Rim of domes are octagonal i s shape. Square chambers 
of the western liwan are converted in to octagons with the 
4 
help of squinches , which are c l e a r l y v i s i b l e . Domes, though 
1. See plan 7. 
2 . See plan 7 and p la te VIII . 
3 . Report of A tour in Eastern Ralasthan, v o l . xx , p . 8 1 , 
4 . Plate X. 
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not very high# are s l i g h t l y pointed' in the centre^ The 
dome i s made to look high by ra i s ing the he ight of oc ta -
gonal c o l l a r , t h i s crea tes an impressive s k y l i n e . 
24) Lodi Mosque : 
This mosque i s s i t u a t e d to the south-west of 
Bayana in v i l l a g e Sikandra at Bayana- Hindaun Road. I t 
2 
c a r r i e s a blurred inscr ip t ion on the Jamb of passage l i k e 
middle opening. Ttie mosque was constructed by Nizam Khan 
who held charge of Bayana in 1517-26 AD. Archi tec tura l ly 
the main a t t rac t ion of t h i s mosque i s western 1iwan and an 
open rectangular platform (8,45 m by 8.00 ro) # a r t i f i c i a l l y 
3 
raised by 90 cm. Two rows of four p l l l a r s « square in shape 
(each s ide 30 cm) « make a chamber (7,05 m by 2,45 m) with 
three trabeated openings (2.05 m wide) . The I iwan in quest ion 
i s surmounted by three ident ica l domes, but he ight of middle 
dome was ra ised by increasing the height of the octagonal 
1. S^e map (B) & (D) . 
2 . Sfe Plan 8 , Plate XI. 
3 . S^e plan 8. 
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c o l l a r . Recesses are provided in a l l the three s e c t i o n s of 
western w a l l . Middle recess i s deeper by 15 cm indicat ing 
the q i b l a . Middle part of the western wall i s projected 
outward at backside by 45 cm. This suggests that# there are 
s i x corners in western 1 iwan and in every corner a turret 1« 
constructed on a square base. Ihese turrets are divided by 
three octagonal rims (30 cm wide) into four par t s i lower part 
(1.40 m high ) i s octagQnjuL-2-_seconcl_p^rt_JLa- (1.24 m high) 
2 
s tar shapgd aimilar to trhy JJTJjd stOr^y^ of Qu^ab Minary 
t h i s part (50 cm high) i s again octagonal and fourth pa;i;t Is 
formed by hemispherical head of 50 cm radius . There i s a l s o 
present battlemented parapet encarved in p l a s t e r on octagonal 
s i d e s of third part of turrets as well as on the octagonal 
c o l l a r of middle dome to ind icate Its cont inuat ion . Domes are 
pointe( | in the centre . Monotony of these domes i s broken by 
hemisphtrical heads of s i x t u r r e t s . Blue t i l e s are studded* 
in the shape of p lus (•»•)« in the centre of each battlement* 
1. Ibid. 
2 . Indian Architecture ( is lamic period) , p . 1 2 . 
3 . See p l a t e XI a & b.' 
4. ib id . 
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25) Idqah » 
Another ruined s tructure standing to the e a s t 
of v i l l a g e Sikandra, mistaken by Alexander Cunnighiun as 
mosque# after physical survey of the area seems to be an 
idqah. The date recorded by Alexander Cunnighuro i s i n s -
cribed on the beam of an entrance of the s t r u c t r e e . g . 
2 ' 
sarovat 1577/1520 AD, Ihe date in quest ion confirms that 
i t belongs to Lodi period. At the time of Alexander Cunni-
ghum's survey in t h i s area* i t was f a i r l y in tac t but now 
only seven openings and one a i s l e of western«liwan with 
remains of boundr|^ wall* and ruins of entrance are v i s i -
b l e . 
Surviving s tructure of the western liwan g ives 
the inpression that i t had at l e a s t one a i s l e in front of 
surviving a i s l e , and gap between western wall and present 
a i s l e g i v e s dis tance of two a i s l e s / and in the same way 
i t had an addit ional opening on each s i d e . This g i v e s the 
p ic ture of western 1 iwan which had f i v e rows of ten p i l l a r s 
covered by a f l a t roof. On each s ide of entrance gate« 
1. Alexander Cunnighum describes i t as masjid but i t ' s l o c a -
t ion to the eas t of sikandra Township and i t s resemblance 
w^th the Idgah of Akbar's reign suggests i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
th i s s tructure as Idqah. Also , s ee monument no,34 in the 
Same part . 
2 . RTER, vo l ,XX, p , 8 0 . , 
3. See plan 9. 
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2,70 tn wlde# there are p i l l a r e d s tructures covered with 
domes. Shafts of p i l l a r s are square (35 cm x 35 cm) in 
s h ^ e . Ribs are c l e a r l y v i s i b l e in the i n t e r i o r of the 
s h e l l of the domes. 
26) Talaqwi Mas j 13 » 
Ttils monument Is located to the north of Bayana 
and commonly known as Talaqnl Inasjid. According to loca l 
t r a d i t i o n , t h i s mosque was b u i l t by Babur af ter hla v i c tory 
at Khanwa (152 7 ) , 
Ih l s mosque i s constructed on a a r t i f i c i a l l y raised 
(about 6 m high) platt^form measuring 10,35 m by 9,75 m . 
There are f l i g h t of e ighteen s t r a i g h t s t a i r s to go ups ta i r s 
the p l a t f o r m in front of 1,80 m wide doorway provided in 
the eastern w a l l . Thickness of sorrounding wall i s 60 cm. 
The western 1 iwan i s constiructed by three rows of seven 
p i l l a r s (squai^e* 45 cm each s i d e ) . P i l l a r s and rows are 
placed at a d is tance of 1,73 m. F i r s t and seventh p i l l a r s 
of f i r s t and second row,, and p i l l a r s of third row are f ixed 
in w a l l s . Beams are kept on moulded brackets and f i n a l l y 
western llwan i s covered by a f l a t roof, 
1. See p l a t e XII, 
2 . See plan 10 , & Plate XIII,* 
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34) Idgah : 
' Tliis monument i s located to the e a s t of Bayana 
near v i l l a g e Biahmbad# across the r iver Gambhir. According 
to an i n s c r i p t i o n foxind a t present Idgah Akbar 
constructed i t in 16 01-02 AD. 
t h i s Idgah has two major parts-western 1iwan and 
entrance. Surrounding wall a l s o has recesses and p r o j e c t -
2 
ions . 
Western liwan ,is present in quadrangle^ measuring 
about 31 m long and 32 m wide/ and at a d i s tance of 6.80 n* 
from north-west and south-west corner. Western liwan c o n s i -
s t s of three rows (placed at a d is tance of 2«40 n) of e ight 
p i l l a r s (square, 45 cm each s i d e s ) . Western liwan a l s o has 
w a l l s , in northern and southern s ide between f i r s t and l a s t 
p i l l a r s of each row, with two arche^a windows (1.02 m wide 
and 1.47 m high ) 65 cm above the f l o o r l e v e l of the western 
liwan which i s a l so raised by 20 cm above the l e v e l of the 
quadrangle. F i r s t and l a s t p i l l a r s of f i r s t and second row, 
and p i l l a r s of third row are f i xed in the w a l l s . Distance 
between 1 s t and 2nd p i l l a r s , 2nd and 3rd p i l l a r , 3rd and 
1. See Appendix B, inscr ip t ion no.14 . 
2 . See plan I I & Plate XIV. 
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4th pillar^Sth and 6th p i l lar* 6th and 7th pi l lar# and 
7th and 8th p i l l ars a l l three tows, i s 1,95 m while 
distance between 4th and 5th p i l l ars in three rows is 
2.20 m. In the western wall/ three mihrabs are bui l t 
alternatively between second and third p i l lac* fourth and 
f i f t h / and s ixth and seventh p i l l a r s . First and third wlhrab 
measure 1.02 m . wide and 47 ptn deep and second wihrab 
measures 1.25 ro wide and 60 cm deep. There are four iden-
t ica l arched alcoves/recess (measuring 58 cm wide# 35 cm 
deep/ and 87 cm high) are present/ at the height of 1.22 
m above the floor level of the western liwan/ between 
f i r s t and second/ third and fourth/ f i f th and s ixth and 
Seventh and eighth p i l l a r s . Beams are kept on two t ier 
moulded b'rackets. Vfestern liwan i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
Parapet of the western liwan is also having engraved recta-
ngular alcove most probably to stud the coloured t i l e s . 
'Oie western liwan also has drooping eaves supported by the 
brackets. 
In the western wall/ between the western liwan and 
south-west comer/ there are three arched recesses (1.05 m 
1, See plan 11 & plate xiV/ C, 
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wide and 20 cm deep ) erected at a d is tance of 91 cm 
from south-west cocnec and each other . 
In the southern w a l l / there are two arched windows 
(1,00 m wide ) located at a d is tance of 8.00 m from south-
2 
west corner, and 7.10 m from f i r s t window r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In the northern w a l l / there i s a project ion^ 6.20 
m long and 30 cm projec ted , at a dis tance of 8.00 m from 
north-wes.t corner. This projected port ion has two arched 
recesses (90 cm wide and 15 cm d e ^ ) at a d i s tance of 1.50m 
3 
from each other . 
In the eastern w a l l , there are three arched rece -
s s e s (1.00 m wide and 20 m deep ) present , between north-
eas t (Corner and the entrance g a t e , at a d i s tance of 4.65 m 
2.00 m and 1.40 m from north-eas t corner, f i r s t r e c e s s , 
and second recess r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
in the centre of eastern w a l l , at a d i s tance of 
14.80 m from e i t h e r of the end, there i s a 1.40 m wide 
1. See plan 1 1 , Plate XIV. 
2 . ib id . 
3 . Tbid. 
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doorway. Exterior of the doorway la very p ic turesque . 
In front of the gateway* f ive s teps (1.60 m long# 25crB 
broad, and 25 cm width) are provided from northern and 
southern s i d e s , to reach upto 2.66 m long and 1.60 n 
wide p l a t form which is 1,25 m above the ground l e v e l . 
Prom here one can s tep up 30 cm high space (3.70 m long 
and 2,66 m wide) in front of doorway and between the 
cupolas, 111686 cupolas, 50 cm high 'above ' the space 
between them, are Ident ical in a rch i t ec tu ra l fea tures 
and shape. P i l l a r s are square (40 cm each side) and 
p i l l a r s of western s ide are fixed in the wa l l . . Ihese 
p i l l a r s are placed a t a d is tance of 1,75 m along the 
length and 2,05 m in dqpth. On the p i l l a r s , beams are 
kept on two t i e r moulded brackets and these cupolas are 
surmounted by dome. Ribs (stone work bellow and suppor-
t ing domed roof) of domes are c l ea r l y v i s i b l e in the 
i n t e r i o r of the domes, ohis gateway seems to be the 
combination of t rabeate and arcuate s t y l e , tine tynpanum 
has s ix arched alcoves arranged in three rowa:three aXcoves 
in f i r s t row above the beam of door vivyt t i ^ in second row 
' 3 ' ' ' ' 
and one in th i rd row. 
1. ibid. 
2. See plan 11 . 
3 . See p l a t e XIV, b . 
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The g a t e w a y and three s i d e s of cupolas have 
drooping eaves which are supported by brackets , ihe 
gateway# on both s ide of gateway in eastern wall# northern 
wall upon the projected port ion on western wall at both 
s i d e s of western llwan# and cupolas are f lanked by b a t t -
lemented p a r g e t . On the wall of the gateway fac ing east# 
there i s a horizontal s t r i p decorated with blue t U e s between 
the drooping eaves and parapet . Ihere i s a l s o the use of 
blue t U e s between the drooping eaves and parapet of cupolas . 
MAZINA/MINAR i ^^ 
construct ion of minaret within the quadrangle of 
mosque Or near the mosque was an inporant feature of mosque 
construct ion in ear ly Sultanate per iod . Functional u t i l i t y 
of mlnaret# most probably* was to c a l l the f a i t h f u l for 
prayer (namaz) . After having e s tab l i shed the Ghorlan enpire # 
they constructed a minaret (Outub Mlnar) in jproximity to the 
Kuwat-ul-Islam mosque. Rulers of Delhi Sultanate had forg-
o t ten the t r ad i t i on of construct ion of minaret in proximity 
of mosque. But t h i s t rad i t i on was fol lowed by the hakims of 
of Bayana-f irst minaret i s present near the mosque In 
4 
Vijaymandirgarh and second i s near Ukha mas 1 id in Sultankot* 
1. ibid. 
2 . See Appendix (B) Inscr ipt ion no.7 & 10. 
3 . See monument no,67, \^\ . ' 
4 . See monument no.Sjpian 3, ' / C . ,L^ ^ ^ 
XViJ ' KT' J J ^ rtft A ^ 
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14) Mazingt Is located at a d i s tance of 2.00 m from north-
e a s t corner of mosque no .69 . According to i n s c r i p t i o n i t 
was constructed by Daud Khan Ohdl in 1442jWD^jirti^_adn«inis-
tered Bayana t i l l 1456 AD. 
I t might be double storeyed s tructure with a tape-
ring e f f e c t * circumference at the base i s about 26.70 n. 
Ujpper s torey i s in ruined condition# so i t would be d i f f i -
c u l t to guess about the , top of the minaret. Div i s ion of ground 
s torey and f i r s t s torey i s demarketed by balcony which i s 
2 
supported by mult i t i e r moulded brackets . There i s a doorway» 
fac ing south« which leads to f l i g h t of s t eps to go ups ta irs 
to balcony and then further l eads to upper s t o r e y . Grpund 
storey i s divided into two parts by using a ring'^ of yel low 
s tone . An incr ip t ion i s a l s o present between the balcony and 
yel low ring. 
F i r s t s torey of the mazina i s a l s o div ided by 
th]:ee continuous rings- lower and upper ring la made of 
yel low s tone and middle ring i s made of grey stone* 
23) Mazina i s located at a d is tance of 9.00 m from the 
north-east corner of ukha mas l id in Sultankot. I t i s l o c a l l y 
1. See Appendix B inscr ip t ion no ,7 . 
2 . See p l a t e IX(b). 
3 . ib id . 
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known as Ukha mlnar and constructed by Nizam Khan in 
1520 AD during the reign o£ Sultan Ibrahim Lodi. 
I t was constructed on above described mazina and 
i s also Identical in measurement and architectural features. 
H I • 
KHANQA » ' 
" The Shaikh's residence was ttoe ceatre of a part l -
ctilar order of suf i cu l t or the, Islamic learning. During 
thcj medieval period* Bay ana was the centre of the Islamic 
learning and the suf i cul t as well . A large urban popula-
tion was l iv ing in Bayana since Ghorian invasion (1196 AD). 
Many of these belonged to the category of ashraf and some 
of whom had achieved considerable reputation in the f i e ld 
of Islamic learning. During the thirtetfith centnxy i t h«3 
developed as an important cultural centre and two of the 
quazis, quazi Ziauddin and quazi Mughisuddin* succeeded 
in achieving the position of the advis<hr «f Sultan Alauddin 
Khalji in the religious matters. During the Sur regime 
(1540-55AD), i t had emerged as an, important centre of the 
militant activism of Mahdavi's under the leadership of 
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dV'sr 
Sheikh Abdullah Nlazi. Sheikh Sadullah# the great gxamnarian* 
also belonged to Bayana. Qazl Shirajl# an Iranian poet# not 
only v is i ted this township but also reported to have stayed 
at Bayana, These fact indicate» the l i v e l y cultural l i f e of 
the tovmship during the medieval period. Itiis may further!b« 
t e s t i f i ed by two surviving hospices/khanaas at Bayan^ 
12) KHANQAl 
Ihis hospice i s located in the Sultankot to the north-
east of the Ukha masjid. At pres«it this double storeyed 
building i s surviving inside the premlises of Government Higher 
Secondary School and is being used as a storehouse. Eastern 
1 
wall of the hospice has an inscription. On the basis of 
few surviving words of this decaying inscription* one may 
identify this structure as a hospice which was constructed 
during Ahaddl period (140^-1457 AD). 
Being ;used as a storehouse* the Principal of th is 
school did not permit me to take measurements and photographs 
to i l lus trate i t . 
1. See Appendix (B) inscription no.9. 
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31) Khanqa of Shaikh Sadullah » 
This structure Is located near the southern gateway 
of jthe Sultankot. Ohe Inscription engraved on the Jamb of 
I • 
eai^tern verandahs clearly indicates that th i s structure was 
bui l t by Shaikh Sadullah during Akbar's reign some time 
before 1580-81 AD. 
Khangah Is square In plan and was constructed <m 
p i l l a r s and beamd. 
Distance between 2nd and 3rd« and 12th and 13th 
p i l l ars of second and thlcd row Is 2.00 m WhU^ e rest of the 
p i l l ars are placed at a distance of 1,50 ro. Pi l lars are 
square in shape* 35 cm x 35 cm. Distance between the rows 
Is 2,00 m. Pi l lars of third row are fixed in the wall . 
First four p i l l a r s of second and third rows from" 
both the ends of southern wing make two large and rectan-
gular rooms and rest make seven rooms. 
In the eastern wing 2nd and 3rd p i l l a r s of second 
and third tows from both ends have enpty covered space and 
in between them there are nine rooms. 
1. See Plan 13, 
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In the northern wlng« a door of the khanga i s 
provic3iea in between 7th and 8th p i l l a r s of 3rd row. In 
the north-east corner, four p i l l ar s of second and third 
row make a large arid rectangular room. In the north-w«at 
corner, between 2nd and 3rd p i l l a r s of the rows, there 
are f l ight of s ta irs to go up to the roof of the Khanga , 
On both sides of the doorway, there are three r90ms in 
eastern side and four rooms in western s ide . 
In the western wing, space between 2nd and 3rd 
p i l l a r s of second and third rows has an emp;(y space. A' 
recess i s present in the western wing between 7th end 8th 
p i l l a r s of third row which gives clear indication of private 
mosque. In the north-west corner, four p i l l a r s of second 
and third rows make a large rectangular room. On both side 
of the private mosque, there are three rooms in northern 
side and four rooms in southern s ide . 
Rooms of eastern, western, northern and southern 
wings Open in a pi l lared verandah facing each other. Pi l lars 
of verandah, f i r s t row in al l four s i d e s , are placed at a 
distance of 1.50 m and distance between f i r s t row and 8ec<md 
row is 2.00 m. 
From the south-western corner of the courtyard a 
slope is descending, westwards, under the floor of the second 
»• 
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and third rooms of the western wing» to the water level 
o£ the adjacent wel l . 
Traces of wall c learly indicate that; this 
khanqa i s surrounded by boundary wall . 
IV 
TOMB: 
In India tombs were as old as the tiuslim settlement. 
The tomb generally conprise a s ingle t» |^at^/< /loin^ K^  r^ H—iK^ y^  
square and rectangular^ standing on a raised platform. /^  
J ^ 1 3 ) Ohd Khan's Tomb^  , V v l t v ^ -
V vrW^ l*> s^ tomb i s located in the graveyard* loca l ly 
^ known as Mirana# to the north-east of sultankot on the 
right side of Bayana-Bharatpur road. A Persian inscription 
engraved on the circular neck of the dome# indicates that 
i t was bui l t some time after h i s death in 1421 AD. 
1. Description of this baoli i s given in Part VIII of this 
I chapter. """ 
2.1 See Flan 14« plate XV. 
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Ihis structure stands on a square platform 
(8.70 m each side) # 1.05 m above the ground l e v e l . 
Four p i l l a r s (square#60 cm each side) are provided 
In each s ide . Distance between I s t and 2nd p i l l ar s* 
and 3rd and 4th p i l l ar s i s 1.30 m and d l s t ^ c e betwe«» 
2nd and 3rd p i l l ar s i s 2.00 m. Shaft of p i l l a r s i s 
divided into three parts« with the help of octagonal 
rims-lower part i s octagonal (25 cm each s i d e ) , middle 
part is sixteen sided# and upper part is again octagonal. 
Capital of the p i l l a r s are also octagonal where as beams 
and dropping eaves are supported by moulded brackets. 
Ehase of transition i s given to convert the 
square base of the roof into c ircular- in f i r s t stage 
square is converted into octagonal * in second stage . 
octagonal base into sixteen sided* and in third stage 
sixteen sided base i s converted into 32 sided base which 
is,almost circular. 
Ihis tomb structure i s surmounted by a dome-
neither shallow nor circular. Circular neck of the 
done is'decorated by an inscription. 
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(15) Kale Khan Ka Maobarai^ 
n i l s structure Is located to the south of Sultarilcot 
on the l e f t s ide of Bayana-Hind«un toad. I t is constructed 
on 1,80m high platform,the tomb i s square in plan (exte> 
rior i s 7,80 m each side* interior i s 5,40 m each side ) 
and having a doorway (1.40 m wide ) in the c ^ t r e o l a l l 
four s ides . All the four s ides are identical . 
On both s ides of the each entrance* walls in tombfi 
interior have square recesses (1.20 m , 1.20 a «15 cm dees>) 
The wall above the door and recesses i s divided into two 
parts by the three arched motif, the square plan of tiie 
building i s covered into circular with the help of squi« 
niches (arches placed digonally at tiie angle in t^e inte-
rior of the domes to covert from squi&re to round). 
Exterior of the building gives three stoteyed 
effect by dividing the wall into two parts by dropping 
eaves* and third storey by the dome. On both sides of 
entrance* arched recesses are provided in al l three 
sides and southern side has arched doorway of the s ta irs 
1. See plan 15 and plate 16. 
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to go upstairs. An arched window of doorl«ngth i s 
provided above the entrance and two arched reccli|le#' 
are given on both s ide o£ window above the lower 
arched recesses« in a l l four sides# gives the 
effect of second storey. Division between f i r s t and 
second storey i s narked by drooping eaves supported 
>y two t i e r brackets. 
In each corner of the tonb# upto roof level 
an octagonal p i l l ar i s based on Kalash motif. 
This tomb is surmounted by a dome. Neck of the 
dome is octagonal/ and is crowned by a Kalash shaped 
pinnacle (a small turret l i k e termination). Par9pet# 
with alternating merlon« is present with an octagonal 
p i l l a r which gives effect of turret at each corner. 
(33) Jajhri^ t 
ih i s tomb is situated to the south of• sultanakot . 
Presently i t has been described in two parts:underground 
chamber (represented by broken l ines) and main structure 
above the ground l e v e l . 
1. See plan 161 plate XVII. 
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A) Underground chamber Is square in plan measuring 
6«20 m each side* In the centre of northern^ eastern^ 
and Western sides 2,15 m wide portion of wall recede 
80 cm. Four p i l l ar s (square* 30 cm each s ide } are 
placed at a distance of 2.15 m from each other in the 
centre of chamber. Receding of southern wall i s 2.15 m 
wide opening which opens into 2,15 m x 3.10 m chamber. 
This chamber has a 1.27 m wide doorway in southern wall 
which further leads to 2.15 m broad and 10.80 m long 
underground gallery, "Aiis gallery opens L i^nto a chamber 
measuring 2.15 m x 1.62 m. FrOn here f l i g h t of eight 
steps with right turn are provided to get into or come 
out of underground chamber through gal lery. 
Chambers and gallery are covered by a f l a t roof. 
Roof of the gallery i s at ground level (height of gallery 
is 1.85 m ) . Roof of the underground main chamber stands 
at the height of 2.50 m « which provides s ide walls 65 
cm above the ground l e v e l . Ihls portion pf walls above 
the ground level* has l a t t i c e windows to provide l ight 
and air to the underground chamber. 
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B, Main s tructure - i s constructed on the roof of the 
underground chamber (square# 8,20 m each s i d e ) . Northern 
and southern s i d e s have s i x p i l l a r s . Eastern and western 
s i d e s have two p i l l a r s p laced between I s t and 2nd and 
5th and 6th p i l l a r s of northern and southern s i d e s . 
Distance between l a t and 2nd« and 5th and 6 th 
p i l l a r s of northern and southern s i d e s * i s 37 cm. D i s t -
ance between 2nd and 3rd# and 4th and 5th p i l l a r s of 
northern and southern s ides# and d i s tance between 
p i l l a r s of eastern and western s i d e s from the corner 
p i l l a r s of northern and southern v i d e s , i s 1.50 m. 
Distance between the middle p i l l a r s of each a ide i s 
2.15 m. P i l l a r s are rectangular* measuring 35 on x 1.17 n . 
The middle p i l l a r s of each s i d e have conica l pro jec t ions 
with 10 cm s i d e . 
Ihere i s an opening«2,15 m wide,between the 3rd 
and 4th p i l l a r s of southern s i d e . In front of ^ e op« i -
ing# there i s a covered projected port ion 2.80 m x 2.45 n. 
Screens of red sand s tone with geometrical designs 
are present between the p i l l a r s , except the entipance. 
Ohd . Khan's Tomb 
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Beams are kept on the p U l a c s . The phase of 
transition Is there. Square chamber i s co^j/erted into 
circular in three phases- square into octagonal* 
octagonal into s ixte^i sided* and sixteen sided 
into thirty two sided. Finally this structure i s covered 
by a shallow dome. 
Neck of the dome is octagonal and dome i s sutnoun-
ted by inverted lotus motif and pinnacle. Dto^ing 
eaves are gtv&\ in two stages- between the bean and roof 
level (supported by three t i e r brackets) « and in the 
* 
middle of parapet. 
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS are another attMCtion in Bayana. 
l^ese buildings were constructed by the nobles /hakims 
for their personal use. 
41) Lai Mahal t The ruins of this residential building* 
local ly known as Lai Mahal* is located in the west of the 
Usha masjid in Sultankot. 
1. See plan 17. 
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We have divided this building into three parts-
middle structure* southern structure and northern 
structure. 
A) Middle Structure i s constructed on a a r t i f i c i a l l y 
raised ground which gives the iirpression of the f i r s t 
storey of the northern structure* 'Ihis i s a rectangular 
hall 8,50 m X 6.70 m with a square tank (1.50 m each 
side ) carrying a sunk fountain* in the centre* This 
tank has a square base (30 pm each side) for colunq^is, in 
each corner. Northern side is open towasda courtyard of 
northern structure* with four double column on rectan-
gular base (35 en X 70 cm ) • Eastern and western walls 
have 2.20 ro wide openings* at a distance of 2*70 m from 
south-east and south-west corners for gallery (8.10 m x 
1,150 m ) and a rectangular room (2,20 m x 4*60 m) resp-
ect ive ly , southern wall has a door opening (1.05 n wide ) 
for f l ight of aevea steps (70 cm x 30 an x 30 on ) to go 
up the roof of the western wing of southern portion. 
1. See p late XIX b. 
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Gallezy and rectangular roo«n hav« parfozatad 
screen in the northern s ides . 
Toilet Is present to the vast of middle stsuc-
ture* Ihis t o i l e t (4.50 m x 3.50 n ) has two parts t 
rectangular room (4,50 n x 2.00 m) and three paxipp i' i 
above the furnace, northern wall of the t o i l e t iiaa 90 
cm wide door opening and in front of which there i s an 
octagonal cupola (90 cm each side) covered by a f l a t roof 
Itiere i s a tank (1.80 m long x 50 cm broad x 85 cm deep) 
bui l t in the eastern wall of the rectangular room. This 
i s connected with another tank OSO om idng x 50 an.broad 
60 cm deep ) provided in the eastern wall, of eastern 
chamber above the furnace. Eastern and western part above 
the furnace are idenl;ical (1.00'n x 1.00 m ) and middle 
portion has a circular hole of 50 on diameter. 
Ihis middle chamber i s connected by the ground 
storey of southern portion by gallery and f i r s t storey 
by the s t a i r s . 
1. See plan 17. 
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B) southern Portion t 
This i s divided into f ive partst southern wing; 
eastern wlngi western wingi northern wing and gateway. 
Both sides of southern wing and eastern and western 
wings are id^i t ica l . So we are describing the southern 
portion in four partst southern wing ; eastern /western • 
1 
v%nq 7 northern wing and gateway, 
1) southern wing Is double storeyed and both sides of 
main hall are Identical. Main hall i s 8.20 m long and 
3,20 m broad. Eastern and western walls ^ave 1.10 m 
wide openings to the s ide rooms at a distance of 70 cm 
from southern walls . Northern side has three openings 
provided between four columns kept on square base (65 
cm each side ) placed at a distance of 2,08 m> .F irs t 
and fourth columns are fixed in the walls (32. cm x 65 on] 
This hall opens in the verandah 8,20 m x 2.50 m. Eastern 
and western side of verandah have 1*10 m wide opening 
in the verandah of side rooms. Northern s ide of the 
verandah has four columns of same s i ze and distance of 
the main hal l and i t opens in the courtyard. 
1. ibid . 
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I Main hall and veiartdah have openings in the 
eastern and western s ides . Both sides are identical 
and double storeyed. Rooms attached to the main hall 
are 4.75 m long and 3.20 m broad# and having three 
openings 1.10 m wide in the eastern* western and nor-
thern side* Northern opening opens in verandah (4«75 n 
X 2.50 m ) . Northern side of verandah has four rectan-
gular base of double columns at a distance of 1,20 m 
which opens into the courtyard. First and fourth column 
are fixed in the wall. Base of f i r s t and fourth column 
i s 18 cm X 72 cm and second and third columns .i&> 
36 cm X 72 cm. One door of this verandah opens injside 
room and another in the verandah of main hall» 
Second toom (2.50 m x 6.35 m ) has f ive door 
openingst northern opens in veremdah; two open in f i r s t 
room and i t s varandah and two open in two s ide rooms 
(2.16tnx 3.20 m and 2.16 m x 2.10 m). 
i i ) Eastern/western wing are identical and facing each 
other. First room of these wings (4.95nvx 2.50 • ) ttas 
an opening (1.40 m wide ) at a distance of 2,00 n from 
southern corner. In front of it# there is a verandah 
(4.15 m X 2.50 m } in which room of southern wing 
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also opens. This verandah has £our rectangular base f6r 
double columns. Base of f i r s t and fourth column* which 
i s fixed in wall* i s 18 cm x 69 cm and base of second 
and third column i s 36 cm x 69 cm. 
» 
ROof Of the main hall is, wag^i^Jihaped and provi-
ded at the height of the roof of the f i r s t stbrey of 
the southern wing. Rooms of f i r s t storey are also cons-
tructed on the plan of the ground storey. 
southern wing and f i r s t room of eastern and western 
wings' floor level i s 25 cm higher than "the courtyard's 
level and at a distance of 5.05 m from the southern wing* 
courtyard's level further receeds to 35 on. 
Ihese wings have f l ight of s ix steps with quarter 
turn (80 cm x 30 an x 25 cm ) to go up the f i r s t 
storey of the southern wing and'vroof of the eastern and 
western wing. 
Rest of these wings have verandah in front of 
rectangular rooms. This verandah has f ive rectangi!ll«kr 
base ^or double column at a distance of 1.35 m from 
each other. 
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i i i ) Northern wing Is a p i l l a r e d verandah 1.80 n wide 
whidi has nine c i r c u l a r columns kept on rectangular base 
(40 cm X 65 cm ) and placed at a d i s tance o£ 1.35 ro« 
Ih i s verandah turn towards the north and connects the 
g a l l e r y which i s attached to the middle .chamber. 
iv) Entrance: This entrance gate i s provided in the 
north-eas t cornet of the southern p o r t i o n . This gateway 
has 2.05 m wide opening and from here paved s l o p e goes 
up to the f l o o r l e v e l of the northern wing. In front 
of the entrance* in the i n t e r i o r # there i e a w U l of 
the eastern wing. 
c) Northern portion j this port ion has three parts i 
eastern and western wings# and northern wing with 
entrance'-gate. One can d iv ide t h i s port ion into ^ o 
ident ica l parts by drawing an imaginary l i n e north 
to south in the middle of the port ion . 
2 
Entrance gateway i s 3.10 m out s i d e to out s i d e 
and span of arch i s 2,50 m . I t i s 3.20 ro projec ted 
northwards. Arches* out s ide and inside* are inposted 
» — ' — ' ^ ^ — — — » — ~ ' ^ " ^ ' ^ ^ — — • ^ • ~ ' ^ ^ — — — • ^ ^ — — ~ ^ — ' ^ - ^ — — » — » « • — . » . — — 
1. See plate XVIII (c); plan 17. 
2. See plate XIX (a). 
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on rectangular p i l lars (65 cm x 50 cm ) and passage 
is cov«t«>i by a f l a t roof. Both side are extended 
(3.15 m ) inside by constructing double storeyed 
structure facing each other. Ihese have rectangular 
p i l l a r s (40 cm x IS cm ) placed at a distance 
of 87 cm. From the both sides* between extended sides 
and rectangular rooms (3.00 m x 1.80 m ) « there ia 
a f l ight of eight s t ^ s (90 an x 30 an x 30 an) to 
go up the f i r s t storey of-the extoided aides andiifpof 
of the eastern and western wings. Eastern and western 
wings are pi l lared verandah. 
Lai Mahal is constructed by red send stone, 
southern wing# eastern and western wing of the southern 
ortion and northern side of the middle chamber is having 
iseries of cusped arches imposted on columns. Shaft of \ 
columns i s circular in plan and s l ight ly tapering witii 
f lut ings . Main entrance and entrance of the southern 
r J 
portion hBS pointed' arch imposted on rectangular p i l l a r s . 
Northern wing of the southern portion and eastern and 
western wings of northern portion are constructed in 
trabeate s ty l e . 
r 
63) Residence t Ruins of this residence i s located to the 
1, See plan ISt plates XX# XXI« XXII# & XXIIX. 
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east of gateway no 62 In the Vljaymandlrgarh. At present 
an entrance* and four chambers are surviving, 
i) Entrance of the residence i s constructed in trabeate 
s ty l e . Span of beam is 2,00 ro and passage in 2.dp^ m long. 
At a, distance of 67 cm from entry point there i s a square 
p i l l a r (60 cm each side)on both s ides . Inside* a r e c t w -
gular p i l l a r (65 cm x 35 cm } hs present at a distance of 
1.85 m from f i r s t p i l l a r s . This leads into a zig-zag 
igallery Which opens in the courtyard of the residence. 
* 
Exterior of the entrance is giving double storeyed 
effect by constructing cupolas just above the lower 
cupolas (square # 2.30 m each s ide ) on both s ide of the 
entrance. Cupolas of ground storey are covered by a 
f la t roof and cupolas of f i r s t storey are surmounted' by 
domes. Though passage of &itrance i s covered by a f l a t 
roof but to create the beauty false domes are const-
^ ^ 1 rue ted. 
i i i ) southern chamber i s a p i l lared chamber,' I t has 
three rows (at a distance of 2.15 m) of s ix p i l l a r s 
1. See plate XX(b) & XXI (a). 
I l l 
(at a distance of 1.65 in)« First cvw nao ^wuoxe Hu.i.a£» 
in depth, kept on 26 cm x 56 cm base While r«8t are 
kept on square base (28 cm each side ) . First and 
s ixth p i l l a r s of f i r s t and second rows, and p i l l a r s of 
third row are fixed in the wal ls . Southern wall of ^ e 
phamber is 90 cm wide. Beams are kept on moulded brackets 
and th is chamber i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
i l l ) Western chamber, consists of three rows (at a distance 
of 2.95 ro) Of s ix p i l l a r s ( at a distance of 2.00 m). 
First row has double p i l l a r s in depth, ki^ pt on 30 cm x 55 
cm base, while p i l l a r s of second and third rows are kept 
on square base (30 cm each side ) • Beams are kept <xx 
moulded brackets and f ina l ly i t i s covered^ by a f l a t roof. 
A doorway, 1.35 cm wide i s provided between ^ e f i r s t 
p i l l a r s of f i r s t and second rows to enter into the rooms 
constructed in south-west comer. Ihis corner i s ruined 
but gives impression of four Chambers i f i r s t i s 6.^0 m 
long and 2.80 m broad, second i s 4.20 m x 1.60 m and third 
and fourth are 4.20 m x 3.30 m. 
In the corner between southern and western chenbers 
there is a f l i ght of thirteen steps (2.00 m x 30 en x 
30 cm ) to go up the roof of these chambers. 
1. See plan 18t plate XXII (a). 
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ilv) Middle Chamber Is also a p i l lared chamber having 
two doorways t 2,30 m wide in middle of northern wall 
and 2.45 ro wide in middle of the southern wall . In 
front of the southern doorway there i s a walled p la t -
form (5.80 ro X 4.70 m ) with two openings » 1,40 m 
wide in southern side and l.l-O m wide in the western 
s ide. Ill i s chamber has thre^ rows (at a distance of 
2,85 ra ) of four p i l l a r s (at a distance of 2,45 m) , 
Pi l lars are kept on square base (35 cm each s ide ) . All 
the p i l l a r s , except middle tnree are fixed in walls . 
Beams are kept on moulded brackets and this chamber 
i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
Prom the eastern surface of the southern door 
opening, f l i ght of nine steps (80 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm) 
are provided to go up the roof of the chamber. 
v) Northern Chamber i s present at a distance of about 
21,60 m from middle chamber, Ihls chamber i s facing south-
wards and two rectangular and identical rooms on eastern 
and western sides facglng each other, Ihis chamber consi-
s t s of three rows (at a distance of 2,15 m ) of f ive 
- . - . . . - uthern 
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row* has double p i l l a r s in d ^ t h kept on rectangular 
base (30 cm x 60 cm) and p i l l a r s of second and third 
rows are k ^ t on square base (30 cm each s ide) . F i r s t 
and f i f t h p i l l a r s of f i r s t and. second rows and p i l l a r s 
of third row are f ixed in 50 cm thick w a l l . Between the 
f i r s t p i l l a r s of f i r s t and second rows and second and 
third rows«andbetwe^i the f i f t h p i l l a r s of f i r s t and 
second rows and second and third rows there are 1.15 m 
wide opening to g e t into the s i d e rooms (5.00 ro x 180 ro). 
Beams are based on moulded brackets and f i n a l l y t h i s 
chamber i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
In the north-eas t corner* out s ide the h a l l of 
the res idence/ there i s a c i r c u l a r platform of 5 .10 m 
radius, 1.80 m above the ground l e v e l of the corner. 
TSie platform has about 6 ,00 m long canon. To go up 
the platform, f l i g h t of s i x s tep (1,20 rax 30 cm x .30 c"^ 
are a l s o provided. 
Broken l i n e shows the cuined port ion which may 
g i v e ' t h e c l e a r p i c t u r e a f t e r surface c learance . 
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VI 
PAVILIOW (CHAVADA) I Iheae p i l lazed structures are 
generally mant £or keeping watch and as pleasure house 
and located in different places at h i l l top and plain 
area. Otiese as we find are square and rectangular in 
plan and surmounted with f l a t roof and domes, 
27) Pavilion : 
Ihls structure i s located at h i l l top Inside the 
Vljayman^trgarh near the Slkandra gate. An inscription 
s t i l l intact on this building indicates that i t was bui l t 
during the reign of Humayun sometime befOre 153% jj|^|. 
• This rectangular double storeyed building (16.50 n 
X 11.00 m ) i s bui l t on 21.10m long and 16.60 broad plat -
form, this building consists of four rows of s ix pilla^ics* 
Distance betwe^ f i r s t and second rows# and third and fourth 
rQW5is 2.70 m and distance between second and third rowi 
ijS 3.60 m. In these rows« p i l l a r s (square* 45 cm each side) 
1. See Hap of vijayam^dirgazh. 
2. See plan 20, 
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are placed at a dlstemce of 2,70 m. A chamber i s 
constructed in the middle a i s l e between 2nd and 5th 
p i l l ar s of second and. third row. This chafober i s 
having openlnqs in eastern* northern and soutiiern 
s ides , there are f l ight of s ta irs provided in western 
side to go up the f i r s t storey of the pavi l ion. 
There is also a pavil ion on the roof of the 
grountl storey by placing four p i l l ars Just above the 
2nd to 5th p i l l a r s of f i r s t two rows of tihe southern 
side. 
. Beams of th is building* ground and f i r s t storey* 
ajre supported by moulded brackets and both the storeys 
are covered by a f la t roof, 
2 
32) Pavilion t This double s t o r i e d structure i s 
located about one and half km south-west of Sultankot 
on Bayana-Hindaun road. I t seems to be a watch tower to 
look after Bayana-Hindaun route. 
1. See plate XXV, 
2, See plan 21* plate XXVI. 
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Ihe central square (7.30 m each side) part of 
ground storey i s built on a plat fozn 75 cm above the 
ground l eve l . There are four rows of four p i l l a r s . 
Distances between the p i l l a r s and rows i s 2.15 m and 
shaft of the p i l l a r s i s square (45 cm each s ide ) . 
'fttxee p i l l a r s are attached with every corner in sudi 
a manner that i t gives the effect of cupolas. In a l l 
four comers* these p i l l a r s (square* 45 cm each side) 
are placed at a distance of 1.95 m from each other. 
Five cupolas four just above the corners and 
one in the centre are constructed above the ground 
storey. 
Beams and drooping eaves are supported by two 
t i er moulded brackets. Ground storey i s covered by f la t 
roof and cupolas* structures of f i r s t stprey* are 
surmounted by pyramidal domes • 
Features of th is structure are roniniscjent of 
Fatehpur Sikri. architecture* sugges^^lres iddnvllrftca«> 
ti©»-«s^ Akbar's period. 
' I I 
1. See p late XXVI*p. 
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35) cupola » This s t r u c t u r e is located to the south-
eas t of Sultankot and south of Shaikh Sadul lah 's Khanoa . 
An inscr ip t ion* engraved on one of the p i l l a r s , indica-
tes tha t i t was b u i l t sometime before 1602 AD. ^ 
« 
This cupola (square 3.00 m each side) has four 
p i l l a r s , placed a t a dis tance of 2.25 m. Beans and droop^ 
ing eaves are supported by moulded brackets and i t i s 
covered by a dome. 
2 (70) Pavilion and cupola t This s t r u c t u r e i s located 
about 1*5 km to the south-west of Sultankot and hbout 
100 m to the north*east of Pavilion no 32, 
This s t ruc tu re has two pa r t s : pav i l i on and cupola. 
i) Ttie pavi l ion p a r t i s square (7,35 m each s ide ) and 
has four p i l l a r s on each s ide . Distance between I s t and 
2nd# and 3rd and 4th p i l l a r s of each s ide i s 1.60 m and 
2nd and 3rd p i l l a r s are placed at a d is tance of ^ 1 5 m • 
Shaft of p i l l a r s i s square, 45 cm each s ide . X<ength of 
1. See p l a t e XXVIZ, a. 
2. See Flan 211 and P la te XXVII b . 
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shaft Of p i l l a r s i s divided into three parts* upper 
and lower parts are square i s shape# and middle part 
i s octagonal. Drooping eaves and beams are supported 
by two t i er moulded brackets. Phase of transition 
i s present to covert the square shape into c ircular-
square to octagonal/ octagonal to sixteen sided and 
sixte&i sided to thirty two sided- with the help of 
beams.This structure i s covered by a shallow done 
which is s l ight ly pointed in the centre. This dome 
2 
i s surmounted by a circular rim. This structure also 3 has a parapet with merlon motif in al l four s ides . 
i i ) The cupola part i s place:? at a distance of 1.55 m 
p 1 1 1 II I • 
to the north of above described pavi l ion. Pour Pi l lars 
in two rows are placed at a distance of 2.50 ra; Shaft 
of p i l l ar s are square (35 cm each s ide ) . Beams and 
1. See Hate XXVII b. 
2. ib id . 
3. ib id . 
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drooping eaves are supported by two t i e r brackets . 
I h i s s tructure i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
The l oca t ion of p s v i l l i o n and cupola suggest 
that desp i t e the i r seperate iden t i ty the t**© 
structures were co -ex i s t* t t t . 
^^^ Barracks t These- s tructures are located in the 
Vijaymandirgarh to the west of Pav i l l i oh no. 27i »r Both 
barracks are ident ica l in arch i tec tura l features and 
measurements. F i r s t barrack i s located to the west of 
second barrack at a d i s tance of about 20 m. 
F i r s t barrack# 32*60 m long and 5.75 a. brOad# has 
two parts with a comnon w a l l . These two parts* eastern 
i 2 
and western# are a l s o i d e n t i c a l . We are descri4>log the 
western part of f i r s t barrack. 
There are three r^ws of e ight p i l l a r s . 1 s t and 
8th p i l l a r s of f i r s t two rows# and p i l l a r of th ird row 
are f ixed in the w a l l s . P i l l a r s are k ^ t on rectangtilar 
1. See plan 22# p l a t e XXVII. 
2. See Plan 22 . 
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base# 40 cm X 65 cm In d ^ t h . Pi l lars in these row^ 
are placed at a distance of 1.75 m, and rows are 
present at a distance o£.2.15 m. At the eastern land 
western side* two rectangular rooms are bui l t by 
covering the 1st and 2nd and 7th and 8th p i l l a r s of 
a l l three tows. Two doors # 67 cm vide ate ptovtded to 
both chambers* between f i r s t and second* and second 
and third rows* facing each other. Wall between the 
1st and 2nd p i l lars* and 7th and 8th p i l l a r s of f i r s t 
row* and wall on the both side of doorways in both roifs 
i s 50' cm thick* while thickness of common wall* western 
and southern wall is, 1.00 m. 
Beams and drooping eaves are supported by three 
t i er brackets, and these barracks are covered by f l a t 
roof. 
This structure seems to be an unique one. In our 
period we find such structures in Fatdipur Sikri. the 
barracks probably were for army personnels. ; 
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VII 
GATE AND GATEWAyS j 
Literally i t i s an opening in a wall . These 
are not only bui l t to enter into covered area but 
lare also provided in fort i f i ed wall for safety purposes 
at the time of war or rebell ion, these are vaulted* 
arched* and sometimes both. 
At the time of survey* we found eighteen gateways 
in and around Bayana towjnship-sixteen gateways are 
surviving in for t i f i cat ion wall of Sultankot and Vijaya-
mandirgarh* and two of them are indicating l imi t s of 
th is township in particular period. 
• 
3 ) Chhota Darwaza x 
I t i s located in the middle o£ Bay ana township to 
the east of Ukha Masjid » at a point from where slope 
for the naturally raised plain s tar t s . Covered passage 
i s 3.15 m outside to outside. Four p i l l ar s* square in 
shape (35 cm each side ) are placed at a distance of 
2.15 m in depth and span of beams of doorway i s 2.00 n. 
1. See plan I. 
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At both s ides of the entry point of the gateway/ a 
s i t t i n g space (Chawtries) measuring 50cin each slde« 
are provided. Beams of gateway are supported by 
moulded bracket. Behind the f i r s t two p i l l a r s stone 
slab with circular holes are also present at rOof 
level# most probably to stuck the pan^els of doors • 
This trabeate s ty l e gateway i s covered by a f la t roof. 
f 
In front of the gateway* a slope (about 14 m 
long) i s also given# breadth of the slope (3.20m) is 
divided into t^ree parts\* middle part 1.60 m broad 
is paved with stone and both the sides have f l ight 
of thirty f ive s t ^ s measuring tread (the horizontal 
surface of the step ) i s 80 on in length* 40 cm broad 
and 5 cm width, 
Road leads from this -gateway (i) towards the 
west up to Usha MasjJLd* and ( i i ) towards the east to 
Sher darwaza . 
1. See plan 23. 
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4) Doma^ inn Of rwrwaza axe located on Bayana-Hindaun road# 
in the south o£ Bayana.Local people say tha t the re was 
9 
a datwaza* a l ike <3ihota DarwazA. 
Ihere is nothing s ign i f i can t a t t h i s s i t e but 
debr is of magnif leant darwaza are t r aceab le on the both 
s ide Of rOad. 
28) Gateway t This s t r uc tu r e Is located in the west 
of v i l l age Sikandra, on Bayana-Hindaun road. While 
describing the monuments of t h i s p lace , Alexender Cunnio 
ghum gives the d e t a i l s of a * doorway* in front of tJte 
Idqah a t a d is tance of 86 f ee t . Unfortunately i t 
could not be poss ib le to t r ace the debris of t h i s ga te -
way a t the time of cur survey. Here* weare describing 
a gateway which i s marked by Alexender Cunnighun as a 
s imi la r doorway. I t is poss ib le tha t tt^ese two Identic 
cal gateways were planned to give entry to i ^ i s suburb 
of Sikandza township from Bayana and Hlndaun respect-
ively. 
1. See plan 24« p la te* XXX. 
2. See p a r t II« monument no,25. 
3 . RTBR# XX# p . 8 0 . 
4 . lbid» p . 8 1 . 
i " 
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Length of gateway» Including s ide wings* la 14.40 
m;span of the s ingle central aich i s 4.45 m and depth 
of the gateway from outside to outside i s 6.00 n« Side 
of this gateway i s in ruined condition. The arch of 
this gateway i s pointed and spandrils are decorated with 
floral motifs (flower shaped ornapoent). There are deep 
arched recesses (1.35 m wide) on either s ide of the 
exterior of the gateway. Side wings of the gateway are 
double storeyed# and identical in architectural features 
and neasareraents. Beams of the lower storey of the wing 
are supported by two t ier brackets which are placed On 
three p i l l a r s . Above the lower storey* beams and roof 
are supported by two t i er brackets resting one foui^ *^  
p i l l a r s - three p i l l a r s are placed just above the p i l l a r s 
of lower storey and fourth p i l l a r i s placed betwe<m 
bigger span of the beam of lower storey. Finally* accor-
ding to Alexender Cunnighuro this gateway is flanked by 
a ^ome* and parapet of the gateway was decorated by some 
band of blue g|^zed t i l e s . 
1. See p late XXX. 
2. RTER* XX* p . 8 0 . 
3. Ibid* XX* p.81. 
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29) Shet Darwaza » "mia gateway is located about 300 n 
to the east of Chhota Darwaza . Local tradition and popu-
lar nomenclature suggest having been built during the 
reign of Sher Shah Suri (1540-45 AD). 
• 7 • 
Ihis gateway i s 4,60 m Qutside to o u f ide« Arches 
are present on both the ends of the gateway* and iii|>o^;ted 
on the square p i l l a r s (55 cm each side) which are stuck<' . 
in the s ide walls . Across the passage,these p i l l a r s are 
placed at a distance of 2.30 m« and afpan of arch i s 2.15 
m wide. On the both side of structures* at a distance ' 
T 
ofi 40 cm in depth* 1.15 m wide f l ight of dog-leg s t a i r -
calse ( i t consists of two fllights at right angles with a 
half landing ) are provided which lead upto the chwbers 
2 
at f i r s t storey. 
Passage of the doorway i s covered by a f la t roof. 
This gateway indicates the l imit of township in the east 
of Sultankot during Sher Shah's reign (1S40-45 AD). 
38) Jahanoiri Q&te x^ Gate is located to the north of 
Sultankot. Ihis northern gateway of the Sultankot i s 
1. See plan 5. 
2. See plan 23* plate XXX. 
3. See plan 24; plate XXX b. 
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algniflcant because in construction i t i s a combination 
of arcuate and trabeatentyles. 
Ihis gateway i s 45 cm projected towards the 
north and present in 86 cm thick wall* I t provides 1*95 
m wide opening with 26 an broad p i l l a r s on both s ides . 
Spandrel of arch is decorated with flower motif and 
beam i s supported by three t i er brackets. Every t i er 
of the bracket and centre of beam« facing north« are 
decorated by engraved' flower motif. Above the beam* in 
tympanum# there is a series of arched recesses and plus 
mark/ then plus mark above f i r s t series^ and on the- top 
there i s a rectangular window with plus mark and arched 
recess on both sides. Ihes'e plus marks are f i l l ed 'Vi th 
yellow and blue tilres. 
f 
On the both side of the projected gate* at a 
distance of 1.80m towards east and west there are octa-
gonal p i l l a r shafts* bui l t in the side of gateway are 
kept in Octagonal base (14 cm side) and Kalaah motif 
i s the base of the shaft. 
TO give double storeyed effect* shaft of p i l l a r 
i s divided by the octagonal rims. On the both side of 
gateway towards north* s i t t ing space is also provided 
at a height of 65 cm. A sluice* 15 can x 30 an* i s provided 
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in the western flank of the gateway which f a l l s In 30 cm 
wi:ae# 12 on Ae&p drains. This gateway i s surviving with 
the traces of boundary wall which Is not traceable on 
both the sides because of the modern habitation. One can 
» 
imagine the eastern portion of the fort i f i ed wall which I s , 
most probably, continued t i l l the Chhota Darwaza* and 
the western portion of the fort i f ied wall might run upto 
the h i l l . 
50-62 ) Thirteen Gates of Vilavwandlraarhi Vljaymandir* 
garh is situated on Damdama h i l l s at a distance of about 
6 km to the south west of Sultankot. We have shown fort-
i f i ed wall on the basis of the Geographical Survey of 
2 " "^  
India Sheets. In this Vijaymandirgarh fort i f i cat ion so 
far gate tractd. number thirteent two gates from Sikandra 
township (50 & 51); s ix gates from Alapur Village <<52« 53# 
54, 55, 56 & 57) and f ive gates from Taleti of the h i l l . 
From the gate 50, 53 & 58, one can get in the premises 
of the.Vijaymandirgarh. TO enter into maio residential 
1. See Map of Vijayamandirgarh. 
2. See Appendix A. 
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area# one has to pass through gate 57 and 62, Hereafter 
follows the d e t a i l s of the gatewaysi 
Gate no.50) A paved steep-.way from Sikandra township* 
lead towards t h i s gateway which i s fur ther f o r t i f i e d 
by gateway 51 . Paved way turns a t r ight angles l i k e 
quar ter turn with winders s t a i r s (winders i s a tread 
wider a t one end than the other* and t read i s the h o r i -
zontal surface of a s t e p ) . Dimensions of the gateway 50 
^re as follows x span of the beam i s 2.10 m. and depth 
Of gateway from outs ide to outs ide i s 2.50 m. This passage 
of the gateway i s covered by a f l a t roof. Northern flank 
of the gateway, a t a d is tance of 7.20 m from the p i l l a r 
i s having four s teps (65 cm x 30 cm x 30 an ) to go up 
to the rampert. southern flank# witii a s l i g h t curve# a t 
a dis tance of 7.20 m is a l so having s ix s teps (65 cm 
X 30 an X 30 an ) to go up to the rampart. On the southern 
f lank, there i s a p i l l a r e d guard room. This p i l l a r e d 
guard room cons i s t s of two rows of four j i l l l a r s . Rows 
are placed a t a dis tance of 1,95 n . P i l l a r s , (square* 
35 cm each s ide ) are k ^ t a t a dis tance of 1,70 m. Beams 
are supported by moulded brackets and i t i s f ina l ly cov-
ered by a f l a t roof. Outside the western wall there is 
f l i g h t of nine s teps (60 cm length« 30 cm broad* and 30 
cm width ) to go up t^e roof of t h i s p i l l a r e d chamber* 
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Battlemented pacapet Is also constcucted on the 
rampart and roof of the gateway* with square and rectan-
gular holes . 
Gate No« 51) A paved slope further leads upto the Gateway 
51 with a quarter turn with landing, ^an of the beam* 
supported by two t ier brackets* is 2.20 m and d^th of 
gateway* outside to outside is 2.60 m In each side# 
square p i l l a r s (35 cm each side ) are fixed in s ide walls 
and placed at a distance of 1.70 m in depth*l^i^s passage 
Of the gateway i s covered by a f la t roof. In the back 
side of the p i l lars of entry point* at roof level* stone 
slab with circular holes t s also provided to f ix door 
panels. I 
! Parapet of the gateway and raiqpart. i s having three 
holes (square & rectangular) one above each other. 
Gate no.52) When approaching from v i l lage Alapur to 
enter the Vijaymandirgarh by Gateway no.53* one has to 
pass through Gateway no.52 whidi is provided in outer 
1. See Flan 25* plate XXXI. 
2, ibid. 
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fort i f icat ion wall. Depth of the gateway from outsiae 
to outside i s about 5,60 m. 3psR of be«n« which is 
supported by three t i er moulded bracket i s 2.85 in. 
Oliree multi edged p i l l a r s , 30 on side* are present in 
both s ide of the gateway- f i r s t p i l l a r is present at 
a distance of 22 cm from entry point* second is present 
at a distance of 32 cm from f i r s t p i l lar* aund third 
p i l l a r i s present at a distance of 3.95 m from second 
p i l l a r . Shaft of multi edged p i l l a r s are made of two 
pieces of red sand stone. Between the two shafts of the 
p i l l a r a multi edged disk i s present. On the southern 
side of the gateway* an arched recess i s present (1.90 m 
height* 1.20 m wide* and 1.90 m deep ) 65 on above the 
floor. Behind the second p i l l a r s of both sides* at roof 
l e v e l , a slab with circular hole i s present to fix the 
door panels. This passage i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
Gate no.53) Steep paved way* after passing through 
gateway no.52, leads to th i s gateway. D^th of the 
gateway, from outside to outside* i s about 3,70 m and 
span of beam i s 2.50 m. On each side« there are two 
1. ibid. 
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p l l l a c s present at a distance o£ 2.35 m. First p i l l a r 
(square* 80 cm each side) i s presult at a distance of 
17 on from entry point* and second p i l l a r (square^ 40 cm 
each side) i s placed at a distance of 2,30 m from f i r s t 
pjillar. Beams are supported by moulded brackets. Behind 
t|ie f i r s t p i l lar* at roof level* slab witii circular holes 
are provided to f ix door panels. 
On the southern flank of the gateway at a d i s t -
ance of about 7.40 m* there is f l ight of eight steps 
(59 cm length* 32 cm broad* 32 cm width) to go up the 
southern flank of the gateway on which a room is con-
structed with covere:! verandah. 
This room is square* measuring 2.20 m each side. 
Eastern wall of the rooin whidi opens in varandah i s having 
1.10 m wide opening. In the eastern wall of the verandah* 
there i s a window (1.00 m x 1.00 m) * euid southern wall 
has three recesses at a height of 1,50 m. Northern 
side i s open* have four p i l l a r s (32 cm in depth x 20 cm) 
placed at a distance of 1.45 ro. Beams are k ^ t on moulded 
brackets and covered by a f la t roof. ihickneSs of wall 
of this chamber is 45 cm. Battlemented parapet i s cons-
tructed on the passage of the gateway and rampart. 
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Gate no,54) This gateway op«is into 3,20 m wide g a l l e r y . Depth Qfi 
gateway 
/from o u t s i d e to out s ide i s about 2.55 m and span of beam 
i s 2.00 m , l t i ere i s one p i l l a r (30 am x 20 cm) on each 
s i d e at a d i s tance of 20 cm from entry p o i n t . Beams are 
kept on moulded brackets . This passage of gateway i s 
2 
covered by a s l a b . Inter ior of gateway shows that above 
the s lab there i s an arch. Slab of the passage of the 
gateway has c i r c u l a r hole^ to f i x the door p a n e l s . B a t t l -
«nented paraqpet i s constructed with a h o l e in the centre . 
I h i s g a l l e r y turns westward at r ight angle and 
further leads to Gateway 55 . 
3 
Gate no,55) Depth of t h i s gateway from o u t s i d e to out s ide 
i s 2,80 re, and span of beam i s 2,00 m. Two p i l l a r s (40 cm 
X 20 cm) are f ixed in both s i d e s at a d i s tance of 2,00 m 
in debth. Beams are kept on brackets and passage of the 
gatewjay i s covered by a f l a t toof. 
1. See plan 26sPlate XXXIII (a) . 
2. See EL ate XXXII« b. 
3. See Flan 26. 
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Behind the p i l l a r s , at roof l e v e l # there are s laba 
with c i r c u l a r ho les probably to f i x the door p a n e l s . 
Gate no.56) To g e t into main r e s i d e n t i a l area of the 
Vijaymandirgarh from t h i s eastern end one has tQ pass 
through gateway no 57 which i s protec ted by Gateway no.56. 
D ^ t h of Gateway 5 6 , from out s ide to ou t s ide i s 
2.80 m and span of beam in 2.00 m. At entry polnt# one 
p i l l a r (40 cm X 22 an ) i s f ixed on each s i d e . Beam i s 
supported by moulded bracket, the passage of p i l l a r i s 
covered by f l a t roof. After pass ing through t h i s gateway 
one can g e t access to Gateway 57 to enter Into Vijayman-
dirgarh. 
2 Gate NO. 57) t This gateway opens in to the main block of 
the Vijaymandirgarh. Depth of the gateway, out s ide to 
outside# i s about 4.60 m# and span of bean i s 1.30 a . 
Itiere i s a p i l l a r (square, 26 cm each s ide) f i xed in . 
each s i d e a t a d i s tance of 18 an from the entry p o i n t . 
B ^ l n d the p i l l a r s , s i d e s o f gateway make a corner* t 
24 cm along the depth of passage , and 29 cm along the 
1. See plan 27. 
2. See Flan 27; p l a t e XXXIII, b. 
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side, south-eastern side of the gateway has a rectan-
gular recess (1.6 m height* ,1.50 m breadth* 2.00 n . . 
depth ) at a distance of 1.05 m from the corner* 50 cm 
above the ground l eve l . 
From the exterior vlew^the gateway seoms to have 
been constructed on trabeate pattern. Beam is sv;^ported 
by moulded brackets. 
But Interior of the gateway gives d l f fer« i t view* 
al ike gateway 54 f l a t slab of the passage Is the Impost 
of the arch. 
Extoislon of both sides of the gateway have 
2 
Identical p i l lared chambers most probably used by the 
guards of the fort . It consists of three rows of f ive 
p i l l a r s (24 cm x 29 cm). 1st and 5th p i l l a r s of f i r s t 
and second rows* and p i l l a r s of third row are fixed In 
the walls . Pil lars are placed at a distance of• 1,85 m* and 
distance betwe^i f i r s t and second row* and second and 
third row are 1.95 m and 1.60 m respectively. Beams are 
supported by moulded brackets and the side chambers men-
tioned are covered by f l a t roof. 
1. See plate XXXIII* b and a. 
2. See plan 27. 
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One has to pass through f ive gateways (58«59»60« 
61 & 62) to enter into main block of the Vilaymandirgarh 
from the Taleti of the h i l l from western side. Being 
provided in the outer fort i f icat ion wall across the 
Taleti ( ridge) * gateway 58 i s local ly known as Taleti 
Darwaza. 
Gate no.58) t l^ is gateway give access to the premises of 
the Vijaymandir garh. D^th of the gateway* from outside 
to outsider i s 4.70 m, and span of beam is' 1.80 m. T^ 
masonry p i l l a r s on each side of the gateway are having 
four t i er brackets to give support to the beams. Distance 
between the p i l l a r s i s 2.20 m in depth. Behind the f i r s t 
p i l lar* at roof l eve l , slabs with circular holes are prov-
ided to f ix the door panels. Ihis passage of the gateway 
i s <|overed by a f la t roof. Both sides of the gateway are 
further ext^ided (3.20 mt) whid) are idented too. At a 
distance of 30 cm from 2nd pi l lar* there i s recess (1.30 
m wide* 1.00 m de^) provided in both s ides . Flight of 
ten steps (1.20 m length* 30 an broad* and 30 en width ) 
are provided* from the eastern surface of the southern 
wing to go up to the rampart of the fort i f i cat ion wall . 
1. See plan 28; Hate XXXIV* a. 
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Gate no.59> Ihia gateway i s provided in the second 
staqe of the f o r t i f i c a t i o n wall of the Vijayraandlr-
garh.BQth s i d e s of t h i s gateway i s i d e n t i c a l . D ^ t h 
of the passage^ from o u t s i d e to ou t s ide Is about 8,50 
n and span of bean i s 2.25 m. Four roultiedged p i l l a r s # 
measuring 36 cm s i d e with two pro jec t ions of 6 OR 
on each s i d e of p i l l a r s , are f ixed in both side* of 
gateway. F i r s t p i l l a r i s placed at a d i s tance o£ 33 cm 
from entry point* second p i l l a r i s p laced at a d i s tance 
of 2.58 m from f i r s t p i l l a r # third p i l l a r i s placed 
a t a d i s tance of 2.58 m from second p i l l a r * and fourth 
p i l l a r i s placed at d i s tance of 12 cm fron the th i rd 
p i l l a r . Four t i e r moulded brackets to support the 
beams* are g iv ing e f f e c t of corbeled arch. 
Behind 1 s t p i l l a r and before 4th p i l l a r of each 
s ide* a t roof l e v e l * s labs With c i rcu lar ho l e s are 
provided to f i x the doo^ pane l s . P i l l a r s * brackets* and 
border of the gateway are made of red and ye l low sand 
stone* and these are h ighly decorated with oicarved f lora l 
des ign . Final ly* passage I s covered by a f l a t roof, 
1. See plan 28; P late XXXIV*6, 
2 . See p l a t e XXXIV*b. 
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Gate no. 60}''' After passing through the gateway 59« a 
steep paved way reachs up to the gateway 60 which i s 
provided in the north-east corner o£ the protective wall 
of Gateway 61. Depth of the gateway 60 ia, outside to 
I 
outride* 2.75 m, and span of beam i s 2.00 n.Beaon i s 
supported by two t ier brackets and passage is, covered 
by f l a t roof. 
Northern wall of the enclosed area having f l ight 
of s ta irs at two points to go up to the rampart-fitwt 
f l ight of steps (70 an x 30 cm x 30 an) is - present at 
a distance of 6.50 m from gateway and second f l ight of 
s ta irs (70 an x 30 an x 30 an) is provided at a 
distance of 9.40 m from f i r s t s ta i r s . 
Gate no, 61) In front of the gateway 61* there i s a 
2.00 m. wide and about 17.00 m long platform. Flight of 
sixteen steps (17,00 m long* 80 cm broad* 20 an width) 
are coming up from the gateway 60. Height of f i r s t s t « 
at nOrth-east corner and north-west corner are 80 cm and 
20 cm respectively. 
1* See plan 29* plate XXXV. 
2, See plan 29* Plate XXXVI. 
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Depth of gateway# from outside to to outside* 
i s about 7.95 m and span of beam Is 2.70 »• Both sides 
of the gateway are Identical. Three p i l l a r s are placed 
in both sides of the gateway. First p i l l a r (52 on side) 
Is placed at a distance of 70 am from entry polnt#second 
p i l l a r Is placed at a distance of 2.50 ro from f i r s t 
p i l l a r / and third p i l l ar is based on 1.00 m wide and 95 
cm high platfosn at a distance Qf 2.50 m from second 
pi l lar* 
Beams are supported by ^ r e e t i e r ropulded braclcets 
and passage i s covered by a f l a t roof. 
At a distance of 20 am, there i s a rectangular 
Hitch (56 cm wide# 58 cm deep« 88 cm high) on both sides 
A p i l l a r with two t i er ef fect i s engraved on stone slab# 
on each side of nitch. Above the beam* the n l t ^ i s 
crowned with a slab having a beautifully oigraved floral 
des Lgn. 
In the interior of the gateway# on both sides* 
ruins of chambers are s t i l l present. 
1. See Plate XXXVI b. 
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Gate no,62) This gateway op«n$ In the main block of the 
Vijayroandirgarh. Depth of the gateway* outside to 
outside* i s about 9,90 m and span of beam i s 2,65 at. 
Both sides of gateway are identical and having* three 
p i l l a r s on each side. First p i l l a r (70 cm side)* 
second p i l l a r (50 cm side> and third p i l l a r (50 cm side) 
are placed at a distance of 32 cm from oitry point , 
2«50 ro from f i r s t p i l lar* and 2.10 m from second p i l l a r 
respectively. 
Beams are supported by moulded brackets and 
passage i s covered ^ f l a t roof, Ihere i s a pi l lared cha-
mber attached with the western surface of the southern 
side. I t consists of four tows of three p i l l a r s . These 
rows are present at a distance of 1,40 m and p i l l axs 
are provided at a distance of 2.00 m. Shafts of p i l l a r s 
2 
are highly decorated by floral designs. Finally chamber 
i s covered by a f la t roof. 
1. See plan 30; Plate XXXVII. 
2, See Hate XXXVII* b. 
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VIII 
WAT8B WOWCS^ t 
Step-wel l s (baol 1) » dam (band) and w e l l s 
are the archaeological remains re lated to the water 
works. S tep-wel l s and w e l l s are f i r s t dug . deep for 
water. Step-well construction* an ancient tradi t ion* 
was not only followed by the rulers of medieval India 
bujk a l so developed i t cons idetably . SteP-well has two 
p a r t s - a wel l from which water can be drawn out with 
the help of rope or other dev ices ; and a slope paved or 
with s t a i r s in several s tages descends to the water 
l e v e l . 
In Bayana . tract , rulers c^DStructed^nmnber of 
s t e p - w e l l s in the main s lopes ,most probably* a f t er 
studying the topography of the place* mainly to s tore 
the rainwater for i r r i g a t i o n and other domestic work. 
Dam* a reservoir* Is mainly constructK(|to s t o r e 
the maximum rainwater to i r r i g a t e l a r g e area. 
6) Well X This well Is located to the e a s t of ukha 
masjid at a d is tance about 6.00 m. It i is c i r c u l a r wel l* 
———— ^ 
1. See impended Maps. 
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4.5 m cll«netez« has 1.7 m wide octagonal nacgin (jaqat) 
This pre-Ghorian well# as dug In 1120 AD# was f i l l e d 
up with stones by Muhammad Haza (7). But during the 
reJLgn of Gayasuddin Balban# i t was repaird by Nusrat Khan 
in|1271 AD.^ ^ " 
2 
8) Jha la r Baoli $ 
• T^^s bao l i i s located about 3 km to the nor th-
eas t of sul tankot across the railway l ine* I t s locat ion 
in the main slope o^f the t rac t# running from the we«t 
to east# between Bayana and two h i l l ocks to the north 
of Bayana# to s to re the rain water flowing in t h i s s lope . 
According to the inscr ip t ion* i t was b u i l t by MalikKafur 
Sul tani in 1320 ADC 
At present t h i s baol 1 is desolated and does not 
give c lea r p i c t u r e of i t s a rch i t ec tu ra l fea tures . We are 
giving descr ipt ion of the plan of the b a o l i . 
1. See Appendix B, i nsc r ip t ion no.3« 
2. See Flan 31. 
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This square baoll measuring 38,50 m each side from 
outside with an entrance at each of the four corners 
constructed dlgonally. In dry season lt# measures about 
21.00 m each side when the lowest s t ^ i s v i s i b l e . 
Entrance» identical in plan* has f l i gh t of eight 
steps (1.80 m long# 30 an broad# and 30 an width) to reach 
up the small domed chamber. From this domed chamber# from 
al l four corners« one can step down to 2.00 m wide p l a t -
foon. Eastern and western passage^ and northern and 
southern passage have ser ies of 14 and 12 p i l l a r s respec-
t ive ly . These p i l l a r s are square* measuring 37 cm each 
side* and connected wijth each other by fringes (Jhal'ttt)* 
Ihere a.re number of f l ight of s t ^ s « at d i f fer«t t level* 
leading down to the water level from a l l four s ides . 
Ihese steps are identical in plan and design. 
In rainy season* flowing water is checked at th is 
pdiot and collected in this baoli» Ihere i s a circular 
well* 1.25 m\ radius and 95 cm wide margin* digged on 
t 
north-west and south-west corner. One could draw water 
out of wells by. rope or by other means or use the 8tfiS>s 
of the baol i . 
1. RTOR* XX* p. 69., 
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9) Dam (band) i This masonary e(nbankment« loca l ly known 
as hauz. Is located about 4 Ion to the north of Sultankot 
along the road to Bharatpur. I t s location suggests that 
i t was bui l t to store the rain water flowing through the 
main slope# in the alignmsnt of Jhalar baoli . The use of 
lime mortar i s this structure indicates that i t i s a 
post Ghorian structure* which was constructed some time 
after the erection of Jhalor baoli (1320 AD) , to store 
the maximum rainwater because capacity of Jhalar baoli 
was not enough to u t i l i s e maximum rainwater. 
I t i s represented by a masonry eroba l^anent# about 
331,00 m long# running from south to north,At both the 
ends this embankment has westward angle of about 135t 
Thickness of this embankment at the tqp i s 1.5 m. Western 
surface of the embankmtfit i s straight or perpendicular 
to the earth surface. At the depth of 5.00 m, from the 
top/ thickness of the western surface of the wall i s 
increased by 30 an. The eastern surface of the wall Is 
not v i s ib l e because this side i s f i l l e d by mud and P.W.D. 
has made an earthern embankment to construct the road. 
But i t seems that eastern surface of the embankment 
might be tapered not only to give the thicker base to 
1. h Ian 32; Plates XXXVIII & XXXIX. 
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bear the water thrust (Increases as goes deep) but also 
to provide the smooth slope to run ovet the excess rain 
waterr 
In the middle of the embankments there i s a 16-60 
m long and 4,05 m wide platform (ghat) with a 7#50 m x 
4.80 m projection. Both s ides of the platform except the 
prpjected portion* have f l ight of sixteen steps to go 
dovm to the water surface of the band. 
20. Square Tanks : Ihese tanks are located to the main 
mosque o£^  Sikandara township/ at a distance of about 60 m. 
there are two square tanks constructed in one plastered 
platform or floor. • Ihese tanks* not large in size* are 
f i l l e d with s i l t . 
a) First tank - each side measures 7,15 m. Tvo 
s t ^ s leading downwards are v i s ib le whidi measures 65 an 
and 50 cm in width respectively. 
b) Second tank« i s located 10 mt to the east of 
f i r s t tank, each of i t s s ide measuring 8 ro. In this tank 
only one s t ^ * 50 an in width* i s v i s i b l e . . 
1. See plan 33. 
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21) Baol1 t Ruins of a baoli are located* at a distance 
of about 50 m to the north of square tanks. This rectan-
gular baoll i s 30 m long and 16 mt wide from Inside 
(excluding l.'^ O m thickness of wal l s ) . Gateway of the 
baoli is# 2.00 m wide. I t i s provided in the south-west 
corner and leads to a platform measuring 2.00 m by 1,00 m 
from where f l ight of step (2.00 m x 30 an x 25 on ; 1.00 
m X 30 .cm X 25 on) are going down to the water l e v e l . 
Only f ive steps are v i s i b l e and the remaining part of 
th is baoli i s f i l l e d with debris and s i l t . Remains 
of the semi circular well of th is baoli» with 6.00 m 
diameter* i s present in the centre of a platfoon at a 
distance of 5.00 ro from northern* southern* and eastern 
wails . 
2 22) Orav Baoli x It i s located in the fort i f icat ion 
wall of'second stage near the western perimeter of the 
vijaymandirgarh near Taleti Darwaza. A bilingual inscri -
ption- Sanskrit and Persian-confirms that th is baoli 
was bui l t by a Lodi noble Khan Khanan Farmauli in 1497 
AD during Sikandar Lodi's reign. 
1. See Plan 34. 
2. See Flan 35, Plate XL* XLI & XLII. 
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This bao l l Is divided in to four pa r t s - ea s t e rn par t* 
northern & southern wings* and western p a r t . 
i) Eastern p a r t - At a d is tance of 13.70 m from.the 
nor th-eas t corner of the baoli» there i s a 1.70 n wide 
doorway to enter into the s t r uc tu r e w h i ^ leads to 3.00 m 
wide platform a t ground l e v e l . Prom t h i s platform* a t 
both en6s, f l i g h t of ten s t ^ s (3.00 m x 30 cm • 30 on) 
descend to the floor leve l of the f i r s t s t o r ^ . After 
turning westward* f l i gh t of twenty s teps (5.10 m x 30 cm 
X 30 am ) descend to the platform* measuring 5.10 m x 
7.30 m. Prom t h i s platform* f l i g h t of four s teps (7,30 
m x 40 cm x 30 cm ) descend* towards west* to the floor 
level Of the th i rd storey* between northern and southern 
wings. From here* f l i gh t of s teps (4.10 m x 30 cm x 30 cm) 
f ina l ly descend to the water level of a c i r c u l a r well* 
2.90 m radius with a 2.40 pi wide margin. 
11) Northern and southern wings of the baol l are 
Ident ica l* and cons i s t s of two rows p l a c e d a t a d i s t -
ance of 2.20 ro ) of f ive p i l l a r s (placed a t a dis tanqe 
of 2,20 m). A doorway* 1.20 ra. wide i s a lso provided in 
the f i r s t storey of northern wing.ihere .a& f l i g h t i^ f 
seven s teps (90 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm) which descends to 
second storey between the 2nd and 3rd p i l l a r of f i r s t 
and second row of southern wing. 
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H i ) There i s also a wing in the west between well 
and eastern portion which provides the passage to go to the 
well . 
This wing has three rows (at a,distance of 2,20 m) of 
silx p i l l a r s (placed at a distance of 2.20 m). In this 
wing there are two staircases of s ix steps (90 en x 40 cm 
X 30 an ) which descend to second storey* then ^ i r d 
storey from both the ends i s present between 1st and 2nd 
p i l l a r s of f i r s t two rows. 
Pi l lars are square (35 cm each side ) and made 
of red sand stone. Pi l lars in l a s t row in a l l three 
directions are fixed in walls . There i s a combination 
of trabeate and accuate s ty l e of architecture in this 
baoli . In eastern surface of the northern and ^outiiern 
9 
wings* there are arched opening (90 cm wide) in f i r s t 
• and second storeys. Beams are supported by three t i er 
brackets. 
There i s a circular well* 2.45 ro radius and 
2.10 m wide margin, at a distance of about 6.00 st to 
the east of baoli , 
31) Baoli X This baoli i s attached to the hospice of 
Shaikh Sadullah. A paved slope i s descending towards 
1. See Flan 13. 
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the west to the water l e v e l from the south-western 
corner of the courtyard of the hospice . 
A c i r c u l a r well * 3.60 m radius and 2.20 m wide 
margin# i s placed at a d i s tance of 6.00 ra from the 
western wall of the hospice.Margin of well» 80 an high 
from the ground l e v e l * i s octagonal . 
Eastern surface of the octagon i s attached with 
T' 
80 cm wide s t a i r s « which are descending to the water l e v e l , 
This bao l i i s f i v e s torey below the ground . l eve l . 
n • 
F l i gh t Of fourteen s t ra igh t s t a i r s (80 cm x 30 an 
X 30 an ) descend to the f loor of the passage of f i r s t 
s torey . Prom t h i s passage of f i r s t storey# f l i g h t of dog-
l e g th ir teen s t a i r s (80 cm x 30 qm x 25 an) descend to 
the bassage of second storey« and from here i t continued 
to gb down to third storey and then reach to the passage 
of fourth storey a t a po int where the s l o p e from the e a s t 
meet » t water l e v e l . 
''39) Maryam 2amani*s Baol i i This b a o l i i s l oca ted about 
5 km e a s t of Bay ana in the v i l l a g e Btahmbad across the r iver 
Garabhir. 
l . S e e plan 37| p l a t e XLIII; **Maryam Zaroani's Baol i at 
Bayana- A Note"* pp. 464-67. 
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This bao l l has Persian i n s c r i p t i o n on i t s 
main gateway p u t - \ ^ by the Mughal emperor Jahangir (1605-27 
AD) . According to the i n s c r i p t i o n i t was b u i l t by h i s 
mother Ms^ ryam Zamani in 1612-13 AD. 
Ihe maingateway of the b a o l i i s r ^ r e s e n t e d by a 
double storeyed s tructure facing e a s t which i s the comb-
inat ion of trabeateand arcuate s t y l e . 
Projected window« supported by brackets» i s prov-
ided in the tympanum. Ih i s gateway with the drooping 
eaves« ha l f dome a lcoves and o r i a l windows aqppears to be 
a typica l representatioirx of the post Fatehpur S ikr i 
Mughal arch i tec ture . 
There are symmetrical chambers on both the f lank, 
of the central arch. Although there are only two s toreys 
but i t i s g iv ing three storey e f f e c t from the e x t e r i o r . 
Ground plan of the babl l indicates that# f l i g h t of 
s teps from each s i d e of the main gate as wel l a9 from the 
entrance po in t s in north and south/ lead down to a space 
in the centre of the bui ld ing , Proro there another f l i g h t 
of s teps and a paved s lope descend to the water l e v e l of 
the Ilarge octagonal well s i tua ted to the west of the 
bulj^ding. 
1. See ^ p e n d l x B, Inscr ipt ion no. 15. 
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47) Kunda : Ih i s polygon tank Is l o c a t e d to the north-west 
of barrack ins ide the outer f o r t i f i c a t i o n wall of the 
Vijayroandirgarh, Ihe contour l i n e s of the s i t e ind ica te 
that one s lope of the h l l l # on which barracks are p r e -
sent , and the second s lope of the h i l l # t o the north-
west of the barracks# meet and nake a long ridge whidi 
carjry rain water. 
I t i s constructed mainly to s t o r e the rain water 
flowing through t h i s r idge. I h l s i s fourteen s i d e d , about 
65,00 m long from eas t to west . 
Side A - i s the eastern onbankment 13.30 m long 
running north to south. Thickness of wel l of embankment 
i s 70 cm at the top. 
s i d e s B#C»D#E»F# & G are 5,00 m long running from eas t 
to west# 6.00 m long running d iagonal ly , 5.80 m long 
running north to south, 7.80 m long running d iagonal ly , 
13.60 m long rvinning e a s t to west , and 2.10 mt long 
running north to south re spec t ive ly . These s i d e s have 
f l i g h t of e ight s t e p s , 40 cm brOad and 60 can width, %fhich 
are a l s o running p a r a l l e l to the respec t ive s i d e s . 
1. See plan 38; p l a t e XLIV. 
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3l:ie 4 . i s 36,40 m long running from e a s t to 
w e s t . F l i g h t of e leven stQ}s descend to water l e v e l . 
F i r s t to eighth and tenth and eleventh s taps are 40 cm 
broad and 60 an wide , whi le ninth step i s 1.00 m brOad. 
Eleventh s t ^ of t h i s s i d e makes alignment to the s i d e 
F. S t ^ of s i d e G descend to the ninth s tep of the s i d e . 4 . 
Side I i s an embankment* running from north to south* 
I t i s 70 on thick at the top. There are f l i g h t of four 
s t ^ s (80 cm X 20 on X 20 cm) # from north-west corner 
descend to the f i r s t two s t ^ s of s i d e J. 
Side J i s * p a r a l l e l to s i d e H, 34.00 m long running 
from eas t to west with f l i g h t of s i x s t eps descend to 
water l e v e l . First* second, and fourth to s i x t h s t e p s , 
are 40 cm brOad and 60 cm width whi le third s t ^ i s 50 
cm broad. 
Side K i s 12.70 m long and running diagonal ly in 
north-eas t d irect ion* with f l i g h t of s i x s t ^ s . F i r s t to 
{fifth s t eps are 40 cm broad and 60 cm wide and s i x t h 
s t ^ i s 70 cm wide. 
Side L i s 22.70 m long running e a s t to west with 
f l i g h t Of e ight step (40 cm broad and 60 cm wide ) . S i d e 
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M i s a wall which i s , p a r a l l e l to s i d e A« 1.35 m long and 
70 cm thick. Distance betwe«i s i d e A and M provides 2.30 
m wide space, from where f l i g h t of f i f t e e n s t eps (2.30 m 
X 40 cm X 30 cm ) descends to platform measuring 5,00 m x 
3.00 m. Prom t h i s platform f l i g h t of four s t ^ s , descwidlng 
westward, are 1.35 m, 2.00 m, 3.00 m and 2.35 m wide res -
p e c t i v e l y . 
Round surface of the top of embankment oi s i d e A a t 
entry point and embankment of Side I at e x i t po in t c l e a r l y 
ind icate that i t i s provided to reduce the pressure of inflow 
of rainwater and out flow of the excess water re spec t ive ly . 
A s l u i c e , 40 cm wide, i s a l s o provided in the 
shouth west of Kunda, in the s i d e - I , at the l e v e l of the 
second s tep of the side~H probably t o control the flow 
of water. 
48) Chakaw Baoli - i l i i s b a o l i i s to the e a s t of the orav 
bao l i in the vijayamandirgarh, I t*s l o c a t i o n in the s t e ^ 
ridge of the h i l l , ind ica tes that i t was constructed t o 
s tore the rain water flowing in t h i s r idge. 
I t i s very d i f f i c u l t to measure the b a o l i because, 
there are uneven curves in the enbankm^its of the s tructure 
Distance between south-west comer to south-eas t comer Is 
1 . See plan 39} p l a t e XLV. 
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about 9,00 tn and dis tance between south-west corner 
to north-west comer Is a l s o about 9,00 m. 
I We a sketdied a square of 9.00 m each s ide* to 
depict the ground plan. One can p o i n t 
out from.the plan that north-eas t corner of the embankment 
i s at a d i s tance of 3,20 m frcxn the nor th -eas t corner 
of the square. Similarly south-east corner of the embank-
ment i s at a d i s tance of about l,00ro from the south-east 
corner of the square. So t h i s embankment i s shown as a 
curve. 
There are f l i g h t of 26 s t eps uneven in length 
breadth, and width, going u p s t a i r s , from the foot of 
the h i l l to the middle of the western embankment of the 
bao l l there are f l i g h t of 45 uneven s t ^ s , descending to 
the south-eastern corner of the embankment in a curve. 
From the middle of the eastern embankment of the baoli# 
f l i g h t of 14 unev«i s teps further descend to the water 
l e v e l , I h l s i s shown as a w e l l . 
49 , Barakhamba Tank : This tank i s l o c a t e d in the 
v i l l a g e Dhandhora en route to Hindaun, Ohis i s square in 
1, See Plan 40. 
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plan# 26.70 m each s i d e / having a well in three corners. 
Dlaneter of these w e l l s i s 5.50 m, and margin (laqat) i s 
70 on. 
There i s a pavi l ion* in the north-eas t oemec* 
which c o n s i s t s of twelve p i l l a r s - f o u r p i l l a r s (square* 25 
cm each side) are placed in three rows at a d i s tance of 
1.10 tn. Beams are supported on moulded brackets and it i s 
covered by a f l a t roof. 
One cannot ca tegor i se i t as a bao l i because of 
the absence of s t a i r s to go down to the watfer level."' ' 
Outer wall of the tank i s 70 cm, thick, 
67) Baol i Ruins of t h i s bao l i are l o c a t e d about 200 n 
west of pav i l ion no.32# at a d i s tance of l lj hm to the 
south-west of Sultankot# on Bayana-Hindaun road. This 
bao l i is# three storeyed below th9 girOund lev^lfi^OCta"' 
ngu).ar in plan* measuring 38,00 m long and 10.35 m 
broad. 
Well of the bao l i i s square* 5.70 m each s ide* ant 
i t i s surrounded by a p i l l a r e d g a l l e r y at f i r s t and secont 
storey of the b a o l i . P i l l a r s of f i r s t s torey are placed 
I . See plan 4 1 , Plate XLVr. 
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Just above the p i l l a r s of second s torey . In the f i r s t and 
second row^ there are twelve and twenty p i l l a r s respect -
i v e l y . P i l l a r s are placed at a d is tance of 1,77 m, Distance 
between f i r s t and second row i s 1.77 m and 2.35 m on northern 
and southern s ides* and eastern and western s i d e s respec t ive ly . 
Prom the roldtile of the g a l l e r y , there are f l i g h t of n ine ha l f 
turn with landing s t a i r s (1,15 m, 35 cm, 30 cm), desc^ads, t o 
the northern and southern g a l l e r i e s of the second stor«y. 
Behind the 3rd and 4th p i l l a r s of the f i r s t and second rOws 
of the f loor of the eastern g a l l e r y of second s torey provide 
the 1.77 m wide and 3.00 m long passage of third storey* 
There are f l i g h t of 20 s teps (10,35 m long, 40 cm 
broad, 15 cm high ) descend to the po int frcwj where 19.00 
ra long and 2.00 m wide platform, running from e a s t to 
west, meet the g a l l e r y of f i r s t storey at nor th-eas t and 
south-east c o m e r s , itiere are a l s o f l i g h t of s i x t e o i s t eps 
(2,00 m, 35 cm, 15 cm) descend to . the south-eas t c o m e r ,j 
Of the f i r s t s torey . 
After having descended twenty s t eps from the 
eas t , from the f loor l e v e l of the f i r s t s t o r e y , re s t 
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of .the broadness of the slope i s further diviaed 
into three parts-twaity steps (1,05 m, 40 cm, 15 cm) 
desc&id to the 11,00 m long and 1,05 m brOad p la t -
form, at north and south of slope, vihich meet the 
floor of second storey, at north-east and south-east 
comers; and middle paved slope f inal ly desends to 
the floor of the third storey at water l^vel . 
Pi l lars Of f i r s t and second storeys are 
square (25 cm each s ide) . Beams are supported by 
two t ier moulded.brackets. Gallaries of f i r s t 
storey are covisred by a f l a t roof. Beams of 2nd 
and 3rd, and -•th f and 5th p i l l a r s of eastern 
sides Of second storey are supported by three t i e r 
moilded brackets. 
IX 
MARKET AND SARAI^I 
During the medieval period like today market 
(bazar) was the place to buy and sell the goods. It 
1. See plan 42. 
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tWe 
i s knovm that Bayana was ctfitre for trade and conwerce 
right from ancient period and emerged as a major centre 
of trade during the 17th century, 
European t r a v e l l e r s * account of the seventeo i th 
century inform that* there were bazars and s a r a i s a t = 
Bayana, At the time when DeLaet reached Bayana in 1625-31 
AD# Bayana's decay had s tar ted and "only two saraya^l an^ d 
long s t r e e t of bazar with few houses were surviv ing . 
He a l so informs that "Bayana was once a l a r g e and beau-
t i f u l clty!!^ 
20, Sarai* . Remains of t h i s sarai are l oca ted in tiie 
v i l f a g e Sikandra to the south v e s t of Bayana, Ihe l o c a l 
t rad i t i on i d ^ t i f i e s a few surviving chambers as a part 
of s a r a i . At p r e s e t these rooms are being used as 
re s ident ia l space by some of the v i l l a g e r s . One might 
1, Early Travels in Indla» ed, p# 151* & De Imperio 
Haqni Maoolis/ trans* p , 4 5 . 
2, De linperlo Maqnl MagoHs* t m s * p . 45 , 
3 , Ib id . 
4 , See map (A) 
5, Because of Villagers resentment* we could not take 
photographs and measurements of their sarai. 
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imagine that the Sarai was an annexe of the f o r t i f i e d 
township of Sikandra b u i l t by Sikandai Lodi. 
2 
43) Market and Sarai : Ser ie s of shops on both s i d e of 
the road are s t i l l in use/ between Chhota Darwaza and 
Sher Darwaza/ without any a r c h i t e c t u r e a l t e r a t i o n . 
» 
a) We could not take measurements of these shops because 
of the resentment of the owners of these shops but at the 
same time we are thankful to these shopkeepers who allowed 
us to note down the archi tec tura l features of shops, 
so far as plan and archi tectural features are con-
cerr^d i t se^ns to us that these shops ace ident i ca l* 
constructed in alignment on a raised platform. To go up 
to the platform from the s t r e e t * three s t ^ s are present 
in front of a l ternat ing common wall of shops. Shops are 
deep and having an arched doorway with nine cusps (proj* 
ec t ing point between small arcs of an archway) « and 
behind the doorway at roof l e v e l * a s lab with c i r c u l a r 
ho l e are provided to f i x door pane l s . 
1. See part I . 
2. See M^ (A) & Plan 42(not to the sca le* on the bas i s 
of phys ica l survey) . 
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F ina l ly shops are covered by f l a t roof, 
b) TO the north of t h i s market* adjacent to shops, 
there i s a double s torey Sarai . southern port ion i s 
in Iruined condit ion but r e s t i s inhabited by a l o c a l 
bustnessroan.^ One of the major archi tectural f ea ture -
nine cusped arch ident i fy i t as Shahjahani bui lding 
Or l a t e r . 
GUARD HOUSES> 
During the course of phys ica l survey we came 
across the ruins of three for'^tress^s orobablv ,8urvi-
ving as out pos t s in three d i rec t ions of the township 
of Bayana. "Biey are l oca ted to the south, s o u t h - e a s t , 
and north-west namely Shergarh, Oil a, and Damdaroa resp-
ect ive ly . 
2 
30) Sher Garh » I t i s a v i l l age located to the south 
of Bayana. Ttie place name study garh i s a word for 
fort suggests the identif ication of the Place with the 
1. Family of this businessman did not allow to take 
photograph of the structure. 
2. See the Map (A) , 
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f o r t i f i e d pos i t ion which Is stc«ngthenaj|^ the use of 
mater ia l of medieval s t ruc ture^ and in some case 
a l t e r a t i o n In surviving chambers according to modem 
requirements. Local t r a d i t i o n support the p lace name 
study and i d e n t i f i e s i t being of 8her ^ a h * s period 
(1540-45 AD). Presently no t race of building i s avai -
l a b l e . 
2 
36. Oil a t I h l s s i t e i s located near the v i l l a g e Chahal 
to the south-east of Bayana« where the r iver Gambhlr 
makes a loop. According to local t rad i t ion* t h i s s i t e i s 
known as Oil a. In 1972 the q i l a fo r t se s s was washed away by 3 flood water but s t i l l the old q i l a i s in the menory of 
local people . 
4 37) Darodamat I t i s a v i l l a g e to the north-west of Bay ana 
The name of the place -Damdarna suggests tha t there 
Was a small f o r t r e s s a t t h i s s i t e . William Finch found 
ruins of some res iden t i a l building with other s t ruc tu res 
to north-west of Bayana. De Late also InfotDosthat he 
1, Vil lager did not allow to take photogrephs of these 
surviving fea tures . ., 
2. See map (A) . 
3. The Dharroyug (Hindi magazine). 
4 . See map (A) • 
6 , Early Travels in India, Ed4xl51< 
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he "found ru in s of some p l a c e o r o t h e r b u i l d i n g s t o 3 
Or 4 cos no r th -wes t of Bayana. Will lam Finch and pe l ae t# 
t r a v e l l e r s of seven teen th century* a r e g i v i n g t h e 
d e s c r i p t i o n of Damdama* which was b u i l t t o p r o t e c t the 
Bayana from no r th -wes t e rn d i r e c t i o n . 
XI 
ASRO INDUSTBY t^ 
itoong t h e a g r o - i n d u s t r i e s in t h e Bayana region ' 
ind igo c u l t i v a t i o n and manufactur ing was one of t h e 
p r i n c i p a l I n d u s t r y , Bayana Indigo^we have mentioned 
e a r l i e r * was t h e b e s t in t h e whole world. I t was In 
g r e a t demand both indigenous ly and in I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
with 
marke t . To cope ^ the demand for Bayana ind igo an r ing 
17th c . i t s manufactur ing was widely done. Our ev idence 
i s t he p re sence of l a r g e number of IndigO v a t s . Alraost 
each v i l l a g e had One and some t ime more than one. So 
f a r we have surveyed e i g h t ou t of roughly 63 indigo 
v a t e spread in Bayana t r a c t . The indigo v a t s p x e s « n t l y 
surveyed a t e i one ind igo v a t a t v i l l a g e Damdama # 
1. De Iroperio Maqno Mogolles* t r an s* p . 4 6 . 
2 . We have d i scussed about the p roduc t ion o r manufactur ing 
p r o c e s s df t he indiqo in chap t e r I I I , 
3 . See p l an , 4 3 . 
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s e t of f i v e Indigo vat s at v i l l a g e Brahmbad # t races 
of three indigo vat s at v i l l a g e Slkandra# traces of 
s e t s of Indigo vats at v i l l a g e Maurda# and traces of 
two indigo vat s at v i l l a g e Bhagoii. (monument no.42 
to 45),'fl iese Indigo vat s are ident i ca l in plan but 
the ir measurements vary from p l a c e to p l a c e . 
Indigo vats found in the f i e l d near v i l l a g e 
Daradama to the north-west of Bayana# and in the f i e l d 
near Brahmbad to the eas t of Bayana« p h y s i c a l l y are 
iT^tact to display how exact ly indlgo was then manu-
factured. 
2 3 
Three Indigo vats Khau Khan» Madhl Ka Kuan 
4 
and Bundela ka kuan found near v i l l a g e Slkandra; Neel 
5 
Ka Kuan at v i l l a g e Maurda; and two v a t s - Chepcha ka 
6 7 
kuan« and Ban 1aran k l baoU found near v i l l a g e Bhagori* 
1. See plan 44 . 
2. See plan 45 . 
3 . See plan 4$. 
4 . See plan 47. 
5 . See Plan 48 . 
6 . See Plan 49 . 
7. See Flan 50. 
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are mostly in ru ins ,nonethe less a l i t t l e phys ica l 
survey i s enough to trace the l i m i t s of v a t s and 
the ir mechanism of working. 
Phys ica l ly an indigo vat i s a s e t of square/ 
rectangular and c i r c u l a r va t s connected with a s l u i c e . 
Rectangular vat i s a l so attached with a well ( c i rcu lax / 
square) by a drain. Rectangular va t s are found on a 
raised platform and the lower part* base with recept-
ac l e of c i rcu lar vat i s below the ground l e v e l . 
Brahrobad indigovat i For the present t h e s i s the indigo ' 
2 
vats at v i l l a g e Brahmbad# located to the e a s t of Bayana# 
i s exact ly i n t a c t to understand the manufacturing process . 
We have traced f i v e s e t s of indigo vat at t h i s s i t e . F i r s t 
s e t i s attached with the c i r c u l a r well and four s e t s of 
vajbSf on a platform to the eas t of the w e l l . 
1. Table (F) appended with t h i s part contains d e t a i l s 
Of measursnents of v a t s . 
2. See Plan 44. 
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Rectangular vat (2,35 m x 2,65 tn) of f i r s t se t 
i s present on a rectangular platform (4,40 in x 4,10 m) , 
2,5 m above the ground l e v e l , A c i r cu l a r vat i s connected 
to the nor th-eas tern surface of the platform. Radius 
of the c i r c u l a r vat i s 2,05 tn with 30 cm thickness of 
the brim. Ihird* c i r c u l a r l ine# a t a d i s tance of ITcnt 
from the second l ine* ind ica tes slope in the b a s e , s t a r t s 
towards the centre from t h i s l i n e , A c i r c l e * tn the 
centre of the vat# represent receptacle of 12,5 m radius . 
Section plan of the f i r s t se t of va ts shows 
d ^ t h of vats* d i f ferent a t d i f fe ren t level* with s luices* 
Rectangular vat i s 1,20 m d e ^ and there i s a s lu i ce 
(10 an X 5 cm } to drain out l i qu id from t h i s vat 
into c i r c u l a r va t . Comer of the rectangular vat (at 
base) i s rounded by p l a s t e r . Depth of c i r c u l a r vat i s 
d i f fe ren t a t d i f ferent level a t f i r s t s tage from slope 
s t a r t s towards centre* second stage including rec^table* 
and th i rd stage i s the centre i s 1,70 m * 2,15 ni * and 
2,20 m respect ively . Height of the brim of the c i r c u l a r 
vat i s above the drain level of rectangular vat , Ihere 
i s also a s lu i ce a t the depth of f i r s t s tage (1,70 m )* 
to drain out the waste water. 
1. Ibid. 
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Four rectangular vats are present on a rectangular 
platform 15.65 m long 4.10 m broad# and 2.5 m above the 
ground l eve l . POurth set of vats i s not in fa ir condi--
tion whidi i s depicted by broken l ine and therefore we 
cannot give the detail of section plan of th is s e t . First 
rectangular vat (2.75 m x 2.10 m ) i s larger t^e otiier 
identical vats# measuring 2.45 m x 2.10 m each. Mud wall 
between the f i r s t and second vat i s 75 cm thick while 
thickness of wall between the vats and side wall i s 65 cm. 
Circular vats are identical in plan with 1,57 m radius 
and slope s tarts towards the centre at a distance 10 cm 
from the wall of the vats . 
Section plan of f irst ,second and third se t of 
« 
vats are identical . Rectangular vat i s 1.15 ro deep and 
at a base level a s lu ice (10 an x 5 an ) i s provided. 
B-rim of the circular vat i s above the s lu ice level of 
the rectangular vat. Depth of circular vat i s 1.60 ro 
at f i r s t stages from where slope starts towards c&atte* 
2.40 m including receptacle* and 2.50 m in the centre. 
Itiere i s also a sluice#at the depth of (1.60 m) slope 
line# to drain out the waste water. 
1. ibid. 
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XII 
18) SHERSHAHI BRIDGE^> 
During medieval period we hear of construct ion of 
l a rge niimber of bridges,mainly to f a c i l i t a t e the vQlune 
of in te rna l t rade . One such bridge i s said to have been 
constructed by Sher Shah a t Bayana, 
This i s located to the eas t of Sultankot on the 
r iver Gambhir. I h i s pre-modern bridge had flushed away 
2 
in the flood of 1972» with other important monuments. 
After devastat ion the present bridge was constructed 
by P,W,D. but local people s t i l l remember the old bridge 
and per fe r to ca l l i t sher Shahi Bridge. 
I 
! 
Prior to 1972 the road ran near the Idqah a t 
Brahmbad which Joins the r ight bank of r iver Gambhir (see 
t races df old road plans) . There are s t i l l t races of old 
road on the other bank of the river# located in the flood 
aiffected area. These t r aces continues t i l l the railway 
crossing on Bayana Rupbas rOad. 
1. See plan 5 1 , p l a t e XLVII, 
2, Monuments of the s i t e of Qila , and upper layer of the 
road. 
Sher Shahi Bridge 
plan 51 
a. Sikandra: bird's eye view 
b. Boundry wall 
II 
Sikandra: gate in boundry wall 
I l l 
a. Usha Masiici: 
entrance of 
northern structure 
b. Pillar 
IV 
a.Usha Ma^jid -.exterior 
of entrance of 
southern structure 
b. Interior of 
entrance 
a.Ushg Masjid : southern liwan of 
southern structure 
b. western liwan 
VI 
.g:>^^:^.f=v.^:., 
a.Reces in western liwan 
b.Mazina near 
Usha Masjid 
» r» 
a. Idgah 
b.ldgah : back of western wall 
VIII 
im^^^ 
a. Taleti Mosque 
•^\Ti^% 
b. western liwan 
IX 
a. Mosque in Vijaymandirgarh 
b. Mazing in 
Vijaymandirgarh 
a.Masjid at 
Sikqndra 
Township 
b.front view 
c.squinch 
XI 
a.Lodi MQSJid 
b. back view 
c. inscription 
XII 
aJdqah 
b.western liwan 
& entrance 
c. details of 
entrance 
XIII 
a. Talaqni Masjid 
XIV 
a.Iclgah 
-A 
<":^  
b. entrance 
c. western 
liwan 
^ 
XV 
^^atAi s* 
*J 
b.Ohd Khan's tomb 
I 
XVI 
a .Kale Khan 
1 ka Maqbora 
b.squinch 
nm •*«^% 
c. interior of 
dome 
XVII 
XV III 
c Lai Mahal 
XIX 
^ 
b Lai Mahal 
m 
XX 
< - I 
ip 
... ^'i 
\ 
i ' . ila 
a. Bird's eye view of residance 
in Vijaymandirgarh 
^^" 
' v b Entrance of 
residqnce 
XXI 
a. Roof of entrance of residance 
b. Southern chamber of 
residance 
XXII 
a. Stairs & western chamber 
of residance 
XXIII 
r rtmft* 
a. Middle chamber of residance 
b. Northern chamber of residance 
XXIV 
r» fe 
% 
. 0 
». , 
- * < > ^ •. 
® 
« « « « 
^^ 
"-1 
*' 
1 ^ 
'-mig d. Bird's eye 
view of 
monument 
no.6S,67&68 
b Water tonkin 
monunnent 
no. 68 
c. Toilet 
• . ^ • . . i r ' jjmc x> ^<ia(ak«€ifjsii£ 
XXV 
Pavilion near Sikandra gate 
XXVI 
a. Pavilion 
b. int(?rior of dome 
XXVll 
a. inscription on a 
pillar of cupola 
b. Baradari & Cupola 
XXVIIl 
a. Barrack no 1 
» ^ i 
*^''50^S^^^ 
.^.— -""' ^ -«*i-^J.^i; - i x * - i 5 _ * - r ^ > ^ ^^»'-— 
b. Barrack no 2 
xxi;c 
a. Gateway 
b.details of 
Gateway 
XXX 
a. Sher Darwaza 
b.Jahangiri Gate 
XXX 
a. Gateway no 50 
b.Gateway no 51 
X X X I I 
a. Gateway no 52 
b. Gateway no ^3 
XXXIII 
^^^ a. Gateway no 54 
b.Gateway no 57 
X X X I V 
I I 
•?' 
a. Taleti Darwaza ( Gateway no 58 ) 
b. Gateway no 59 
XXXV 
Gateway no 60 
XXXVI 
a. Gateway no 51 
' - 4 * r^^^J" 
b. nitch 
XXXVII 
a. Pillared barrack outside 
Gateway no S2 
b. Pillar 
XXXVIII 
a. Ghat of Dam's embankment 
b- right flank of Dam 
XXXIX 
clef t flank 
of Dam 
XI 
' J ? - " •^* 
Bird's eye view of Orav Baoli 
XLI 
a.Orav gcMJJi: 
central part 
b.Orav Baoli 
steps 
XLII 
a. Orav Baoii; details 
of storeies 
!:).Orav Bool]: northern wing 

XLIV 
a. Kunda 
b. details of Kunda 
XLV 
^ ^ 
, i\ufi*n 
a. 
b. Chakau Baoli 
Baoli 
mi 
I 
XlVIl 
a. Old road leading to present Bridge, 
running between Idgah and 
embankment of present road 
b. Traces of old road from other end 
of present Bridge to Bayana 
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CHAPTER-V 
GPPWTH OF IHE BAYANA TOWNSHIP 
•mis chapter deals with the.growth of Bayana 
township from Sultanate down to Mughal per iod . The 
information gathered here i s mainly based on l i t e r a r y 
» 
as wel l as archaeological material l y ing s ca t t ered in 
and around town of Bayana, For readers convenience the 
growth of the town chronolog ica l ly has been studied 
into three p a r t s : (i> upto 1400 AD (II) from 1401-1526 
AD and ( i i i ) from 1527 to 1700 AD. 
Prior to misllm conquest we do not know much about 
Bayana township. From archeological and other evidence we 
a 
gather that Bayana during Sultan^e period acquired great 
reputation and became centre for p o l i t i c a l s s o c i a l a c t i -
v i t i e s and Islamic learning . 
All the monuments which have survived from Sultanate 
period are located e i t h e r in the Sultankot # present ly 
1. See chapter IV» part I , 
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known as Bhl tr t Muhalla of t e h s l l Bayana or la the f l a i n 
that extends from Sultankot to north wards up to the 
v i l l a g e Murkl^. Actually Bhl tr l Muhalla Is located on 
s lopes of the h i l l and the whole complex seems to be well 
f o r t i f i e d with an ©oclosing out wall which had three 
2 3 
gates t a big ga te towards south t Jahangiri ga te towards 
4 
north and Chhota darwaza in the e a s t . Ihere were two 
adjoining mosques of which one^ was constructed at the 
time when Sultankot complex I t s e l f was b u l j t and the other 
erected in 1320 AD. Adjoining to Sultankot/ Alexander 
Cunningham whi le surveying the area in 1882-83# a l s o 
found a graveyard where the tomb of Abubakar Kandhri was 
7, 
seen* Ihere was anidqah towards the north, the Jhalar 
8 
b a o l i was l o c a t e d towards north-east of Bayana. I t was 
! 9 
constructed by Malik Kafur Sul tani in 1320 AD. I t s 
1. See Appended Map C. 
2. See Chapter IV# part VII* monument n o . 4 , 
3. ibid» monument no. 38. 
4 . ibid* monument no. 3 . 
5. ibid* part II* monument no.5 (northern s t r u c t u r e ) . 
6 . ibid* (southern s t r u c t u r e ) . 
7. ibid * part II* monument no .10 . 
8. ibid* part VIII* monument no .8 . 
9. Appendix (B) inscr ip t ion no .5 . 
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l o c a t i o n in the main s lope shows that the water work 
was b u i l t for s tor ing f lood water* flowing towards the 
r iver Gambhlr# to be used for Irr igat ion* They a l s o 
b u i l t an embankment . (band) to the north of Bayana. I t 
was b u i l t during the Tughlaq period, The presence of 
Jhalar bao l i and the tfnbankra«it (band) # suggests that 
during the fourteenth century# the set t lement at Bayana 
was growing around Sultankot and thence the l o c a l i t y 
further extend towards north where there was a greater 
p o s s i b i l i t y of regular water a v a i l a b i l i t y . The e x i s t e n c e 
of a number of w e l l s and a ruined b a o l i in the area 
between the band and Damdama v i l l a g e i s a c l e a r i n d i c -
at ion Of e f f e c t i v e use of water resources for promoting 
farming and h o r t i c u l t u r e in the immediate v i c i n i t y of 
Sultankot, 
The ava i lab le evidence suggest that upto the «nd 
of fourteenth century# the township of Bayana developed 
in and around the neighbourhood of su l tankot . 
r,. See c h ^ t e r IV* part VIII# nionument no.9 ,^ 
2. See Mutaro Khan's Baoli in the Corpus Inscriptionam 
Iranlcuranj, p , 2 8 . 
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I I 
Ttie locat ion of b u i l d i m s which have survived/ 
Indicates tha t the Bayana township developed in the 
south-western d i rec t ion . Tills i s borne by the ext«Bi-
sion of remains of bui ldings of the period from Sul t -
ankot to present v i l l a g e Sikandra, the SiVandra town-
2 3 
ship and thence to l a rge complex of vijaymandlrgarh . 
From the fact tha t the e a r l i e s t remains of Sultanate 
period* found inside the vijayrhandirgarh belong to 
|Ohdi reign (1400-1491 AD) # one may infer tha t a f t e r 
Jhorian conquest (in 1196 AD) i t was abandoned and i t 
K^nained so t i l l the beginning of 15th century. 
I t appears tha t when Ohd Khan es tabl i shed himself 
as an independent ruler and founded a new rul ing family. 
Ohdl 's headquarters was possibly located in the Vijay-
mandirgarh . This i s revealed by ati insc r ip t ion found 
4 5 
on the mazina/minar b u i l t near a mosque within Vijay-
mandlrgarh complex by Daud Khan . 
A grave-yard* which is commonly ca l led mirana 
is located in the nor th-eastern p a r t of Sultankot in 
1. See the appended Map (D) . 
2. See chapter IV« pa r t I , 
3. See appended plan of the Vijaymandlrgarh, 
4. See Chapter IV, pa r t 11/ monument no.14, 
5. ibid. 
6. See Appendix (B) inscr ip t ion no,7 . 
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Bay ana. Rains of the tomb of Ohd Khan are s t i l l surviving 
r 
with an inscription. From the inscription^ i t appears 
that i t was put up-some time after the death of Ohd Khan 
in 1421 AD.J 
3 
Remains of an old building complex « probably belong-
ing to Ohdi period (1400-1491 AD) # are s t i l l surviving in 
the campus of the Govt. Senior Secondary School, located 
in Sultankot; Only a few words of an inscription/ on the 
wall of the structure, at present are decipherable and 
the information they convey i s that i t was a sarai bui l t 
during Ohdi period. 
m 
The ear l i e s t Ohdi structure is a mosque surviving 
with an Inscription in the Vijaymandirgarh, 'This inscrip-
tion ascribes the building to Ohd Khan, ruler of Bayana* 
who bui l t i t in 1414 AD. Other Ohdi structure in the 
Vijaymandirgarh complex i s mosque co-exist ing with mazina/ 
7 
miner and contains another inscription. I t was bui l t in 
1. See Chapter IV, I^rt IV« monument no. 13, 
2. See Appendix (B) inscription no.6. 
3. See Chapter IV, Part IX Monument no.l2# & Appeidix (B) inscription No, 9 
4. See appendix (B) inscription no.9. 
5. See chapter IV, part I I , monument no, 11, 
6. ibid, monument no.69, 
7. ibid, monument no,14. 
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1447 AD during the reign of Daud Khan, the grand »on 
Of Ohd Kha?» ^" *^ ® second hal f of the Ohdi period, 
the rulers seeros to have s h i f t e d to the Vijaymandirgarh, 
This i s borne by the presence of the bui lding of the 
period ins ide the Vijaymandirgarh. Probably the s h i f t i n g 
was caused by preva i l ing insecur i ty in the Bayana tract 
when Sultankot was not considered f u l l y protec ted . 
The most important development at Bayana during 
the l a s t decade of the f i f t e e n t h century* was the exten-
sion Of the f o r t i f i c a t i o n of the Vijaymandirgarh some-
time a f t e r 1491-92 AO by Slkandar Lodi. He i s credi ted 
to have founded new f o r t i f i e d sett lement-Sikandra 
township, Ihe reason for the extension of vijaymandir-
garh towards the south and a l so in the establishm&it 
of Sikandra township was poss ib ly to ensure the s u f f l -
c i e n t water supply to the f o r t i f i e d p l a c e . A sara i 
and an Idgah located at a d is tance of about h km 
to the e a s t of the Sikandra township, were p o s s i b l y b u i l t 
about the same time. A few rooms, surviving t i l l date , 
out of ruins reveal that a t the s i t e of preaent Sikandra 
v i l l a g e e a r l i e r there was a big s a r a i . I t may be presumed 
1. See chapter IV, part I . 
2» i-hi-3» part X, monument no ,18 . 
3 . Ibid, part I I , monumnent no. 25. 
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that t h i s Sarai# o r i g i n a l l y , w a s an annexe of Slkaadra 
township, f e l l in d isuse with the dec l ine of t^e township. 
Ttiis part of the s i t e including few rooms of the sara i 
were l a f e r on occupied by the Gujars. I t was, pethaps. 
in t h i s manner that the name Sikandra was eventual ly adpp-
ted to t h i s predominantly Gujar v i l l a g e that survives 
2 
in fact t i l l date, AnoiLhAE_£Vjine<i:««osque in .the part of 
' 3 
the v i l l a g e Sikandra was o r i g i n a l l y b u i l t as an Idgah 
of the township. I t ' s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n as Idgah i s suggested 
by the c l o s e resemblance of i t s ground plan with that of 
the Idgah of Brahmbad b u i l t during the Mughal per iod. 
One can infer that t h i s Idgah was b u i l t on the model of Idgah of Lodi period. The blurred i n s c r i p t i o n found on 
5 
the door jamb of mosque , i s no longer readable but 
according to Iranian scholar Mihirdad Shokoohi^wi|0_ 
1, Early Travels tn India , p , 1 5 2 , ' 
2((3. See Chapter IV, part I I , roonum^it no. 25. 
4 . compare plan 9 & plan 11. 
5. See chapter IV, part I I , monument no ,24 , 
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has taken Impression of t h i s inscr ip t ion in early 8 0 • s , 
h i s reading suggests that i t belongs to Nizam Khan # 
the hakim of Bayana during the reign of Ibrahim Shah Lodi 
(1517-26 AD). 
Another s e t of Interes t ing ruins near Sikandra 
v i l l a g e are two gateways located in the e a s t and west 
of the v i l l a g e . 
3 4 
A b a o l i , near Ta le t i darwaza has a b i l ingua l 
i n s c r i p t i o n - Sanskrit and Persian, This t e s t i f i e s the 
bao l i being b u i l t by Khan Khanan Parmault in 14^7 AD in 
the Vijaymandirgarh. Adjacent to this# there i s a twelve 
fp i l lared ruined tomb of Khan Khanan# probably* b u i l t 
by h i s successor some time a f ter h i s death 1501 AD. 
A mazina /miner 6 l o c a l l y known as Ukha roinar» s i tua ted 
in|Sultankot« has an inscr ip t ion which ascr ibes t h i s 
bui lding to Ibrahim Shah Lodi 'a period in 1520 AD. 
I t may thus be not iced that a f ter 1400 AD upto 
the end of Lodi period (1526 AD) # the township of Bayana 
seems to have expanded towards the sOuth-west. F i r s t 
as a consequence of the s h i f t i n g of headquarters to 
the Vijaymandirgarh by Ohdi's and subsequently, during 
the Lodl period. 
1, Appen:1ix# (B) , Inscr ipt ion n o . l l « 
2, See Chapter IV, part-VlII# monument no ,17 . 
3, ib id part VIII/ monument no.22 
4 , ibid , part VIII/ monument no .52 . 
5, See Appendix (B) Inscr ipt ion no ,8 , 
6, See chapter IV# part 11/ monument no ,23 , 
2 
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The extension of the fOrt beyond the or ig ina l 
confines of VIJaymandlrgarh where the ear ly Ohdl bui ld ings 
are located Is an Important po in t . I t should be mentioned 
in some d e t a i l at the p l a c e where the re>occupation of 
the for t In the f i f t e e n t h century i s mentioned. Possibly 
the, extension began byjgbdi&. and^cQnJti4aju§^ 
The l oca t ion of the p a v i l i o n b u i l t by one of the Humayun's 
nobles in the eastern part of the Vijaymandirgaih i s the irgain xs 
indicat ion that when Mughals occupied the f o t in 1526-21. 
AD# they were using the re s ident ia l space in sikandra 
township. 
I I I 
Archaeological remains of the Mughal period (1526-'27> 
1700 AD) suggest that the further extension of urban 
set t lement of Bayana was general ly s h i f t i n g to the e a s t of 
Bayana town including Slkandara and Vljayamandirgarh, 
I n s p l t e of dec l ine in the adminis trat ive s ta tus 
of Bayana# i t continued to be an important centre for 
indigo manufacturing* marketing and commerce. I t a l so 
retained i t s Is lamic learning and cultuxal art-ivi<-l«s 
throughout the 17th century. 
1. ibid# part VI# monument no, 27, 
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During the sur regime* 1540-55 AD# Bayana had 
dnerged as an important centre of m i l i t a r y activiam of 
Mahadavl's under the l eadership of shaikh Abdullah 
V i a z i . ^ Shaikh Sadullah, th^jnE??!-^^^??^"^??!^^'^^*^^ 
rtedi to have l i v e d at h i s Khltta a t Bayana during Akbar*« 
reiqn ,^ He i s credi ted to hav6 constructed a Khanqah 
or hospice with a baol 1 .* Remains of the Khanqah . 
and baol 1 are s t i l l t raceb le In the south-eas t of S^altankot 
most probably outs ide f o r t i f i c a t i o n wa l l . An inscr ip t ion 
on t h i s s tructure s t a t e s that# "he (Shaikh Sadullah) died 
in 1581-82 AD and buried in thje^Kharvj^? which he b u i l t . 
While proceeding to Patehpur Sikri* Qagj^^lreg t^^n-
Iranian poet* i s a l so reportedjto_hav^e^tayed at Bayana 
for sometime. He speaks of the . l ive lX-Cultural l i f e aX 
the township down to the end. of th»-4»Axteenth eeatury. 
Besides th i s* Bayana a l s o continued to be known 
for i t s mangoes<r hina and oranges* ^.y? nx,Q,di"^*"* Indigp 
.^nd white sugar. There i s some bas i s for assuming that 
in the seventeenth century the extension of Indigo pro-
duction would have contributed to reviving the urban 
1. Muntakhab-ul-Tawarikh^ VOl.III^p.85. 
2. Aln, v o l . I I , p .167; Muntakhab-ul Tawaikh*Vol. I l l , p . 108. 
3. See Chapter III* part I I I & VlII* monumfflit no .31 . 
4 . See ^ p e n d l x (6)* in scr ip t ion no ,12 . 
5. Muntakhab-ul Tawarikh, VOlJII, 
6 . Aln» v o l . 11/ pp.B4*85> Jhanqir's India/ p . 4 9 , 
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economy of Bayana to a cer ta in extent* I t however f a i l e d 
to add to upgrading the adminis trat ive s t a t u s of Bayana. 
Ihe archaeological monuments of t h e per iod confirm 
that Bayana township continued to a t t r a c t the a t t ent ion 
of rulers down to Jahangir's time. But absence of any 
Mughal building at Sultankot (Bhltr l Muhalla) » with the 
1 2 
exception of Lai Mahal a sara i raised a f t e r Jahangir's 
reign re inforce the Impression that township of Bayana 
a f ter Jahangir l o s t a l l s i g n i f i c a n c e as an important 
aAnin i s tra t ive headquarters. 
the remains of Babur and Humayun^ 1526-27- 40 AD« 
are found ins ide the Vljaymandirgarh# these aret 
^ - ^ Babur's Inscr ipt ion on T a l e t l ga te » 
4 
b) a p a v i l i o n b u i l t by one of Humayaun's noble near the 
sikandra gate of the Vijaymandirgarh* and 
s,^,«ythe tomb of Shaikh Ihool , a well known s u f i of 
Shattarl order b u i l t pos s ib ly in the ear ly years o£ 
^ b a r ' s relgn# which i s a l so located near the SDcandra 
ga te . 
1 . See Chapter IV* part V* monument n o . 4 1 . 
2. ibid* part X. 
3 . ibid» part VII# monument no ,52 . 
4 . ibid» part VII# monument no.27. 
5 . "New Light on the History of Early Thousand Monuments 
of Bayana**• 
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The only monument located to the north of 
Sultankot ascribed to Babux by ^he oral t r a d i t i o n i s 
1 
Talakni mas l i d . 
The l o c a t i o n of a new Idgah during AJcbar reign# 
and b a o l i and a l s o huge ccxnplex around b a o l i b u i l t 
by Jahangir's mother* Mag^ggLZgBjni In .tbje-JTth, ?c.«gnal j/naaj 
of Jahangir (1612 -•L3_,-AD) » indicates further extension 
of the town population towards eastern s i d e . William 
Pinch (1610 AD) # De l a e t (1625-31 AD) and Peter Mundi 
(1633 AD) refer to the complex around Maryam Zamani's 
bao l i as a palace surrounded by an"exce l lent ly managed" 
a 
garden. This eastward expansion of the se t t lement may 
5 be traced back to sher Shah who b u i l t bridge over the 
r iver Gambhir to provide an easy access to Bay ana from 
eastern s i d e . I t suggests that by the middle of the 
s ix t eenth c^ntury^ Bayana's suburban se t t l em^i t had 
pos s ib ly s p i l l e d over up to e a s t of Gambhir r iver 
and upto v i l l a g e Brahmbad. Otiis expansion'of Bayana 
1, See Chapter IV* part* II* monument no, 26. 
2, ibid* part* II* monument no.34 . 
3, ibid* Part y i l l * monument no,39 
4 , Early Travels in India* p .152; De Iroperio Maqni 
Mogoils* p . 45y 
5, ISee chapter IV, part XII, 
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I t s«efns p r a c t i c a l l y cante to an end by mid seventeenth 
century. So c a l l e d Lai Mahal located In Sultankot* 
s e r i e s of shofW^ in between the Chhota Darwaza and Sher 
Dai^aza and sara l are the archaeological remains of some 
s i g n i f i c a n c e dating back to the second h a l f of the seven-
teenth century. Ihe use of m u l t i f o l i a t e d arches in the 
all Mahal# shops and sara i could be ascribed to Shahjahan's 
reign or slightly to a l a t e r date* I f these s tructures are 
assximed to have been raised during Shah J a^an'i; reign i t s 
presence should not disturb the general impression that 
•* I by the middle of the seventeenth century urban expansion 
at Bayana had exhausted i t s p o s s i b i l i t i e s . 
^ ^ 
The sudden expansion of indigo production In the 
; seventeenth century Is a l so supported by the remains of 
Indigo vats in Bayana t r a c t . Travel lers* account of 
the early seventeenth century however* on the other hand 
g i v e the impression that the bazar and s a r a l s in Bayana 
became ruined and some of them had betfi occupied by l o c a l 
people for res idence. 
1. ibid part IX* monument no ,40 . 
2. ib id part XII. 
3. Early Travels in India/ p . l51> Pe Imperio Maqni 
Mogojis , p . 45 . 
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three f o r t i f i e d guarding houses o u t s i d e the Bayana 
township towards the noatth-west* south and south-east of 
sul tankot namely Darodama# Shergarh and Qila were p o s s i b l y 
e s tab l i shed during the s ix t eenth century. This conjuncture 
i s par t ly strengthened by William. Pinch and De Lae t ' s 
descr ipt ion of the s i t e who have seen ruins of palace and 
2 
other bui ld ings around Damdama f o r t i f i e d guard house. 
Decl ine of Bayana during the second hal f of the 
sevetjiteenth century may be ascribed to the fol lowing 
fac tors ; 
a)-After the subjugation of Mewat and Rajputana by 
the Mughals, s t r a t e g i c importance of the Bayana t rac t 
diminished considerably. 
b) Towards the c l o s e of 17th century the growing 
Maratha menace in the province of Gujarat in general and 
the ir attack on Surat in par t i cu lar a f fec ted the Bayana 
indigo trade pass ing through the western trade route* 
9 
And# 
6) Indigo p a r t i c u l a r l y manufactured at Bayana 
began to l o s a ground by 1650 A.D. By the turn of 18th 
century i t had l o s t the foreign market. 
1 . See Chapter IV» part . I . 
2. Early Travels in India»p.l51>De Imperio Maqni Moqolis» 
pp.44'-46. 
3. According to Irfan Habib» t h i s was because of the inf lux 
of indigo from Babados and West Indies bes ides the Dutch 
attempt to c u l t i v a t e Indigo at Jawa« see the Agrarian 
system of Mughal India# p . 8 6 ; I s h r a t Alam, However# points 
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CHAPTER- VI 
CONCLUSION 
Bayana with i t s 0I3 name Srlpatha was apparently 
in ex i s t ence when the Usha Tempi e^waT^constructea by 
Mahipaladeva in 950 AD in "the market p lace". Archaeol-
og ica l remains of various nature are surviv ing in and 
around Bayana and remains of agro-industry# the indigo 
vats are found in each v i l l a g e of the Bayana i s s i t u a t e d 
on a narrow s t r e t c h of a l l u v i a l p la in in between the 
extension of h i l l # r i s ing upto 365 m above the sea l e v e l 
of the Araval l i range and the r iver Gambhir. During the 
period of p o l i t i c a l i n s t a b i l i t y which fol lowed the 
dec l ine of the Gupta Empire and upto the arr ival of 
Ghorides# the town of Bayana did not l o s e importance 
as trading centre and m i l i t a r i l y a s t r a t e g i c point on 
north-eastern border of Chauhans. Subsequently the Sultans 
of Delhi a l so for p o l i t i c a l an-d mi l i tary reasons wanted 
Bayana, a. strong part on eastern Rajasthan, The f a c t 
remains that each of the Sultanate dynast ies wished to 
retain Bayana at whatever c o s t . I t was s o , one may 
argue, that occupation of Bayana with strong contingent 
not cfnly could undo any attack from Gujarat-Malwa region 
but a l so the holder at Bayana could have o f f e n s i v e a t t i t u d e . 
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TO control the Delhi region, P r i thv i ra j a I I I * the 
Chauhan king of Ajmer* had f i r s t occupied the Bay ana 
region. Ghorldes deafeated Pr i thv i ra ja I I I in the 
second b a t t l e of Tarain (1192 AD .^ Final ly in 1196 AD 
Ghorldes annexed the t e r r i t o r y of Ajmer-Bayana removing 
from there surviving members of Chauhan family, 
> 
In the Tabaqat-i Nas l r i Sripatha i s refered . as 
Bayana, Minhaj mentions tha t the t e r r i t o r y of Bayana is 
being cont ro l led in 1196 AD by Shahbuddin Ghori ' s o f f i ce r , 
Malik Bahauddin Tughri l , who es tabl i shed a new fo r t a t 
Bayana and named i t Sultankot. Most probably Sultankot 
encompassed the centre of the pre-Ghorian township of 
Sripatha* The Bayana t r a c t seems to have the ig t a of Malik 
Bahauddin Tughril in 1196 AD. During I l tutraish*s reign 
(1210-36 AD) # there was a br ief revival of Rajput power 
a t Bayana. I t seems l i k e other s t rongholds, Bayana was 
also recaptured by Chauhans (1210-27 AD). But having 
tadcled the mi l i t a ry problems in the west and Bengal* 
I l tu tmish succeeded in re -es tab l i sh ing h i s control over 
Bayana. 
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The Bayana tract seems to have remained under 
the control of the Delhi Sultans dovm to the r i s e of 
Khal j i s (1290 AD). During Allauddln K h a l j l ' s reign t h i s 
t rac t was iqta headquarters of h i s well known noble 
Ulugh Khan. Our evidence further suggests that the Bayana 
t r a c t wa^ continuously under t;he control of Delhi 
Sultanate throughout the 14th century. 
At the time of Timur's invasion Shams Khan Ohdi 
wa^ the hakim of Bayana Tract, With the d e c l i n e of Tughlaqs , 
Shams Khan Ohdi proclaimed himself the independent ruler 
of Bayana. Members of Ohdi family ruled over Bayana t i l l 
1491-92 AD. During the nine decades of Ohdi rule over Bayana, 
succes s ive attempt of su l tans of Delhi to subjugate 
Bayana was not succes s fu l . In 1491 AD# Sikandar Lodi made 
a sett lement with Ohdi Sultan to hand over Bayana region 
in return of three pa rag an as >Jalesar# Chsndwar and 
Marhara. But t h i s set t lement f e l l through as the Ohdi 
Sultan eventual ly refused to surr^ider Bayana to the 
Lodls . In 1491 - 92 AD# Sultan Sikandar Lodi marched 
against Bayana and a f ter capturing the Bayana t r a c t 
i t was conferred by him on Khan Kh^^an parmauli. I t i s 
very i n t e r e s t i n g that a f t er Bayana was annexed to Lodi 
Empire in 1491-92 AD i t came to be moitioned in the 
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contemporary records as a S^rkar headquarters. I t was 
apparently sometime a f ter Bayana's annexation to the 
Lodi Empire and foundation o£ sarkar Agra (1505-06 AD) » 
Slkandar Lodi founded a f o r t i f i e d tovmship j u s t below 
the eastern s t r e t c h of the rampart of the vijaymandir-
garh in the south-west of Bayana. 
During the l e s t years of sul tan Sikandar Lodi 
(1517 AD) $ hakim of Bayana was Nizam Khan. At the time 
of Babur's advance in north-eastern Rajputana (1526-27 AD)/ 
Nizam Khai? was s t i l l the hakim of Bayana. 
After Babur's v i c tory in the b a t t l e of Khanwa# 
Ishak Aga was appointed as the Shigdar of Bayana. In 
1534 AD# the Afghan Chief Tatar Khan in co l labora t ion 
with Bahadur Shah of Gujarat attacked and caputured 
Bayana. A Mughal army commanded by Mirza Askari# however# 
succeeded in putt ing down the disturbance created by 
Tatar Khan and reoccupied the Bayana t r a c t . 
In 1540 AD Mughal rule was overthrown by Sher 
Shah Suri . Although for Sher Shah*s re ign , name of 
any hakim i s not known but copper coins in the name of 
I Sher Shah minted at Bayana have survived. On Islam ^ a h * s 
laccession Adil Khan held Bayana. I t was during Islam 
Shah's reign that s i l v e r coins were a l so minted at Bayana 
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meaning that Bayana m l n ^ a s upgraded • After Humayun 
defeated Slkandar Khan Surl lnl555AD* he appointed 
Haldar Muhammad Akta Begl as the hakim of Bayana. 
During early years of Akbar*s reign dovm to 1560 AD# 
the fort of Bayana was used as high s e c u r i t y pr i son . 
T i l l 1567-68 AD Bayana was held by Hajl Muhammad Khan 
as h i s assignment. In that year I t was ass igned to 
Asaf Khan. Again In 1574-75 AD# hakim of Bayana was 
Abdullah Khan Jokan. I t seems# during the Interv^i lng 
period* Bayana l o s t I t s s ta tus as a Sarkar headcjuarters. 
In the Aln#Bayana I s mentioned as a parqana of Sarkar 
Agra. Most probably sometime befo.re 1595 AD Saricar 
Bayana merged into newly created Sarkar Agra. 
One does not come across the name of lirportant 
noble as a haktm of Bayana a f t er 1574-75 AD. This 
Indicates gradual downgrading of Bayana as a mi l i tary 
and administrat ive headquarters. In the 17th century* 
except the name of thanedar Incldent ly mentioned in 
a dastak document issued by Aurangzeb in 1668 AD# there 
i s no mention of any important noble holding charge 
of Bayana. I t i s a l so worth noting that contemporary 
European t r a v e l l e r s account do not m&ition name of any 
administrator. I t might thus be inferred that Bayana 
was no longer an important mi l i tary s t a t i o n . This 
depreciat ion in the s ta tus of Bayana as a stronghold 
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p o s s i b l y coincided with the Bayana t rac t l o s i n g i t s 
s t r a t e g i c importance fol lowing subjugation of south 
eastern Rajputana# Malwa (1562 AD) and Gujsat (1574 
AD) by Xkbar and f i n a l l y the set t lement made by 
Jahangir with Mewar (1622 AD), 
some time by the c l o s e of 16th century, Bayana 
further l o s t i t s adminis trat ive and mi l i tary importance. 
But i t enjoyed the s ta tus of one of the major trade 
ceatzet for i t i s the best agro product of indigo in 
the Mughal Empire and an important trade route was a l s o 
passing through Bayana. Our ev id« ice on agr icu l tura l 
production suggests that peasants of Bayana t r a c t were 
producing almost a l l type of rabi and Khar i f crops . 
But in 17th century* there i s major change in crop 
pattern and peasants s tar ted c u l t i v a t i n g and manufac-
turing indigo in each v i l l a g e of the Bayana t r a c t . 
Number of indigo manufacturing p lant s are s t i l l surv i -
ving in d i f f e r e n t l o c a t i o n s in the Bayana t r a c t . 
Archaeological remains surviving in and around 
Bayana g i v e the inpression that bui lding were constru-
cted on trabeateBtyle# arcuate s t y l e and in some case 
combination of two s t y l e i s Prevalent . There are however 
a few bui ld ings which have exclusivel/^ the Sariaanio 
arch i tec ture . Most of the mosques and idgahs are covered 
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by f l a t roof and two mosques and tombs are surmounted by 
domes. Geieral ly domes are shallow and surmounted by 
Inverted lo tus motif and pinnacle . Monotony of s ing le done 
i s broken by other smaller domes in the main mosque of 
Sikandra township and by t u r r e t s with hem 1-spherical 
head in the Lodi mosque and Kale Khan Ka Maqbara. 
O^ Arches in some buildings are designed In regional 
^ va r i a t ion , Sfi-eaxr.|u^ua„.fxiiy']'*° H^ ^ " ' ' T «'>^«">'» type arch are 
introduced by Allauddin Khalj i but in Ukha masjid (1320-AD) 
pointed arch of tfitrace ga te and mihrab are decorated by 
spear head of f r inges . Arches of XiOdi bui lding a re tech» 
n i ca l ly gothic but s ide of arches have s l i g h t l y d e ^ e r 
curves# which gives d i f fe ren t look from those of e a r l i e r 
arches. Beauty of facade with arcade (ser ies of eleven 
arches ) of the main mosque of sikandra township can be 
visual ized by conparing i t with the arcade, of Jama masjid 
of Fatehpur Sikr l .. 
In converting the square chamber into c i rcular^ to 
provide c i r cu l a r base for dome# phase of t r a n s i t i o n i s 
glv&i. Here# i t i s inportant to .po in t out tha t masons of 
the area were knowing the construction of the squinches. 
Square chamber are converted into c i r c u l a r with the help 
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of squlnches in the main mosque of slkandra township 
and kale, khan ka magbara. 
Ihese bui ld ings are constructed by red sand stone 
but we a l so find the use of ye l low and grey stone most 
probably to break the mont<»iy of red colour. Monuments 
are decorated by the d i f f e r e n t motl fs i spear headed f r i n -
ges In the arch# cu"sped arch, flower motif studded in span-
dr«l# o r i e l window in tympanum, use of coloured t i l e s , 
arcade, multi-domed roo f s , use of t u r r e t s , l a t t l o e ^ r k 
with geometrical and f l o r a l des igns ,use of square, w i l t i -
edged and c i rcu lar p i l l a r s decorated with flower and 
other m o t i f s , use of m u l t i - t i e r brackets and i n s c r i p t i o n s 
engraved on s tructures e t c . 
Sj^ansion of Bayana as an urban centre seems to 
have s tar ted with the foundation of a new walled c i t y -
Sultankot- at the same s i t e where the pre-Ghorlan s e t t l -
ement was present . During the f i r s t phase of i t s growth 
down to 1400 AD, t h i s township i s suggested by the s u r v i -
ving monuments of t h i s per iod , radiated north-wards 
where Jhalar bao l l (1320 AD) and a dam (band/hauz) 
was erected with the help of a masonry embankment for 
conserving rain water. In the second phase of the growth 
of Bay aria township (1401-1526 AD) , as indicated by tbe 
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monuments of t h i s period at Sultankot and a l s o by 
those expanding .io I t s south-west d i rec t ion towards 
Vijaymandirgarh, This expansion took p l a c e during 
the 15th century under Ohdis and Lodis. I t was 
during t h i s time that township of sikandara was 
e s tab l i shed . Hie surviving monuments of the Mughal 
period (1527-1700 AD) g i v e the irnpression that 
township expanded towards the east of the Sultankot 
across the river Gambhir upto v i l l a g e Brahmbad. 
The outer-perimeters of the l a r g e urban s e t t -
lement that grew around Sultankot were sought to be 
secured by e s t a b l i s h i n g small strong p o i n t s a t d i f f -
erent p l a c e s . The present v i l l a g e Damdama and t%iK> 
s i t e s known as Qila and Sher Garh are perhaps the 
remains of these strong outpos t s . But on the other 
hand the expansion of Bay ana during the Mughal period 
was not protected by any worthwhile f o r t i f i c a t i o n . 
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APPENDIX ~A 
NOTE ON THE MAP OF BAYANA 
An esQ^lanatoiy note on the n«p of Bay ana township 
appended to this thesis Is being given here. An attenpt 
Is made here to p lo t Information relating to surviving 
monuments of the Sultanate and Mughal periods as well as 
information relating to the l o c a l i t y names on a map of 
Bayana town and Its Immediate suburbs. 
In plott ing the monum^its* I have proceeded in 
the following manner. 
Ihe physical features of the plain* where Bayana's 
Sultanate and Mughal remains are located* had been traced 
from the Survey Sheets Number 53F/1 and 53F/5* based on 
survey done In 1968-69 and published under the direction 
of Mr. Harl Narayan* Surveyor General of India. These survey 
sheets are in scale* 1 cm « 500 mts. 
I On this out l i n e map* I have tried to p lo t the loca-
tion of these monuments of the medieval period ater divid-
ing them into three d is t inct categories (a) ' monuments 
raised down to 1400 AD (b) monvunents raised between 1401 
and 1526 i . e . upto the end of Lodi period* and (c)monuments 
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of Mughal period 1527-17001 FOc t h i s ca tegor iza t ion 
onlyj those s tructures are taken which could be roughly 
dated e i t h e r with the help of i n s c r i p t i o n s found on 
them or could be i d e n t i f i e d to one of these phases on 
the bas i s of archi tectural features or in a few cases 
where l o c a l t rad i t ion or p l a c e name study suggest rough 
dates for some of these monuments, 
Ihe mODuments (a) down to 1400 (b) 1401-1526, 
and (c) 1526-1700 are indicated by symbols that vary 
from phase to phase. Monuments and remains o f phase *a' 
are r ^ r e s e n t e d by a small c i r c l e (0)« while ^b* and 
*c* are r ^ r e s e n t e d by a square ( D) and a crossed 
square ( B) r e spec t ive ly . In addit ion to one of the 
above symbols« the extension of the s tructure i s ind ic -
ated by reproducing the row o f juxtaposed parenthes i s 
marks in the survey sheet for indicat ing dams and embank-
ments. 
Each of the monument r ^ r e s e n t e d on the maps i s 
a l s o given a s e r i a l number in chronological order. 
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APPgWDlX»B 
INSCRIPTIOWS 
I am g iv ing the t e x t and English t r a n s l a t i o o of 
the Sanskrit and Persian Inscr ipt ions found on the remains. 
On the bas i s of these i n s c r i p t i o n s I have l i s t e d many of 
these monuments in chronological order. The t e x t of tiiese 
i n s c r i p t i o n s are mostly consulted from publ ished epigra-
phlcal l i t e r a t u r e and research papers. 
In foo t notes to the English t rans la t ion of the 
i n s c r i p t i o n s , an attempt i s made to ident i fy ^he p l a c e s 
and indiv iduals as well as dates mentioned in the t e x t . 
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1. YAUDHKAS INSCRIPTICN IN VUASfMANDlOARH^  J 
This Sanskrit InacrlptlCNn'was put xip by one of 
the rulers of the Yaudheya t r i b e in Vijaymandirgarh. But 
a t presents I could not l o c a t e t h i s publ ished inscr ip t ion 
in Vijaymandirgarh. Existence of Yaudheya t r i b e in the 
Bayana-region can be corroborated with the reference o f 
"Allahabad Posthumous Stone P i l l a r Inscr ipt ion of Samu-
dragupta*** where Yaudheya t r i b e i s included among the 
subjugated t r ibes of the period (325-380)• Vibrds in«itloned 
in the text* Mahasenapatl and Maharaja of the tribe# show 
that i t was inscribed some time before the subjugation of 
the Yaudhey t r i b e by Samudragupta. 
TEXT-^  
l.Slddham (II*) Yaudh (e)ya-gana-puraskritasya maharaja-
mahasenapateh p u . , . . 
a.Brahroana-purogam ch*adhishthanarh Sarir-adl^kusalarii 
p r i s h t v a ' l l k h a t y « A s t l Rasma.. . . 
3* • • • • 
TRANSLATION 2 
Perfect ion has been attained.* Of the Maharaja and Mahase-
napatl# who has been made the leader of the Yaudheya t r i b e . . 
and having asked the settlem«at# headed by tile Brahmans« as 
t o the hea l th of (their) bodies & c.« wr i t e s -" lhere i s . . . . . 
1. CII v o l . I l l , pp ,251 , 252. 
2, CII v o l . I l l , p . 252. 
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2 . STONE PILLAR INSCRIPTIOI OF VISHNUVARDHANA IN 
VIJAYMANDIRGARH* ^ 
t h i s s a c r i f i c i a l p i l l a r (Yupa) / carrying t h i s 
Sanskrit i n sc r ip t ion , i s located to tiie south of mazina 
inside the vijaymandirgarh. I t was se t up by Vishnuvar-
dhana# a feudatory of Gupta king Kumargvpta I (415-455), 
a f te r the ceremony of the Pundarika s a c r i f i c e in 428, 
TEXT 
1. siddham Kriteshu chaturshu Varsha-sateshynashtavinseshu 
400 20 8. 
2. Phalguna(na) bahulasya panchadassyaiDFetasyam-purvvayan 
(1*). 
3. Kri tau pundarike yi5)0=yam«pratishthapitas«suq?prati»htiji-
tarajya-namadheyena. 
Sr i vishnuvarddhanena Va r ik ^a Yasovarddhana-sat-puttrena 
Yasorata-sat-pauttreni^ vyaghrarata-sat-prapauttrena 
4 . Sriyajna-dharrnma-ssreyo-bbhyudaya-yasah-kula-vansa-bhaga-
bhog-adhivriddhaye (11*) Si^dhir^astu Sant i r^astu J ivap-
uttrattavam-astv»i8hta-kam-eivaptir-«astu sca(sra) ddha-
v i t t e syatawFit i ( l l » ) , 
1> CII vo l . I I I , pp. 253-254. 
2. See Monument no. 12. 
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TRANSLATliON^ 
Perfectlcm has been attained •' Pour centuries of 
years* together with the twenty-eighth (year) , (or in 
figures) 400 (ana) 20 (aha) 8 , having been acconplished# 
on the f i fteenth lunar day of the dark fortnight of (the 
month Phalguna; on this (lunar day) t (specified) as 
aforesaid t -
(Line 3) - On the ceremony of the pundarika-sacri-
f i ce (having been performed) < this sacr i f i c ia l post has 
been caused to be set up by the Varika^the i l lus tr ious 
Vishnu Vardhana* whose royalty and name are well e s tab l i -
shed* who i s the excel lent son of Yasovardhana; (and) the 
excel lent son*s son of Yasorata; (and) the excel lent son 
of the son's son of vyaghraratha#-for the purpose of 
increasing (his) splendour* sacrifices* religion* welfare 
(in the other world)* prosperity* fame*family* lineage* 
good fortune* and enjoyment. 
(L»4)-Let there be success •* Let there be increased 
Let there be tranquility,* Let there be the condition of 
(his) having a son who shall live.*. Let there be the attain-
ment of desires that are wished for* May there be fai th and 
wealth I-
1. CII* vol . I l l* pp 253-254. 
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3. WELL t 
Ihere i s a b i l ingua l inscr ip t ion on thie stone alab 
f ixed Into the wall of the well l oca ted near Usha MasJ id 
in Bh i t r l Muhallah ( i d e n t i f i e d aa Sultankot) of Bayana town, 
Sanskrit t e x t Is missing and Preslan t e x t of the inscriptiOD 
i s published by G. Yazdaml. 
Translation 
"In the name of God the most merciful and coopass i -
onate. The clearance of well which was b u i l t one hundred 
4 
and f i f t y years ago , and of wards during the reign o f Muhammac 
Hazi (7) was choked* and f i l l e d vp with s t o n e a . . . and people 
suffered there by commenced on the f i r s t of the auspic ious 
month of Ramzan* in the year 669 AH and was coapleted by the 
end of same month. During the reign of the lord of word# the 
king of the mankind Ghayasuddln Waldln* the shadow o f ^ e God 
in a l l the world# may God perpetuate h i s kingdom, and during 
i 
the regime of the exal ted Khan« the Malik o f the Mai Iks o f tiae 
east# Husrat Khan« rouqta of k h l t t a Bayana# may God preserve 
1. See Chapter IV, part . VIII# Monument no,6« 
2 . EI»A&P 1937-50, p p , 5 , 6 . 
3 . Ibid. 
4 . 1271 (date of c learance of wel l ) -150 •> 1121 date o f 
construct ion of w e l l . 
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h is dignity and prostrate his enemies# through the effort 
of the humble servant* Ibrahim Abubakar Naushanwan —>•>•> 
preserve .written on the above date, God i s 
best known". 
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4) Kazlon^kUMasjla 
This mosque was bui l t by Abdul Mai Dc during the 
reign of Alauddln Khalji, in 1305 AD « 705 AH), in the 
h i l l region (sultankot). It i s not surviving at present 
but it, was exist ing in Bhitri Muhalla of Bayana town 
with an inscription when Alexander Cunningham vis i ted 
Bayana in 1862*83. 
Text 
jik' ^^K»^ ji^ji ^ u : «ui .xsfu^^cj* f^ L-ji KJt'^^ jr. .1 
v-o -Lr j.^^-0»j w j - d » 
t,-^\j o, 4mjt.v.. . ^jji ,i,^ jut .-aikji tiyiinji .i: 
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Translation t 
the Prophet has 8ald# who builds a mosque £or 
the great God/ even by excavating the side of a h i l l 
(?) for him* God will prepare a place in paradise. It 
i s related that mosque and well were bu i l t (and were 
repaired) in good style* after they have become di la-
pidated* in the reign of the greatest of the enperprs 
of Arabia tod AJam* the master of the crown and seal* 
the shadow of God on earth* the splendour of the world 
and religion* the supporter of Islam* and Moselmans* 
al-Masud* a second Alexander* the protector of he lpless . 
Abu-ul-Muzaffar-Muhammad Shah* the Sultan* by the weakest 
of the creature of God. Abdul Malik* son of Abubakar 
Bukhara* known by the t i t l e of Mughis-ut-Hakim* in the 
h i l l region. (Jabul-ut-Khitah). May God accept him. On the 
1st Muharram* in the year 705 AH * 1305 AD. 
1. RTER* vol. XX* p.76. 
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5, JHALAR BAOLI I 
Jhalar Baol i (step well) i s l o c a t e d about 1 1/2 km, 
to the n o r t h - e a s t of Bhl tx i Muhalla (Sultankot) across the 
railway l i n e . Or ig ina l ly i t was carrying two i n s c r i p t i o n s 
i) over the north-eas t doorway and i i ) o v e r the south-eas t 
doorway. At the time of an Irani s cho lar Mehrad Shokoohy's 
v i s i t sbme time before 1986 the i n s c r i p t i o n s were presen t . 
But at p r e s e n t these Inscr lo t ions are not in the o r i g i n a l 
p o s i t i o n . One of the stone s labs carrying the i n s c r i p t i o n 
i s l y i n g in an adjoining f i e l d . I t was b u i l t by Malik Kafur 
Sultani in 1320 AD (»720 AH) during t*ie reign of Qutbuddin 
Mubarak Shah. 
Text , 
North east entrance 
'6**i^J« J J U J « JLOV 0*^*^'•»-t*o* i i ' ^ J ' *JA ' l ; ^ ^ ! ; . 1 
iU^>i£^>>.» O M - J Jj»J ii^ ^j^ cx*i-^!> j . ^ ^ » J.^ -V 
^ ^ r ^ l k L J l ^ i T ^\^\ U>.J^J\ y?-»p» ot-dl AZi"^ 4Uljai. . r 
f << * • - « • - j > i * (>U . «:«. ^ c« 41)1 
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South east entrance 
Ttanalation: 
i) Over the north-east doorways *1he helper of Zslaro 
and of moselroans# of David Soleman# Abi*ut Nuzaffar* Khila-
fat ullah# Mubarak Shah 'Sultan son of Sultan# may God prolcmg 
h i s reign* the slave* hopeful of the mercy of God« Kafur 
sultanl". 
11) Over the soutii-east doorway; "Ihe reign of ^ e 
emperor of the world* the head of religion* the master of 
Calipah (dar-ul-khalifat) * ruler of the earth and sea* the 
slave of h i s court, Kafur Sultani* bui l t this sweet water 
reservoir by the road side* behind i t s four doors and four 
domes* and calculated i t s date in. the hijra year 720 AH 
(-1320 AD)". 
1. RTER* Vol. XX* p.69. 
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(6) OhAi Khan's Ibinb-
Tomb of Ohd Khan is located in the graveyard. 
At p resen t i t i s in ruined condi t ion. A pers ian insc r ip -
t ion irecords the date of h i s death as 15th Ramzan 824 AH 
(»13th September 1421 AD). 
Text 
Plate A 
J.U vj» '-ij:^ 4 ^ j ^ I t •Jj^ -» 
Plat-e B 
Translation I 
"Iburte&i hours had passed from Saturday# the 
15th of the month of Rain^an in the yea r e igh t hundred 
and twenty four when the death came", 
i i ) "In the dust of grave because c a p t i v e Ahadd the Khan 
of the world/ whose orders chanpions always used to obey", 
1, RTER> vol . XX, p - 7 1 . 
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(7) MAZIN^A OR MINAR t 
Located to the north of the stone P i l l a r (yupa) 
of VishnuVardhan in the Vijaymandlrgarh. I t was bu i l t 
by Daud Khan in 1447 A0« a ruler of the Ahaddl family 
who ruled ruled over Bayana t i l l 1456 A.D. The Miner 
carries a persian inscription. 
Text 
Above the entrance 
Right side 
Left side 
Right side 
. ' Left side 
Southern Jamb of the entrance 
i jSt^^U 4 > , ^ ^ U : «iJ« 
Eastern Jamb of the.entrance 
i > . ' 6 ^ •*;*•» u>.^*^ f ^ ' c *^^  J^i-^ ^ <D> u i^ U j * > ^ C > ^ U J » ^ 
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Round the first tier of the mazina 
^iU^-^l, j^-JI>U J B > J ! J ^ » J-'i" ••^ OvJ* oJ&'fJ^ i -V^I c5l>J^U 
Tranalatloni 
Samiclrcular Inscription "this mlnac was b u i l t 
during the reign of Saltan, the fiznt, the just# Maaiz->ua-
dunya-wa-*uddln« the most mighty and just Sultan# the 
shadow of God on the earthy Muhammad Shah, may Ood prolong 
h i s r«ign« by his highness (Masnad Ala) # the most auspi-
cious Daud Khan, son of the l a t e lord blessed Mohamad Khan, 
may God have mercy on him, and give him place, in paradise*. 
iwo horizontal l ines* 1) "This holy miner was ordered to 
be bu i l t by his highness, the bestower of l i f e and of rank, 
the most auspicious Daud Khan, son of h i s highness Ahadd 
Khan, son of h is highness Muin Khan S^d^i connonly known 
as Ahaddi". SCd?^ **'^  
• -
i* WKR ^ ^ « XX, p . 8 1 . 
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11) K^yOod bestow h i s b less ings on tha t man who of fe r s 
h i s prayer for the soul of the a r ch i t ec t of t h i s beaut if vd 
mlnar» which has been b u i l t for the ca l l ing to prayer to 
Musalmans, the bui lder of t h i s holy relnar was the weak and 
ins ign i f ican t slave of Godr the hopeful of h i s mercy, Mufid 
Khan,May God forgive him**. 
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8} BAOLI NEAR TALETI DARWAZA: I t i s l o c a t e d in the 
northern inner perimeter wall of the Vijayinandix-
garh. A b i l ingual inscr ip t ion-Sanskr i t and Persian^ 
confirms i t s being b u i l t by a Lodi noble* . iChan 
Khanan Farmauli in 1497 AO ("902 A H) during Sikan-
dar Lodi's re ign . This inscr ip t ion i s no longer in 
i t s p lace . An important point about t h i s i n s c r ^ t i o n 
i s that the Sanskrit version refers to Bayana as 
Sripatha a name which occurs In pre-Ghorian Sanskrit 
inscr ip t ion and other t e x t s . 
SANSKRIT TEXT 
^iddhih srigancesaya naroah yam brahmavedamtavldo 
vadamti pa ram prama (n) am g(a) rudam tam anye v ly 
(a) dgate (h) karanam isvaramva tasmai narao vighna-
v ina(s ) anayat yah ksa (m) tah ka l ika laka lpav i ta 
(P) i sah ccakr ( i ) cudamanih v idyanamdav inodasum 
daramatih v i d v ( a j l i a n (ai) Kasrayah tasya sr imat i 
mamgale vinayate Sr i Khana Khanatra tu t vapi atra 
samagra yena rac i ta samvarnyat am agata sakr (ta) 
samvatsare ( ) samin s r i Vikramadityarajye samvat 
1553 sake 1418 v a ( r ) s e asadhabadi 2 ; d v i t i y a raviv-
asare uttarasadhanakstre s(e)k^a Mahammada musalaman-
avamse se kha Imada tasyatmajah khurumuji Sxl Khan-
akhana Sripathasthane Vijemamdiragadhadurgarajya(7). 
. . • • • • • • • . . S r i Ne Kanama gadhasya raksapata tasya . 
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1 i) Translation of the Sanskrit version- "•ftomage to 
the remover of obstacles whom exponents of Veda 
and Vedanta refer to as highest authorlty# other 
as Garuda» or cause of the motion of the Heaven 
of God-. 
"Great-Jewel of ruler* he who Is merciful* 
the cornucopia of the Kail age* he with a mind 
enA>elllshed by recreation devoted to the Joy of 
learning. In the cynoslre of the learned* It Is in 
this f e l i c i tous domain that the Sri Khan-Khanan 
goes about hid duties by whom a stepwell has here 
been cotrpleted that merits celebration". 
**It was bui l t in this year in the Vlkrama-
dltya Era. In the year 1553 AD* In the Saka year 
1418 Ap, day 2 (second) of the waning moon in 
Asadha* on Sunday* In the lunar mension Uttarashadha* 
aff idavits of the Superintendent of Vljaymandirgarh. 
Sri Nekanama (?) the governorship (?) of fort 
Viljaymandlrgarh in Sirpathasthana of Kumar J1 Sri 
Khan-khanan* son of Sekh Imad* in the muslim dynasty 
of Sekh Mahammad". 
1 . Corpus Inscrlptionam Iran learrum. Part IV* \tol. 
XLIX* p.30. 
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, 3 U j . j ^ ^ i i r - ^ - K ^ - V ^ * '*^ '-» O ^ * J*-^^ •Hr*j-' ^ ! ; -U?' •^^ 
C^j J ^ * j ^ ^ - r . ^:;^->!><-• J-^. uJL> •H>-»J-^'^*^ f ^ • ' • ^ ' p ^ 
f U v 4 ^ j w^t- v^i t5^J>?-
i i ) Translation of Persian t e x t i ••Praise be to God.' 
in the time of ruler of the ear th , equal to Jamshld 
and Khusrau, by vhose counse l s the v?otld in e n l i g h -
tend, by whose good q u a l i t i e s the sweet bas i l 
(Zamzam) receives fragrance , a t the sound of whose 
drum in the fores t the l i o n f l i e s before the antelope 
In th i s time b a o l i was m a d e . . . . on the 8the month of 
fa s t ing in the year nine hundred and one af ter the 
f l i a h t of Muhammad (901 AI^1496 A.D.)* . 
1 . RTER/XX, pp.87, 8f , 
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9) RUINS OP A OHADI BUILDING t 
Remains of double stoceyed bui ld ing carrying an 
i n s c r i p t i o n surv ives inside the compound of the Governoitfit 
High School l oca ted north west of Usha masjid in Bh i t r i 
rouhalla (Su l tankot ) . In the blurred i n s c r i p t i o n the expr-
e s s i o n nan- i Rayqan (free bread) could be deciphered* which 
according' to Mehrdad Shokoohy, sugoes t s that t h i s bui lding 
was used as a hospice* 
Text 
1 . Corpus Inscriptionaro Iranicarutn. Part I v . Vbl. XILIX* 
p p , 2 0 , ? l . 
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10) MA2INA OR MINARt 
It Is located a t Bhi tr l muhalla (Sultankot) 
in Bay ana town l o c a l l y known as Ukha (Usha) inlnar. 
This lalnar c a r r i e s an i n s c r i p t i o n which descr ibe i t s 
bui lding to Ibrahim Shah» son of Sikandar# son o f 
Bahlol Shah, in 1517 A'^(«923 A H ) and completion to 
Nizam Khan in 1520 AD («926 AH) • On the f l oor of the 
Biinar a mason has carved the date of Samvat 1574 which 
began on the 23rd March 1517 AD corresponding to the 
h i j r a year 923 (»24 Jan. 1517 AD). 
Text 
Middle section 
(Rectangular plate 
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>-Cx'w i^^ . ^ , .^J^,^^^ 
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11) LODl MOSQUEt 
I t i s l o c a t e d in the p r e s e n t v i l l a g e of Sikandra 
4 kms sou th west of Bayana. I t i s c a r r y i n g a b l u r r e d 
I n s c r i p t i o n . Some time in e i g h t i e s Mehrdad Shokoohy was 
a b l e to a e c i p h e r few words of t h e i n s c r i p t i o n which are 
'*Masnad-l A l i Nizam Khan"* > 
Text 
ij) •**«-• ^\ j j ^ L. 
1 . Ibid» p , 2 2 . 
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12} HOSPICE AND BAOLI OF SADULLAH t 
This s t ruc ture is located to the south east 
of Bh l t r l muhalla (Sultankot) in Bayana. An inscrip-
t ion on the beams of eastern pa r t of the building 
coxxoborate Badaunl an;3 Abul Fazl*8 xefexence to 
Shaikh Sadullah. 
Text 
o^Vj^j o i - ^ ' j J J * ^ o ' < ^ i i j ' ^ y ' / » - ^ ^ C K - ^ ' J ^ UIJD^- -\ 
^ 1 4AykU « ^ ^ ^j^ j^^ j ^ Cj^jj^ -^ 
uj» j - « - *R;ii ' c-Wj ^ t -^y- |U i oi^r . 1 
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TRANSLATION- "During the reign Qf Jalaluddln Muhammad 
Ghazl he came with h i s heart and kindness of t h i s 
p l a c e . The Ka*ba l i k e shr ine , the Khanqah of Shaikh 
Sadullah the upper part of the s tructure i s l i f t e d 
f r e e from f a u l t . When, I sought the date of the foun-
dation of the Khanqah from wisdom; wisdom sa id that 
i t ' s date i s "ka'ba of the high khangah". During the 
reign of Akbar Ghazl who became the Emperor of the 
country. He made Shaikh Sadulah. . He came (to) the 
ka'ba l i k e Khanqah. For the month and date of h i s 
death: Itiis i s the Khanqah of Sa'*dullaha'* (abjad AH: 
988/1580-81 AD)". 
1 . Z.A, Desai , "List of published Muslim :Discrlption 
of Rajasthan"* The Researcher-A B u l l e t i n of Rajas-
than*s Archaeology and Museum \tol.3&>XI, year 1970-71, 
Ed. by R.C. Agrawal, Published by the Directorate 
of Archaeology and Museum, Govt, of Raj as than, Jaipur, 
1971; Ihree Inscr ipt ions of Akbar*s Reign From Bayana**, 
p .317 . 
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13) CUPOLA (CHHATRI) : 
I t i s located to the south e a s t of B h l t c i nmhalla 
(Sultankot) in Bayana and c a r r i e s an inscx lpt ion y i e l d i n g 
the date 1602 AD(*1010 A H ) . 
Text 
Translat ion t 
'*Date t AH 1010 (1601-02 AD) His Majesty, Cal iphate-
p r o t e c t i n g Akbar Padshah af ter the conquest of the Deccan 
and Dandesh (Khandesh) passed by t h i s p lace (This s c r i b e s ) 
This s lave# Ma'sum Nami*al Bakkari (of Bhakkar)". 
1 . "Three Inscr ipt ions of Akbar*s Reign From Bayana"« 
p . 3 1 7 . 
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^^^ IDGAH of the Mughal Pelodt 
This Idqah is located across the river Gambhir to 
the east of Bayana near Brahmbad v i l l a g e . It carries an 
inscription on one of the p i l lars of the southern side 
of the main gateway. This Idqah was possibly bui l t during 
the reign of Akbar (1556-1605 AD) some time before 1598 
AD which is e a r l i e s t date in the above inscription put up 
by Masum Bakhari. 
Text 
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Translat lont 
** (Verses) Nami**/ r e a l i s e by the opened eyes o£ 
ins ight tha t the foundation of time is l i k e a p i c tu re 
drawn on water* I ask you what is to be gained from 
t h i s world* (only t h i s t } wakefulness of a inoin«)t and 
s leep for the r e s t of the time (11) (Prose) conposed 
(Lit* said) by Amir Muhammad Ha*sum al-Bakkarl in huna-
n i t y t o r i g i n a l l y from Tirmiz and poe t ic t i t l e al-Raqi* 
Written by Mirzan (?) 1008/1007 AH (1598-99 AD and 1599-
1600 AD)". 
1* Ibid . 
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15) MARYAM ZAMANI'S BADLI (STEP-WELL)s 
i h l s baoll (Step-well) i s locatec3 to the east of 
Bayana# across the river Gambhir* in v i l lage Brahmbad. 
I t was built by Jahangir's mother Maryani Zamani In 
1612-13 AD (*1022 AH). On the main gate of the building, 
there is a Persian inscription. 
Text 
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Translatloni 
''During the reign of Shah Nuruddin Jahangir, the 
world became a garden by his benevolence. By the order 
of h is npther« Maryam Zamani, the devine l i ght became 
bright.l^ere vias bui l t a baqh and a beautiful baoll 
which made paradise blush with shame. The intel l igence 
said for the hijra date $ "Sun-i haft Julus Padshahi 
(sevjenth regnal year of padshah) i . e . 1022 A.H. («1612»13 AD). 
1 . Ibid, p.318. 
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